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ADVERTISEMENT, 

By THE EDITOR. 

HE ESSAY ON MAN, to uſe the 
Author's own Words, is @ perfect Sy- 
ſtem of Ethics; in which Definition he 

included Religion : For he was far from that 
Opinion of the noble Writer of the Chara#e- 
iſtics, that Morality could long ſupport itſelf, 
or have even a real exiſtence, without a refer- 
ence to the Deity, Hence it is that the Firſt 
Epiſtle regards Man with reſpect to the Lord 
and Governor of the univerſe ; as the Second 
with reſpect to himſelf; the Third to Society; 
and the Fourth, to Happineſs. Having there- 
fore formed and finiſhed his Eſſay in this View, 
he was much mortified whenever he found it 
conſidered in any other; or as a part and in- 
troduction only to a larger work. As appears 
from the concluſion of his ſecond Dialogue, 
intitled M Dcc xxxvIIt, where he makes his 
impertinent adviſer ſay, 

Alas ! alas! pray end what you began, 
And drite, next Winter, more Eſſays on Man. 

A 3 



iv ADVERTISEMENT, 

which a MS. note of his thus explains: 
© The Author undoubtedly meant this as a 
e Sarcaſm on the ignorance of thoſe friends 
* of his, who were daily peſtering him for 
&* more Eſſays on Man, as not ſeeing that the | 
Four Epiſtles he had publiſhed entirely com- 
te pleated that ſubject.“ But it muſt be own- 
ed, that the Public, by the great and contis 
nued demand tor his Eſſay, ſufficiently freed 
itſelf from this imputation of wrong Judgment, 
And how great and continued that demand 
has been, appears from the vaſt variety of pi- 
rated and imperfect Editions continually ob- 
truded on the world, ever ſince the firſt pub- 
lication of the Poem; and which no repeated 
proſecutions of the Offenders have been able 
totally to reſtrain, 

Theſe were the conſiderations which have 
now induced the Proprietor to give one per- 
fect Edition of the Eſſay on Man, from Mr. 
Pope's laſt corrections and improvements; that 
the Public may from henceforth be ſupplied 
with this Poem alone, in a manner ſuitable to 
its dignity, and to the honeſt intention of its 
great Author, 

Concerning the UNIVERSAL PrAveR, 
which concludes the Eſſay, it may be prope? 
to obſerye, that, ſome paſſages in the E 



ADVERTISEMENT. v 

having been unjuſtly ſuſpected of a tendency 
towards Fate and Naturaliſm, the Author 
compoſed that Prayer as the Sum of all, to 
ſhew that his Syſtem was founded in Free-will, 
and terminated in Piety: That the firſt Cauſe 
was as well the Lord and Governor as the 
Creator of the Univerſe ; and that by Sub- 
miſſion to his Will (the great principle inforced 
throughout the Z//ay) was not meant the ſuffer- 
ing ourſelves to be carried along with a blind 
determination; but a religious acquieſcence, 
and confidence full of hope and immortality. 
To give all this the greater weight and reality 

| the Poet choſe for his Model the Lok D's 
PRAYER, which of all others beſt deſerves 
the title prefixed to his Paraphraſe. 

The Reader will excuſe my adding a word 
concerning the Frontiſpiece; which, as it was 
deſigned and drawn by Mr. Pope himſelf, 
would be a kind of Curioſity, had not the 
excellence of the thought otherwiſe recom- 
mended it, We ſee it repreſents the Vanity 
of human Glory, in the falſe purſuits after 
Happineſs: where the Ridicule m the Curtain 
cobweb, the Death's head crowned with laurel, 
and the ſeveral Inſcriptions, have all the force 
and beauty of one of his beſt-written Satires : 
Nor 1s there leſs expreſſion in the bearded Phi- 

A4 
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FH AVING propoſed to write ſome pieces on 
Human Life and Manners, ſuch as (to uſe my 

Lord Bacon's expreſſion) come home to Men's Buſineſs 
| and Boſoms, I thought it more ſatisfactory to begin 

with conſidering Man in the abſtract, his Nature 
and his State ſince, to prove any moral duty, to 
enforce any moral precept, or to examine the per- 
fetion or imperfection of any creature whatſoever, 
it is neceſſary firſt to know what condition and rela- 
tim it is placed in, and what is the proper end and 
purpoſe of 1ts being. 
The ſcience of Human Nature is, like all other 

ſciences, reduced to a few clear points : There are 
not many certain truths in this world. It is therefore 
in the anatomy of the Mind as in that of the Body: 
more good will accrue to mankind by attending to 
the large, open, and perceptible parts, than by ſtu- 
dying too much ſuch finer nerves and veſſels, the 
conformations and uſes of which will for ever eſcape 
our obſeryation. The diſputes are all upon theſe 
laſt, and I will venture to ſay, they have leſs 
ſharpned the wits than the hearts of men againſt 
tach other, and have diminiſhed the practice more 
han advanced the theory of Morality, If I 
could flatter myſelf that this Eſſay has any merit, 
dis in ſteering betwixt the extremes of doctrines 
kemingly oppoſite ; in paſſing over terms utterly 
unintelligible; and in forming a temperate, yet not 
N and a /hort, yet not imper ſec ſyſtem of 

ics, 3 



viii THE DESIGN. 

This I might have done in proſe ; but I choſe 
verſe, and even rhyme, for two reaſons : The one 
will appear obvious; that principles, maxims, or 
precepts ſo written, both ſtrike the reader more 
ſtrongly at firſt, and are more eaſily retained by him 
afterwards, The other may ſeem odd, but it is true; 
I found I could expreſs them more forth this way 
than :n proſe itſelf, and nothing is truer than that 
much of the force, as well as grace, of arguments or 
inſtructions depends on their conci/ene/s, I was un- 
able to treat this part of my ſubject more in dai, 
without becoming dry and tedious ; or more pocſi- 
cally, without ſacrificing perſpicuity to ornament, 
without wandering from the preciſion, or breaking 
the chain of reaſoning. If any man can unite all 
theſe, without diminution of any of them, I freely 
confeſs he will compaſs a thing above my capacity. 
What is now publiſhed, is only to be conſidered 
as a general map of Man, marking out no more 
than the greater parts, their extent, their limits, and 
their connexion, but leaving the particular to be 
more fully delineated in the charts which are to 
follow. Conſequently theſe Epiſtles in their pro- 
greſs (if I make any progreſs) will be leſs dry, 
and more ſuſceptible of poetical ornament. I am 
here only opening the fountains, and clearing the 
paſſage: to deduce the rivers, to follow them in 
their courſe, and to obſerve their effects, would be 
a taſk more agreeable, 
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Of the Nature and State of Man, with reſpect 

to the UNIVERSE. 

PF Man in the abſtraci That we can judge only 
with regard to our own ſyſtem, being ignorant 

ef the relations of Hiſtems and things, ver. I7, &c 
tat Man is not to be deemed imperfect, but a Being 
ſuted to his place and rank in the creation, ata 
to the general Order of Things, and conformable to 
8 Relations to him unknown, ver. 33, &c. 
a it is partly upon his Ignorance of future events, 
an partly upon the Hope of a future fate, that all 
bis Happineſs in the preſent depends, ver. 77, &c. 
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The pride of aiming at more Knowledge, and pretend. 

ing to more Perfection, the cauſe of Man's err 

and miſery. The impiety of putting himſelf in tl, 

place of God, and judging of the fitneſs or unfitnſ;, 

Per ſection or imperfection, juſtice or injuſtice of hi || 

diſpenſations, | ver. 113, &c, 

The abſurdity of conceiting himſelf the final cauſe if the 
creation, or expecting that perfection in the moral 
world, which is not in the natural, ver. 137, &c. 

The unreaſonableneſs of his complaints againj? Provi- 071 
gence, while, on the one hand, he demands the Per- 

feftions of the Angels; and, on the other, the badi 

qualifications of the Brutes; though to poſſeſs any if i 7 

the ſenſitive faculties in a higher degree, would ren / 

ger him miſerable, ver. 173, &, ang 
That throughout the whole viſible tworld, an univerſal » The L 

order and gradation in the ſenſual and mental fi- Wl Th n 

rielties is obſerved, which cauſes a ſubordination 1277 

of creature to creature, and of all creatures to Mar. NI 
The gradation of ſenſe, inſtinct, thought, reflec- hei- 

tion, reaſon ; that Reaſon alone countervails all ti: WM 7h, P. 
| other faculties, ver. 207. Wl The pre 
Hiro much farther this order and ſubordination of 

living creatures may extend, above and below u; WW I 14. 
were any part of which broken, not that part nl) 
bat the whole connected creation muſt be deſiriye , pro 

ver , 2 1 
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u; providential Uſe, in fixing our Principle, and af- 

certaining our Virtue, Ver, 175 
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In every ſtate, and every age of life, ver. 271, &e. 
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Origin of true Religion and Government, from the 
ſame Principle of Love, ver. 235, &c. 
Origin of Super/lition and Tyranny, from the ſame 

Principle of Fear, ver. 237, &c, 
The influence of Self-love operating to the ſocial and 

public Good, 

Reſtoration of true Religion and Government on their 
firft principle, ver. 283. 

Mixt Government, ver. 289, 

Various forms of each, and the true end of all, 
ver. 303, &c. 

re IV. 

Of the Nature and State of Man with reſpec 

to HAPPINESS, 

LSE Notions of Happineſs, Philoſophical ana 

Popular, anſwered, ver. 19 1 20. 

It is the end of all Men, and attainable by all, ver. 29. 

Cod intends Happineſs to be equal; and to be fi, . 

muſt be ſocial, ſince all particular Happine/s de- 

pends on general, and ſince he governs by general, 
not particular Laws, ver. 35: 

ver. 269. 9 
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hr it is neceſſary for Order, and the peace and wel- 

e xy 

fare of Society, that external goods ſhould be 

unequal, Happineſs is not made to conſiſl in theſe, 
ver. 49. 

But, notwithAlanding that inequality, the balance of 
Happineſs among Mankind is kept even by Provi- 

dince, by the two Paſſions of Hope and Fear, ver. 67. 

Mat the. Happineſs of Individuals is, as far as is 

cnſiftent with the conſlitution of this world; and 

that the good man has here the Advantage, ver. 77. 

The error of imputing to Virtue what are only the ca- 

lonities of Nature, or of Fortune, ver. 93. 
Li: folly of expecting that God ſhould alter his general 

Laws in favour of particulars, ver. 121. 

at we are not judges who are good; but that, wha- 

ar they are, they muſt be happieſt, ver. 133, &c. 
at external goods are not the proper rewards, but 

ſſen inconſiſtent with or deſtructiuve of Virtue, 

ver. 169. 

it even theſe can make no Man happy without 
Virtuc : 

Infanced in Riches, ver. 185. 
Honours, ver. 193. 
Nobility, ver. 205. 
Greatneſs, ver. 217. 

Fame, Ver. 237. 

Superior T alents, ver. 259. 
B 
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Witb piftures of human Infelicity in Men poſ; of 

them all, ver. 277, &. 

| That Virtue only conſtitutes a Happineſs, wheſe d. 

I ject is univerſal, and whoſe proſpect eternal, 
ver. 329, &c. 

That the perfection of Virtue and Happineſs cn | 

in a conformity to the ORDER of PRovIDENG 
here, and a Reſignation t9 it here and hercafii, 

ver. 327, Kc. 
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, &c. 

conſiſt 

DENCE 

AN 

ESSAY on MAN. 

EEPIOGIEE M8 

WAKE, my Sr. JohN] leave all meaner things 

To low ambition, and the pride of Kings. 

let us (ſince Life can little more ſupply 

Than juſt to look about us and to die) 

Lxpatiate free o'er all this ſcene of Man; 5 
a mighty maze ! but not without a plan 

NoTESs. 

Ver. 1, Awale, my ST.Joan!] The opening of this 
oem, in fifteen lines, is taken up in giving an account of 
he dubje&t; which, agrecable to the title, is an Es sa on 
Mas, or a Philoſophical Enquiry into his Nature and End, 
Ws Paſions and Purſuits. 
The Exordium zelates to the whole work, of which the 
/4 on Man was only the firſt book. The 6th, 7th, and 
lines allude to the ſubject of this E/ay, viz. the gene- 
Order and Deſign of Providence ; the Conſtitution 
' the human Mind; the origin, uſe, and end of the 

B 2 



2 ESSAY ON MAN. FP. 
A Wild, where weeds and flow'rs promiſcuous ſhot, 

Or Garden, tempting with forbidden Fruit, 

NoTESs. 

_ Paſſions and Affections, both ſelfiſh and ſocial ; ard th: 
wrong purſuits of Power, Pleaſure, and Happineſs, 'The 
toth, 11th, 12th, &c. have relation to the ſubjects of (he 
books intended to follow, vzz. the Characters and Caps 
cities of Men, and the Limits of Science, which once Bit y 
tranſgreſſed, ignorance begins, and error follows. The 
13th and 14th, to the Knowledge of Mankind, and the Ly 
various Manners of the age. Next, in line 16, he ce What 
us with what deſign he wrote, viz. 

— 

To windicate the ways of God to Man. : * 

The Men he writes againſt, he frequently informs us, u ” 
ſuch as weigh thrir opinion arainft Providence (ver, 114.)iuch 
as cry, if man's unhappy, God's unjuſt (ver, 118.) or ſuch as fall 
into the notion, that Vice and Virtue there is none at al, 
(Ep. ii. ver. 212.) This occaſions the poet to divide his. Ves. 
dication of the ways of God into two parts. In the flo on] 
of which he gives direct anſwers to thoſe objections u bose w] 
libertine Men, on a view of the diſorders ariſing from te va on, i 
perverſity of the human will, have intended againſt f.. Boy 
vidence, And in the ſecond, he obviates all thoſe of- - bereth 
jections, by a true delineation of human Nature; or 48Wpneſs ar 
general, but exact, map of Man. The firſt epiſile 15 en Va. 
ployed in the management of the firſt part of this diſpete Wſiuman / 
and the three following in the diſcuſſion of the ſecond ner of 
So that this whole book conſtitutes a complete Li in the 
Man, written for the beſt purpoſe, to vindicate the u Mt the x 
of God. ject, t 

Vers. 7, 8. 4 Wild,—or Garden,] The Wild relates M Vea, 
the human paſſions, productive (as he explains in the {: 
cond epiſile) both of good and evil, The (Garden, e ſenſe. 
human r:a/on, ſo often tempting us to tranſgreſs the bound i 4;, ; 
God has ſet to it, and wander in fruitleſs enquiries, bis nat 



de. I. ESSAY ON MAN. 3 

Together let us beat this ample field, 

Lp. . 

ſhoot; 

The latent tracts, the giddy heights, explore 

Of all who blindly creep, or ſightleſs ſoar ; 
rd ide Eye Nature's walks, ſhoot Folly as it flies, 

* . And catch the Manners living as they riſe ; 

Caps Laugh where we muſt, be candid where we can; 15 
h once 
The! 

ind the 

he tells 

But vindicate the ways of God to Man. 

|. Say firſt, of God above, or Man below, 

What can we reaſon, but from what we know? 

Of Man, what ſee we but his ſtation here, 

From which to reaſon, or to which refer? 20 
us, are 
4.) iuch 
h as fall Nor ES. 
at all 
his vin. Vea. 12. Of all whe blindly creep, Qc.] i. e. Thoſe 
the fut who only follow the blind guidance of their Paſſions ; or 
s hc doe who leave behind them common ſenſe and ſober 
rom tie aon, in their high flights through the regions of Metaphy- 
nſt Pro- is. Both which follies are expoſed in the fourth epiſtle, 
oſe ob · ¶ vbere the popular and philoſophical errors — 
r liess are detected. The figure is taken from animal Life. 
e is em Vea. 15. Laugh where wwe muſt, &c. ] Intimating that 
diſpete man foll;es are fo ſtrangely abſurd, that it is not in the 
ſecond ver of the moſt compaſſionate, on ſome occaſions, to re- 
Zu in their mirth: And that human crimes are ſo flagitious, 
he un the moſt candid have ſeldom an opportunity, on this 

ayect, to exerciſe their virtue. 
elates M Vs, 19, 20. Of Man, what ſee we but his Ration here, 
z the ſ⸗ From which to reaſon, or to which refer ? | 
den, be enſe is, Ve ſee nothing of Man, but as he ſtands at pre- 
e bound! in his Zation here: From which ſtation, all our reaſonings 
ies. lu nature and end muſt be drawn; and to this ftation they 

B 3 
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4 ESSAY ON MAN. 

Thro' worlds unnumber'd tho' the God be knoyy, 

*Tis ours to trace him only in our own. 

He, who through vaſt immenſity can pierce, 

See worlds on worlds compoſe one univerſe, 

Ep. I. 

Obſerve how ſyſtem into ſyſtem runs, 2;8 
What other planets circle other ſuns, 

What vary'd Being peoples ev'ry ſtar, 

May tell why Heav'n has made us as we are. 

But of this frame, the bearings, and the ties, 

The ſtrong connexions, nice dependencies, 5 

Gradations juſt, has thy pervading ſoul 

Look'd thro'? or can a part contain the whole! 

Is the great chain, that draws all to agree, 

And drawn ſupports, upheld by God, or thee! 

NoTESs. 

muſt be all refered. The conſequence is, all our reaſor- 
ings on his nature and end muſt needs be very imperfect, 

Vee. 21, Tyre avorlds unnumber d, Ic. ] Hunc cogno'-} 

c mus ſolummodo per Proprietates ſuas & Attributa, 4 
per ſapientiſimas & optimas rerum ſtructuras & cauls 
finales, Nee Princ, Schol. gen. ſub fin, 

Ver, zo. The flrong connexions, nic? depentencies, | The 
thought is very noble, and expreſſed with great philoſopbic 
teauty and exactneſs. The ſyſtem of the Univerſe | 3 
combination of natural and oral Fitneſſes, as the human 
ſyſtem is, of oy and ſpirit, By the ſtreng connexions, thele- 
fore, the Poet alludes to the natura/ part; and by the 
nice dependencies to the moral, For the ay on man is nota 
ivitem of Naturali/m, but of natural Religion. Hence It l., 
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7.1. ESSAY ON MAN. 5 
IL Preſumptuous Man! thereaſon wouldſt thou find, 

Wey form'd fo weak, ſo little, and ſo blind? 36 

Firſt, if thou canſt, the harder reaſon gueſs, 

Why form'd no weaker, blinder, and no leſs. 

Aſk of thy mother earth, why oaks are made 

| Taller or ſtronger than the weeds they ſhade? 40 

Or aſk of yonder argent fields above, 

Why Jove's Satellites are leſs than Jove ? 

Of Syſtems poſhble, if *tis confeſt 

That Wiſdom infinite muſt form the beſt, 

Where all muſt full or not coherent be, 45 

And all that rifes, riſe in due degree 

NoTEs. 

good in the natural world, he ſuppoſes they may tend like- 
viſe to ſome greater good in the moral, as appears from 
theſe ſublime images in the following lines, 

If plagues or earthquakes break not Heav'n's deſign, 
Why then a Borgia, or a Catiline? 
Who knows, but He, whoſe hand the lightning forms, 
Who heaves old Ocean, and who wings the ſtorms ; 
Pours fierce ambition in a Cæſar's mind, 
Ur turns young Ammon looſe to ſeourge Mankind ? 

Ver. 35 to 42.] In theſe lines the poet has joined the 
deauty of argumentation to the ſublimity of thought; 
Where the fimilar inſtances, propoſed for his adverſaries 
examination, ſhew as well the ab/urdity of their complaints 
%anſ Order, as the frurtleſne/s of their enquiries into 
ae arcana of the Godhead, 

B 4 



5 ESSAY ON MAN. Pr. I. 

Then, in the ſcale of reasning life, *tis plain, 

There muſt be, ſomewhere, ſuch a rank as Man: 

And all the queſtion (wrangle e'er ſo long) 
Is only this, If God has plac'd him wrong? 30 

Reſpecting Man, whatever wrong we call, 
May, muſt be right, as relative to all. 

In human works, though labour'd on with pain, 

A thouſand movements ſcarce one purpoſe gain; 

In God's, one ſingle can its end produce; 5; 

Vet ſerves to ſecond too ſome other uſe. 

So Man, who here ſeems principal alone, 

Pe: haps acts ſecond to ſome ſphere unknown, 

Touches ſome wheel, or verges to ſome goal; 

*T is but a part we ſee, and not a whole. 60 

When the proud ſteed ſhall knowwhymanreftrains 

His fiery courſe, or drives him o'er the plains; 

When the dull Ox, why now he breaks the clo, 

Is now a victim, and now Ægypt's God: 

Then ſhall Man's pride and dulneſs comprehend 6; 

His aCtions', paſſions', being's, uſe and end; 

VARIATIONS, 
In the former editions, ver. 64. 
Now wears a garland, an ZEgyptian God: 

altered as above for the rea on given in the note. 

NoTESs. 

Ver. 64.—gyy Cd] Called fo, becauſe the Goc 
Ajis was worlhipped univerſally over the whole land. 



Er. IJ. ESSAY ON MAN. 7 

Why doing, ſuff”ring, check'd, impell'd; and why 

This hour a ſlave, the next a deity, 

Tuben ſay not Man's imperfect, Heav'n in fault; 

day rather, Man's as perfect as he ought : 70 

His knowledge meaſur'd to his ſtate and place z 
His time a moment, and a point his ſpace, 

t to be perfect in a certain ſphere, 

90 

ain 
f : What matter, ſoon or late, or here or there ? 

55 The bleſt to-day is as completely ſo, 75 

As who began a thouſand years ago. 

III. Heav'n from all creatures hides the book of 

n, Fate, 

All but the page preſcrib'd, their preſent ftate : 

From brutes what men, from men what ſpirits know: 
gra Or who could ſuffer Being here below? 80 

8; The lamb thy riot dooms to bleed to-day, 

» clo! fad he thy reaſon, would he ſkip and play? 

Pleas'd to the laſt, he crops the flow'ry food, 

end z And licks the hand juſt rais'd to ſhed his blood, 
d; Oh blindneſs to the future! kindly giv'n, 85 

That each may fill the circle mark'd by Heav'n: 

VARIATIONS, 
After ver. 68. the following lines in the firſt Ed, 

If to be perfect in a certain ſphere, 
What matters ſoon or late, or here or there: 
The bleſt to-day is as completely ſo, 
As who began ten thouſand years ago. 

the God 
land, 



8 ESSAY ON MAN. Ep. . Ep 
Who ſees with equal eye, as God of all, W 

A hero periſh, or a ſparrow fall, Bu 

Atoms or ſyſtems into ruin hurl'd, 

And now a bubble burſt, and now a world. Go 
Hope humb!y then; with trembling pinions ſoar; |} I 

Wait the great teacher Death ; and God adore, 

VARIATIONS, 

After ver. 88. in the MS. 

No great, no little; *tis as much decreed 

That Virgil's Gnat ſhould die, as Cæſar bleed. 

NoTEs. 

VER, 87. Who fees with equal eye, c.] Matth. x, 29, | 
VER. 91. Hope humbly then;) The Hope of a happy fi- 

turity was implanted in the human breaſt by God himſelf 
for this very purpoſe, as an earneſt of that Bliſs, which 
always flying from us here, is reſerved for the good Man 
hereafter. The reaſon why the poet chuſes to inſiſt on 
this proof of a future ſtate, in preference to others, is in 
order to give his ſyſtem (which is founded in a ſublime 
and improved P/ateni/m) the greater grace of uniformity. 
FornoPs was Plato's peculiar argument for a future ſlate; 
and the words here employed—4he foul uneaſy, &c. his 
peculiar expreſſion, The poet in this place, therefore, 
ſays in expreſs terms, that God gave us hope to ſupply that 
Future bliſs, which he at preſent keeps hid from us. In his ſe- 
cond epiſtle, ver. 274, he goes ſtill further, and ſays, this 
HOPE quits us not even at Death, when every thing mor- —5 
tal drops from us: orders, 

Hope travels thro', nor quits us when we die. — 0 
Vit he 

And, in the fourth epiſtle, he ſhews how the ſame for? fenting 
is a proof of a future ſtate, from the conſideration of God fr ther 
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Er. I. ESSAY ON MAN. 9 
What future bliſs, he gives not thee to know, 

But gives that Hope to be thy bleſſing now. 
lg, TVET. 

VARIATIONS. 

In the firſt Fol, and Quarto, 
What bliſs above he gives not thee to know, 
But gives that Hope to be thy bliſs elrau. 

NoTESs. 

giving man no appetite in vain, or what he did not intend 
thoald be ſatisfied ; 

He ſees why Nature plants in Man alone 
Hope of known bliſs, and Faith in bliſs unknown: 
(Nature, whoſe dictates to no other kind | 
Are giv'n in vain, but what they ſeek they find.) 

[tis only for the good man, he tells us, that Hope leads from 
goal to goal, Oc. It would be ſtrange indeed then, if it 
{hould prove a deluſion. 
VER. 93. What future bliſs, &c.] It hath been objected, 

that the Sytem of the beſt weakens the other natural argu- 
ments for a future ſtate ; becauſe, if the evils which 
Men ſuffer promote the benefit of the whole, then every 
thing is here in order; and nothing amiſs that wants to 
be ſet right : Nor has the good man any reaſon to expect 
amends, when the evils he ſuffered had ſuch a tendency. 
To this it may be replied, 1. That the poet tells us, (Ep. iv. 
ver. 361.) That God loves from whole to parts. 2. That the 
em of the be/? is fo far fiom weakening thoſe natural ar- 
zuments, that it ſtrengthens and ſupports them. For if 
thoſe evils, to which good men are ſubject, be mere Diſ- 
orders, without tendency to the greater good of the 
whole; then, though we mult indeed conclude that they 
vill hereafter be ſet right, yet this view of things, repre- 
enting God as ſuffering diſorders for no other end than to 
kt them right. gives us a very low idea of the divine wiſ- 



10 ESSAY ON MAN. Exp. 
Hope ſprings eternal in the human breaſt : 95 
Man never Is, but always To be bleſt: 
The ſoul, uneaſy and confin'd, from home, 

Reſts and expatiates in a life to come, 

NoTEs. 

dom. But if thofe evils (according to the /;/em of the 
bet) contribute to the greater perfection of the whole; 
ſuch a reaſon may be then given for their permiſſion, 25 
ſupports our idea of divine wiſdom to the higheſt religious 
pap Then, as to the good man's hopes of a retri. 
ution, thoſe ſtill remain in their original force: For our 

idea of God's juſtice, and how far that juſtice is engaged 
to a retribution, is exactly and invariably the ſame on 
either hypotheſis, For though the ien of the beſt ſup | 
poſes that the evils themſelves will be fully compenſated by 
the good they produce to the whole, yet this is ſo far from 
ſuppoſing that parrrculars ſhall ſuffer for a general good, that 
it is eſſential to 7his /y/em to conclude, that, at the com- 
pletion of things, when the whole is carried to the ſtate 
of utmoſt perfection, particular and univerſal good hall 

coincide. 

Such is the world's great harmony, that ſprings 
From Order, Union, full Conſent of things : 
Where /mal! and great, where weakand mighty, made 
To ferve, not Suffer 3 ſtreng then, not iaανα , &c. 

Ee, iii. ver. 295. 

Which coincidence can never be, without a retribution 
to good men for the evils they ſuffered here below, 
FIS. 97.—from home.] The conſtruction is, © The 
« ſoul being from home (confined and uneaſy) expa- 
« tiates,” c. by which words it was the Poet's purpoſe 
to teach, that the preſent life is only a ſtate of probation 

for another, more ſuitable to the eſſence of the ſoul, and 
to the free exerciſe of its qualities, 
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95 

ko. I. ESSAY ON MAN. 11 

Lo, the poor Indian! whoſe untutor'd mind 
ders God in clouds, or hears him in the wind; 100 

His ſoul, proud ſcience never taught to ſtray 
Far as the ſolar walk, or milky way ; 
Yet ſimple Nature to his hope has giv'n 

Behind the cloud-topt hill, an humbler heav'n; 

Some ſafer world in depth of woods embrac'd, 105 

Some happier iſland in the watry waſte, 

Where ſlaves once more their native land behold, 

No fiends torment, no Chriſtians thirſt for gold. 

To Be, contents his natural defire, 

He aſks no Angel's wing, no Seraph's fire; 110 

VARIATIONS, 

After ver. 108. in the firſt Ed. 

But does he ſay the Maker is not good, 
'Till he's exalted to what ſtate he wou'd : 
Himſelf alone high Heav'n's peculiar care, 
Alone made happy when he will, and where ? 

NOTES. 

Ver, 99. Lo, the poor Indian / c.] The poet, as we 
lad, having bid Man comfort himſelf with expectation 
of future happineſs, having ſhewn him that this nor 
ij an earneſt of it, and put in one very neceſſary caution, 

Hope humbly then, with trembling pinions ſoar ; 

provoked at thoſe miſcreants whom he afterwards (Ep. iii. 
ver. 263.) deſcribes as building Hell on ſpite, and Heaven on 
ride, he upbraids them (from ver. 99 to 112.) with the ex- 
Wple of the poor Indian, to whom alſo nature hath given 



12 ESSAY ON MAN. Ps. 

But thinks, admitted to that equal ſky, 

Mis faithful dog ſhall bear him company, 

IV. Go, wiſer thou! and, in thy ſcale of ſenſe, 
Weigh thy Opinion againſt Providence ; 

Call imperfection what thou fancy'ſt ſuch, 115, | 

Say, Here he gives too little, there too much; 

Deſtroy all creatures for thy ſport or guſt, 

Yet cry, If Man's unhappy, God's unjuſt ; 

If Man alone ingroſs not Heav'n's high care, 

Alone made perfect here, immortal there: 120 
Snatch from his hand the balance and the rod, 

Re-judge his juſtice, be the God of God. 

In Pride, in reas'ning Pride, our error lies; 

All quit their ſphere, and ruſh into the ſkies, 

NoTEs. 

this common HO of Mankind: But though his untatored 
mind had betrayed him into many childiſh fancies con- 
cerning the nature of that future ſtate, yet he is ſo far 
from excluding any part of his own ſpeci-s (a vice which 
could proceed only from the pride of ſcience) that he hu- 
manely admits even his faithful dog to bear him company. 

Ven. 123. In Pride, Sc.] Arnobius has paſſed the 
ſame cenſure on theſe very follies, which he ſuppoſes to 
ariſe from the cauſe here aſligned.—** Nihil eſt quod nos 

« fallar, nihil quod nobis polliceatur ſpes caſſas (id quod 
* nobi- a quibuſdam dicitur viris immoderata ſui opinione 
“ ſublatis) animas immortales eſſe, Deo rerum ac principi, 
« gradu proximas dignitatis, genitor illo ac patre prola- 

c tas, divinas, ſapientes, doctas, neque ulla corporis at- 

< trectatione contiguas.“ Adverſus gentes. 
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br. I. ESSAY ON MAN: 13 
Pride {till is aiming at the bleſt abodes, 125 

Men would be Angels, Angels would be Gods, 

\Aſpiring to be Gods, if Angels fell, 

Aſpiring to be Angels, Men rebel: 

And who but wiſhes to invert the laws 

Of OxDER, fins againſt th' Eternal Cauſe. 130 

V. Aſk for what end the heav'nly bodies ſhine, 

Earth for whoſe uſe ? Pride anſwers, *** Tis for mine: 

« For me kind Nature wakes her genial pow'r, 

« Suckles each herb, and ſpreads out ev'ry flow'r; 

Annual for me, the grape, the roſe renew 135 

The juice nectareous, and the balmy dew ; 

« For me, the mine a thouſand treaſures brings; 

For me, health guſhes from a thouſand ſprings ; 

NorTEs. 

Ver. 131. J fornvhat end the heav nly bodies ſhine, &c.] 
The ridicule of imagining the greater portions of the ma- 
terial ſyſtem to be ſolely for the uſe of man, Philoſophy 
has ſufficiently expoſed : and Common ſenſe, as the poet 
ooferves, infiructs us to know that our fellow-creatures, 
placed by Providence the joint-inhabitants of this globe, 
ae deſigned by Providence to be joint-ſharers with us of 
ts bleſſings. 
Ves. ib. Aſt for avhat end, c.] If there be any fault 
in theſe lines, it is not in the general ſentiment, but a 
want of exactneſs in expreſſing it. t 1s the higheſt 
abſurdity to think that Earth is man's /corflool, his canopy 
the lies, and the heavenly bodies lighted up principally for 
his uſe; yet not ſo, to ſuppoſe fruits and minerals given 
or this end. 

7 



14 ESSAY ON MAN. Ex. 
Seas roll to waft me, ſuns to light me riſe; 
«© My foot-ſtool earth, my canopy the ſkies.” 140 

But err :0: Nature from this gracious end, 

From bur: 1:12 ſuns when livid deaths deſcend, 
When earthquakes ſwallow, or when tempeſts ſwezp 
Towns to one 04 whole nations to the deep! 
&«& No, (*tis reply'd) the firſt Almighty Cauſe 145 

« Acts not by partial, but by gen'ral laws; 
& Th' exceptions few ſome change ſince all began: 
4 And what created perfect ?„— Why then Man? 

If the great end be human happineſs, 
Then Nature deviates; and can Man do leſs? 150 

As much that end a conſtant courſe requires 
Of ſhow'rs and ſunſhine, as of Man's defires ; 

As much eternal ſprings and cloudleſs ſkies, 

As men for ever temp'rate, calm, and wiſe, 

If plagues or earthquakes break not Heav'n's deſign, 

Why then a Borgia, or a Catiline ? 156 

NoTES. 

Ver. 150. Then Nature deviates, &c.]“ While comets 
% move in very eccentric orbs, in all manner of poſi- 
« tions, blind Fate could never make all the planets 
„ move one and the ſame way in orbs concentric; ſome 

© inconſiderable irregularities excepted, which may have 

* riſen from the mutual actions of comets and planets 

upon one another, and which will be apt to increaſe, all 
this ſyſtem wants a reformation.” Sir {/aac Newton's 
Optics, Quæ f. ult. i 
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b. I ESSAY ON MAN. T 
Who knows but he, whoſe hand the light'ning forms, 

Who heaves old Ocean, and who wings the ſtorms ; 

pours fierce Ambition in a Cæſar's mind, 159 

Or turns young Ammon looſe to ſcourge mankind ? 

NorEs. 

perſons in this paſſage, is their ſzppoſing the compariſon 
tbe between the effects of two things in this ſublunary 
wrld; when not only the elegancy, but the juſtneſs of 
i, conſiſts in its being between the effects of a thing in 
he univerſe at /arge, and the familiar and known effects of 
ne in this ſublunary world, For the poſition inforced in 
theſe lines is this, that partial evil tends to the good of the 
whole, 

Reſpecting Man, whatever wrong we call, 
May, muſt be right, as relative to all. ver. G1. 

tow does the Poet enforce it? if you will believe theſe 
p:rlons, in illuſtrating the effects of partial moral evil in 
particular ſyſtem, by that of partial natural evil in the 
ine ſyſtem, and ſo he leaves his pofrion in the lurch. 
ut the Poet reaſons at another rate: The way to prove 
bs point, he knew, was to illuſtrate the effect of partial 
Doral evil in the ani verſe, by partial natural evil in a par- 
lular ſyſtem, Whether partial moral evil tend to the good 
i! the univerſe, being a queſtion which, by reaſon of our 
morance of many parts of that univerſe, we cannot de- 
de, but from known effects; the rules of argument re- 
Jure that it be proved by analogy, i. e. ſetting it by, and 
Wparing it with, a thing certain; and it is a thing certain 

, partial natural evil tends to the good of our particular 
M, 

Ver. 157. Who Fnoaus but he, Sc.] The ſablimity with 
ich the great Author of Nature is here characteriſed, 
"dar the ſecond beauty of this fine paſſage. The greateſt 
"the making the very diſpenſation objected to, the petl- 
bs of his Title, 

C 
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16 ESSAY ON MAN. Es. 

From pride, from pride, our very reas'ning ſpring; 

Account for moral, as for nat'ral things : 

Why charge we Heav'n in thoſe, in theſe acquit 
In both, to reaſon right is to ſubmit. 

Better for Us, perhaps, it might appear, 16 

Were there all harmony, all virtue here; 

NoTESs. 

VER. 165, Better for Us, &c.] It might, ſays he, pe 
haps, appear better to us, that there were nothing i 
this world but peace and virtue; 

That never air or ocean felt the wind : 
That never paſſion diſcompos'd the mind, 

But then conſider, that as our aatural ſiſtem is ſupport 
by the ſtrife of its elementary particles; ſo is our in 
lectual ſyſtem by the conflict of our Paſſions, which aretl 
elements of human action. | 

In a word, as without the benefit of tempeſtuous win 
both air and ocean would ſtagnate, corrupt, and (pr 
univerſal contagion throughout all the ranks of anin 
that inhabit, or are ſupported by them ; ſo, without! 
benefit of the Paſſions, ſuch virtue as was merelv the ett 

of the abſence of thoſe Paſſions would be a lifeleſs c 
a ftoical Apathy, 

Contrafted all, retiring to the breaſt : 
But health of mind is Exerci/e, not Ref, Ep. ii. ver. ic 

Therefore, inſtead of regarding the conflict of the 
ments, and the paſſions of the mind as diſorders, 
ought to conſider them as part of the general order off 
vidence: And that they are fo, appears from their als 
preſerving the ſame unvaried courſe, throughout all 3f 
from the creation to the preſent time : 

The ger'ral order, fince the Whole began, 
Is- kept in Natarc, and is kept in Man, 
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„ . . ESSAY ON MAN. 17 
ring That never air or ocean felt the wind]; 

That never paſſion diſcompos'd the mind. 

But ALL ſubſiſts by elemental ftrife ; cquit 
x And paſſions are the elements of life, 170 

% The gen'ral ORDER, ſince the Whole began, 

|s kept in Nature, and is kept in Man. 

VI. What would this Man? Now upward will 

he ſoar, 

rele And little leſs than Angel, would be more ? 

Now looking downwards, juſt as griev'd appears 175 

To want the ſtrength of bulls, the fur of bears. 

pon 
dur int 

h are i 

NorkEs. 

We ſee, therefore, it would be doing great injuſlice to 
our author to ſuſpect that he intended, by this, to give any 
encouragement to vice. His ſyſtem, as all his Ethic us Wind | 

d dp Epitles ſhew, is this: That the gion, for the reaſons 
zuin even above, are neceſſary to the ſupport of Virtue : 

That, indeed, the Paſſions in exceſs produce Vice, which 
, in its own Nature, the greateſt of all Evils, and comes 
nto the world from the abuſe of Man's free-will; but 
that God, in his infinite wiſdom and goodneſs, deviouſly 

turns the natural bias of its malignity to the advancement 
4 _ happineſs, and makes it productive of general 
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TH' ETERNAL ART EDUuUCES Good From III. 

Er. ii. ver. 175. 

eir ee Ves. 169. But all ſub/fts, E5c.] See this ſubject ex- 
it al ended in Er. ii. from ver, go to 112, 155, &c. 

: Ve Re 174. And littlel. fs than Angel, Sc] Thou hoſt mage 
"ma little lower than the Angels, and haſt crowned himani:h 
(ys and honour, Pſalm viii. . 

by 



18  SSSAT ON MAN. 

Made for his uſe, all creatures if he call, 

Say what their uſe, had he the pow'rs of all: 

Nature to theſe, without profuſion kind, 

The proper organs, proper pow'rs aſſign'd; 15. 

Each ſeeming want compenſated of courſe, 

Here with degrees of ſwiftneſs, there of force; 
All in exact proportion to the ſtate ; 

Nothing to add, and nothing to abate. 

Each beaſt, each inſect, happy in its own: 18; 
Is Heav'n unkind to Man, and Man alone ? 

Shall he alone, whom rational we call, 

Be pleas'd with nothing, if not bleſs'd with all! 

The bliſs of Man (could Pride that bleſſing fnd) 

Is not to act or think beyond mankind ; 100 
No pow'rs of body or of ſoul to ſhare, 

But what his nature and his ſtate can bear. 

Why has not Man a microſcopic eye! 5 7 For this plain reaſon, Man is not a Fly. 

Say what the uſe, were finer optics givin, 1! 
T inſpe& a mite, not comprehend the heav'n' 

Or touch, if tremblingly alive all o'er, 

To ſmart and agonize at ev'ry pore ? 

NoTEs. 
Ve, 182. Here with degrees of ſawiftneſs, &c.] It's 

e*rtain axiom in the anatomy of creatures, that in f 
portion as they are formed for ſtrength, their ſwifinel 
lefiened; or, as they are formed for ſwiftneſs, their ſtreng 
is abated, P. 
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Or quick effluvia darting thro” the brain, 

Die of a roſe in aromatic pain? 200 

Nature thunder'd in his op'ning ears, 

nee And ſtunn'd him with the muſic of the ſpheres, 

low would he wiſh that Heav'n had left him ſtill 

e; Mie whiſp'ring Zephyr, and the purling rill ? 

Who finds not Providence all good and wiſe, 205 
Alike in what it gives, and what denies? 

vu. Far as Creation's ample range extends, 

The ſcale of ſenſual, mental pow'rs aſcends : 

Mark how it mounts, to Man's imperial race, 

From the green myriads in the peopled graſs: 210 

What modes of fight betwixt each wide extreme, 

he mole's dim curtain, and the lynx's beam: 

Of ſmell, the headlong lioneſs between, 

ind hound ſagacious on the tainted green: 

NOTES. 

Ver, 202, Stunn'd him with the muſic of the ſoberes.] 
lis inſtance is poetical, and even ſublime, but miſplaced. 

e 15 arguing philoſophically in a caſe that required him 
0 employ the real objects of ſenſe only; and, what is 
ore, he ſpeaks of this as a rea/ object.— F Nature 
ander d, &c. The caſe is different where (in ver. 253.) 
e ſpeaks of the motion of the heavenly bodies under the 
lime Imagery of ruling Angels: For whether there be 
ung Angels or no, there is real motion, which was all his 
gument wanted; but if there be no mufic of the ſpheres, 

Mere was no real ſound, which his argument was obliged 

Ven. 213. The heaalong liongſi.] The manner of the lions 

C3. 

Vn! 



20 ESSAY ON MAN. Fr. I 
Of hearing, from the life that fills the flood, 21; 

To that which warbles thro' the vernal wood? 

The ſpider's touch, how exquiſitely fine | 

Feels at each thread, and lives along the line: 

In the nice bee, what ſenſe ſo ſubtly true 

From pois'nous herbs extracts the healing dew ? 220 
How Inſtinct varies in the grov'ling ſwine, 

Compar'd, half-reas'ning elephant, with thine | 

*T wixt that, and Reaſon, what a nice barrier! 

For ever ſep'rate, yet for ever near! 
Remembrance and Reflection how ally'd; 225 

What thin partitions Senſe from Thought divide! | 

NoTESs. 

hunting their prey in the deſerts of Africa is this: 4t 
their firſt going out in the night-time they ſet up a loud 
roar, and then liſten to the noiſe made by the beaſts in 
their flight, purſuing them by the ear, and not by the 
noſtril. It 1s probable the ſtory of the Jackal's hunting 
for the lion, was occaſioned by obſervation of this deſed 
of ſcent in that terrible animal. P. 

Ves. 224. For ever ſep rate, c.] Near, by the fimil: 
tude of the operation; /-parate, by the immenſe difference 
in the nature of the powers. | 

Ver. 226. What thin partitions, &c.] So thin, that the 

Atheiſtic philoſophers, as Protagoras, held that thought 

wwas only ſenſe; and from thence concluded, that every in 
gination or opinion of every man was true: Haca (91k 
i5v Ahn. But the poet determines more philoſophically, 
that they are really and eſſentially different, how in ſoe 
ver the partition is by which they are 4% ided. Thus (1 
illuſtrate the truth of this obſervation) when a geemelet 
conſiders a triangle, in order to demonſtrate the equal. 
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and Middle natures, how they long to join, 

Yet never paſs th' inſuperable line 3 

Without this juſt gradation, could they be 

dubjected, theſe to thoſe, or all to thee? 

The pow'rs of all ſubdu'd by thee alone, 

not thy Reaſon all theſe pow'rs in one ? 

VIII. See, thro' this air, this ocean, and this earth, 

All matter quick, and burſting into birth, 

Above, how high, progreſſive life may go! 235 

Around, how wide ! how deep extend below 

230 

Vaſt chain of Being! which from God began, 

Natures zthereal, human, angel, man, 

VARIATIONS, 
Ve. 238, Ed. iſt. 

Ethereal eſſence, ſpirit, ſubſtance, man. 

NoTESs. 
of its three angles to two right ones, he has the picture 
or image of ſome ſenſible triangle in his mind, which is 
eie; yet notwithſtanding, he muſt needs have the notion 
or idea of an intellectual triangle in his mind, which is 
t5-ght ; for this plain reaſon, becauſe every image or 
picture of a triangle muſt needs be obtuſangular, or rect- 
angular, or acutangular: but that which, in his mind, is 
the ſubjeRt of this propoſition, is the ratio of atriangle, un- 
determined to any of theſe ſpecies, On this account it 
Was that Ariſtotle ſaid, Nonuazle Tis Molœti, TE un Qailag- 

_ that n 806 TaUTE P Hœinů GN d av Hai, DN. 
ive conceptions of the Mind differ ſomewhat from ſenſible 
mages; they are not ſenſible images, and yet not quite free 
r tiſengaged from ſenſible images. 
VER. 237. Vaſt chain of Being !] Who will not ac- 

C 4 
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Beaſt, bird, fiſh, inſect, what no eye can ſee, 

No glaſs can reach; from Infinite to thee, 240 

From thee to Nothing. On ſuperior pow'rs 

Were we to preis, inferior might on ours: 

Or in the full creation leave a void, 

Where, one ſtep broken, the great ſcale's deſtroyd: 

From Nature's chain whatever link you ſtrike, 243 

Tenth, or ten thouſandth, breaks the chain alike, 

And, if each ſyſtem in gradation roll 

Alike eſſential to th* amazing Whole, 

"The leaſt confuſion but in one, not all 

That ſyſtem only, but the Whole muſt fall. 250 

Let Earth unbalanc'd from her orbit fly, 

Planets and ſuns run lawleſs thro the ſky; 

NoTESs. 

knowledge, therefore, that ſo harmonious a connexion in 
the diſpolition of things as is here deſcribed, is tranſcen- 
dently beautiful? But the Fataliſts ſuppoſe ſuch an one— 
What then? Is the Firſt Free Agent, is the great Cauſe of 
all things, debarred-frem a contrivance fo exquiſite, be- 

| Eauſe ſome Men, to ſet up their idol, Fate, abſurdly re: 
preſent it as preſiding over ſuch a ſyſtem. 

Ver. 243. Or in the full creation leave a void, Cc.) 
This is only an illuſtration, alluding to the Peripateuc 
plenum and vacuum; the full and void here meant, relating 
not to Matter, but to Life, 

VER. 247. And if each ſyſtem in gradation roll.] The 
verb alludes to the motion of the planetary bodies of each 

ſyſtem; and to the figures deſcribed by that motion. 
Ver. 251. Let Earth unbalanc'd] i. e. Being no longer 

kept within its orbit by the different directions of its pro. 
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Let ruling Angels from their ſpheres be hurl'd, 

Being on being wreck'd, and world on world; 

Heav'n's whole foundations to their centre nod, 255 
And Nature trembles to the throne of God. 

All this dread ORDER break—for whom? for thee? 

Vile worm oh Madneſs ! Pride | Impiety ! 

IX. What if the foot, ordain'd the duſt to tread, 

Or hand, to toil, aſpir'd to be the head ? 260 
What if the head, the eye, or ear repin'd 

To ſerve mere engines to the ruling mind ? 

Juſt as abſurd for any part to claim 
To be another, in this gen'ral frame : 

Juſt as abſurd, to mourn the taſks or pains 265 

The great directing Mix p of ALL ordains. 

NoTESs. 

creſive and attractive motions; which, like equal Weights 
in a balance, keep it in an equilibre. 
Ver. 25 3. Let ruling Angels, Sc.] The poet, throughout 

this poem, with great art, uſes an advantage, which his 
employing a Plalonic principle for the foundation of his 
Elay had afforded him; and that is, the expreſſing him- 
ſelf (as here) in Platonic notions ; which, luckily for his 
purpoſe, are highly poetical, at the ſame time that they 
add a prace to the uniformity of his reaſoning. 
\ Ver. 259. What if the foot, Oc. ] This fine illuſtration 
in defence of the Sy/Zem of Nature, is taken from St. Paul, 
Who employed it to defend the Sem of Grace. 
Ver. 265. Fuſt as ab/urd, c.] See the proſecution 

ad application of this in Ep. iv. P. 
Ver. 266. The great directing Mind, &c.] ** Veneramur 

zʒutem et colimus ob dominium, Deus enim fine do- 



24 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. I. 
— 5 

All are but parts of one ſtupendous whole, 
| Whoſe body Nature is, and God the ſoul ; 

NoTEs. 

& minio, providentia, et cauſis finalibus, nihil aliud eſt 
4% quam Fa run & NATURA.“ Newtoni Princip. Schl, 
gener. ſub finem. 

VER. 268, Whoſe body Nature is, c.] A certain exa- 
miner remarks, on this line, that A Spinoſiſt would ex. | 
« preſs himſelf in this manner.” I believe he would, 
and ſo, we know, would St. Paul too, when writing on 
the ſame ſubject, namely, the omnipreſence of God in his 
Providence, and in his Subſtance. In him wwe live, and 
move, and have our being; i. e. we are parts of him, hi: 
offspring, as the Greek poet, a pantheiſt quoted by the 
Apoſtle, obſerves: And the reaſon is, becauſe a religious | 
theiſt, and an impious pantheiſt, both profeſs to believe 
the omnipreſence of God. But would Spinoſa, as Mr. 
Pope does, call God the great directing Mind of all, who 
hath intentionally created a perfect Univerſe ? Or would 
a Spinoziſt have told us, 

The workman from the work diftin& was known, 

a line that overturns all Spinoziſm from its very founds- 
tions. 

But this ſublime deſcription of the Godhead contains 
not only the divinity of St, Paul; but, if that will not ſa- 
tisfy the men he writes againſt, the philo/ophy likewiſe of 
Sir Iſaac Newton: 

The Poet ſays, 

All are but parts of one ſtupendous whole, 
Whoſe body Nature is, and God the ſoul; 
That, chang'd thro' all, and yet in all the ſamt: 
Great in the earth, as in th' æthereal frame; 
Warms in the ſun, refreſhes in the breeze, 

Glows in the ſtars, and bloſſoms in the trees, 
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Er. I. ESSAY ON MAN, 25 

That, chang'd thro? all, and yer in all the ſame; 

Great in the earth, as in th' æthereal frame; 270 

NorkEs. 

Lives thro' all life, extends thro? all extent, 
Spreads undivided, operates unſpent. 

The philoſopher :—* In ipſo continentur et moventur 
« vniverſa, ſed abſque mutua paſſione. Deus nihil patitur 
ex corporum motibus ; illa nullam ſentiunt reſiſtentiam 

« ex omnipræſentia Dei Corpore omni et figura corporea 
deſtituitur. Omnia regit et omnia cognoſcit. Cum 
unaquæque Spatii particula fit ſemper, et unumquod- 
« que Durationis indiviſibile momen um, ubique certe 
rerum omnium Fabricator ac Dominus non erit nun- 
quam, nuſquam.“ 

Mr. Pope: 

Breathes in our ſoul, informs our mortal part, 
As full, as perfect, in a hair as heart; 

As full, as perfect, in vile man that mourns, 

As the rapt Seraph that adores and burns: 
To him no high, no low, no great, no ſmalk; 

He fills, he bounds, connects, and equals all. 

Sir Iſaac Newton :—Annon ex phænomenis conſtat 
* eſſe entem incorporeum, viventem, intelligentem, omni- 
« przſentem, qui in ſpatio infinito, tanquam ſenſorio ſuo, 
* res ipſas intime cernat, penituſque perſpiciat, totaſque 
intra ſe præſens præſentes complectatur.“ 
But now admitting, there was an ambiguity in theſe 

expreſſions ſo great, that a Spinoziſt might employ them 
to expreſs his own particular principles; and ſuch a thing 
might well be, becauſe the Spinoziſts, in order to hide the 
impiety of their principle, are wont to expreſs the Omni- 
preſence of God in terms that any religious Theiſt might 
Employ : In this caſe, I ſay, how are we to judge of the 
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Warms in the ſun, refreſhes in the breeze, 

Glows in the ſtars, and bloſſoms in the trees, 

Lives thro' all life, extends thro' all extent, 

Spreads undivided, operates unſpent; 

Breathes in our ſoul, informs our mortal part, 275 

As full, as perfect, in a hair as heart; 

As full, as perfect, in vile Man that mourns, 

As the rapt Seraph that adores and burns: 

NoTEs. 

Poet's meaning? Surely by the whole tenor of his argu- 
ment, Now take the words in the Senſe of the Spino- 
ziſts, and he is made in the concluſion of his Epiſtle, to 
overthrow all he has been advancing throughout the body 
of it; For Spinoziſm is the deſtruction of an Univerſe, 
where every thing tends, by a foreſeen contrivance in all 
its parts, to the perfection of the whole. But allow him 
to employ the paſſage in the ſenſe of St. Paul, That ut 
and all creatures live, and move, and have our being in God; 
and then it will be ſeen to be the moſt logical ſupport of 
all that had preceded. For the Poet having, as we ay, 
laboured through his Epiſtle to prove, that every thing in 
the Univerſe tends, by a foreſeen contrivance, and a pre- 
ſent direction of all its parts, to the perfection of the whole; 
it might be objected, that ſuch a diſpoſition of things im- 
plying in God a painful, operoſe and inconceivable ex- 
tent of Providence, it could not be ſuppoſed that ſuch care 
extended to a4, but was confined to the more noble parts 
of the creation. This groſs conception of the Firſt Cauſe 
the Poet expoſes, by ſhewing that God is equally and in- 
timately preſent to every particle of Matter, to every fort 
of Subſtance, and in every inſtant of Being. 

Ver. 278. A. the rat Seraph, c.] Alluding to the 

Name Serafthim, ſignifying burners, 
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To him no high, no low, no great, no ſmall; 

He fills, he bounds, connects, and equals all. 280 

X. Ceaſe then, nor ORDER Imperfection name: 

Our proper bliſs depends on what we blame. 

Know thy own point: This kind, this due degree 

| Of blindneſs, weakneſs, Heav'n beſtows on thee, 
— 

5 

VARIATIONS 

Affer ver. 282. in the MS. 

Reaſon, to think of God when ſhe pretends, 
Begins a Cenſor, an Adorer ends, 

NorEs. 

Ver. 281. Ceaſe then, nor Order] That the reader may 
ſee in one view the exactneſs of the Method, as well as 
Force of the Argument, I ſhall here draw up a ſhort 
ſynopſis of this Epiſtle. The Poet begins by telling us his 
ſubject is an Eſſay on Man: That his end of writing is 70 
vindicate Providence : That he intends to derive his argu- 
ments from the viſiblæ things of God ſeen in this / tem: Lays 
down this Propoſition, That of all poſſible ſyſtem: infinite 
Miſdom has formed the bei: Draws from thence two Conſe. 
quences, 1, That there muſt needs be /,mewhere ſuch a crea» 
ture as Man; 2. That the moral Evil which he t author of, 
iu produftive of the good of the whole, Thi is his general 
Thefis ; from whence he forms his conclution, 5 
Man ſhould reft ſubmiſſive and content, ond make th+ he pes 
of futurity his comfort ; but not ſuffer this to be the occo fron 
4 PrIDe, which is the cauſe of all his impious Com- 

nts. 

He proceeds to confirm his Thefis—Previouſly endea- 
Yours to abate our wonder at the phænomenon of moral 
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Submit. In this, or any other ſphere, 28; 
Secure to be as bleſt as thou canſt bear: 

Safe in the hand of one diſpoſing Pow'r, 

Or in the natal, or the mortal hour. 

All Nature is but Art, unknown to thee ; 

All Chance, Direction, which thou canſt not fe; 

All Diſcord, Harmony not underſtood ; 291 
All partial Evil, univerſal Good: 

NorTEs. 

Evil; ſhews, firſt, its U/e to the perfection of the Univer), 
by Analogy, from the uſe of phyfical Evil in this particular 
ſyſtem—Secondly, 77 »/e in this fyſtem, where it is turned, 
provi-entially, from its natural bias to promote Virtue. 
Then g: es on to vindicate Providence from the imputation 
of certain p natural Evils; as he had before jultihed 
it for the permiſſion of rea/ moral Evil, in ſhewing that, 
though the atheiſt's complaint againſt Providence be on 
pretence of real moral Evil, yet the true cauſe is his im- 
patience under imaginary natural Ewil ; the iſſue of a 4. 
proved atpetite for fantaſtical advantages, which, if ob- 
tained, would be »/el/5 or hurtful to Man, and deforming 
and deſtructive to the Univerſe, as breaking into that Or- 
der by which it is ſupported. —He defcribes that Orarr, 
Harmony, and cloſe connexion of the Parts; and by ſhewing 
the intimate preſence of God to his whole creation, yives 
a reaſon for an Univerſe ſo amazingly beautiful and pet. 
fea. From all this he deduces his general Concluſion, 

' That Nature being neither a blind chain of Cauſes and Effeds, 
nor yet the fortuitous reſult of wandering atoms, but the wm: 
derful Art and Direction of an al -wiſe, aii-good, and free Be. 
ing; WHATEVER 15, 18 RIGHT, with regard to the Di/ 
poſition of God, and its Ultimate Tendency ; which once 
granted, all complaints againſt Providence are at an end 

for he 

ver. 2 
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And, ſpite of Pride, in erring Reaſon's ſpite, 

One truth is clear, WHATEVER Is, Is RIGHT, 

NoTESs 

Ver. 294. One truth is clear, Whatever is, is right.] 
| What are we to underſtand by theſe words? Did the Poet 

mean right with regard to Man, or right with regard to 
God ; right with regard to itſelf, or right with regard to 
its ultimate tendency? Surely wITH REGARD To Gop; 
for he tells us his deſign is to vindicate the ways of God to 
Man, Surely, with regard to its ULTIMATE TENDENCY 
for he tells us again, all partial ill is univerſal good, 
ver. 291. 



[ 30 ] 

EPISTLE I. 

I. KNOW then thyſelf, preſume not God to ſcan, 
The proper ſtudy of Mankind is Man. 

Plac'd on this iſthmus of a middle ſtate, 

A Being darkly wiſe, and rudely preat : 

VARIATIONS. 

VER. 2. Ed. iſt. 

The only ſcience of Mankind is Man, 

NorTESs. 

VER. 2. The proper ſtudy, &c.] The Poet having ſhewn, 
in the /ir/? epiſtle, that the «vays of God are too high for 
our comprehenſion, rightly draws this concluſion, and 
methodically makes it the ſubject of his Introduction to 
the /econd, which treats of the Nature of Mar. 

VER. 3. Plac'd on this iſthmus, &c.] As the Poct hath 
given us this deſcription af Man for the very contrary pur- 
poſe to which Sceptics are wont to employ ſuch kind of 
paintings, namely, not to deter men from the arch, but 
to excite them to the gi/covery of truth; he hath, with 
great judgment, repreſented Man as doubting and waver- 
10g between the right and wrong object; from which ſtate 
there are great hopes he may be relieved by a carefal and 
circumſpeR uſe of Reaſon. On the contrary, had he ſup- 
poſed Man fo blind, as to be buſied in chuſing, or doubt- 
ful in his choice, between two objects egua/:y wrong, the 

caſe had appeared deſperate, and all fudy of ian had 
been effectually diſcouraged, 
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rich too much knowledge for the Sceptic ſide, 5 

Vith too much weakneſs for the Stoic's pride, 

e hangs between; in doubt to act, or reſt ; 

doubt to deem himſelf a God, or Beaſt ; 

an, W cout his Mind or Body to prefer; 

dn but to die, and reas'ning but to err; to 

like in ignorance, his reaſon ſuch, 

ſhether he thinks too little, or too much 

NOTES. 

Ver, 10. Born but to die, c.] The author's meaning 
o that, as we are born to die, and yet to enjoy ſome ſmall 
nion of life; ſo, though we rea/on io err, yet we com- 
edend ſome few truths. This is the weak tate of Rea- 
, in which Error mixes itſelf with all its true conclu- 
ns concerning Man's Nature, 
Ver, 11, Alike in ignorance, c.] i, e. The proper 

wn, dere of his Reaſon is ſo narrow, and the exerciſe of it 
for ice, that the too immoderate uſe of it is attended with 
and e fame ipnorance that proceeds from the not uſing it at 
| to et, tho” in both theſe caſes, he is abu/ed by himyel?, 

bas it ſtill in bis own power to iſabuſe himſelf, in mak- 
at e his paſſions ſubſervient to the means, and regulating 
ur- Keaton by the end of Life. 
of Ves. 12. Whether he thinks too little, or tos much.] This 
but Wb true, that ignorance ariſes as well from puſhing our 
„i uries too far, as from not carrying them far enoggh, 
ver- ase may obſerve, when Speculations, even in Science, 
tate * Carried beyond a certain point; that point, where uſe 
and WiWrezlonably ſuppoſed to end, and mere curioſity to be- 
up- they conclude in the moſt extravagant and ſenſeleſs 
bt frences ; ſuch as the unreality of matter; he reality of 
the re; the ſervility of the will, c. The reaſon of this 
had eden fall out of full light into utter darkneſs appears 

to reſult from the natural condition of things, but to 
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32 ESSAY ON MAN, Ep. I 7. I 

Chaos of Thought and Paſſion, all confus'd; G0 v 

Still by himſelf abus'd, or diſabus'd ; : 9 
Created half to riſe, and half to fall; 1 

Great lord of all things, yet a prey to all; 

Sole judge of Truth, in endleſs Error hurl'd; 

The glory, jeſt, and riddle of the world 

10, mea 

Inftruct | 

orrect « 

0, loar 

o the fi 

Ur tread 

And quit 

s Eaſter 

nd turn 

VARIATIONS. 

After ver. 18. in the MS. 

For more perfection than this ſtate can bear 
In vain we ſigh, Heav'n made us as we are, 
As wiſely ſure a modeſt Ape might aim 
'To be like man, whoſe faculties and frame 

He ſees, he feels, as you or I to be 
An Angel thing we neither know nor ſee, 
Obſerve how near he edges on our race ; — 3 
What human tricks! how riſible of face! 4 
It muſt be ſo—why elſe have I the ſenſe Vis, 21 
Of more than monkey charms and excellence? Shew | 
Why elſe to walk on two ſo oft eflay'd ? Correc 
And why this ardent longing for a maid? 
So Pug might plead, and call his Gods unkind 
Till ſet on end and married to his mind. "FM 
Go, reas'ning thing! aſſume the Doctor's chair, WW, . 
As Plato deep, as Seneca ſevere: ea — 

nermine tl 
ce to aſtre 

Ver, 22. 

enton's G 

Ole two ſul 
ns of kir 
on of the 
e of the / 

NorEs. 

be the arbitrary decree of infinite wiſdom and goodm 
which impoſed a barrier to the extravagances of its gi 
lawleſs creature, always inclined to purſue truths of | 
importance too far, to the neglect of thoſe more neceli 
for his improvement in his ſtation here, 

1 



I... ESSAY ON MAN. 33 Int 
Go, wond'rous creature] mount where Science 

guides, 

o, meaſure earth, weigh air, and ſtate the tides; 20 
Inftrutt the planets in what orbs to run, 

+ Wore old Time, and regulate the Sun; i 

0, ſoar with Plato, to th' empyreal ſphere, It | 

o the firſt good, firſt perfect, and firſt fair; iy 6 

r tread the mazy round his follow'rs trod, 25 i 

ind quitting ſenſe call imitating God; 

V Eaſtern prieſts in giddy circles run, 

nd turn their heads to imitate the Sun. 

— = == — —— 

. . - — 2 

—ä—ñ —— — 
VARIATIONS. 

Fix moral fitneſs, and to God give rule, 
Then drop into thyſelf, &c,— 

Vea. 21. Ed, 4th and 5th. 

e! Shew by what rules the wand'ring planets ſtray, 
Correct old Time, and teach the Sun his way. 

— — . "MC 2 — — — 

— —— F< = 

— — - . 

ind NoTEs.. 

„bee. 20, Go, meaſure earth, Ic.] Alluding to the noble 
har, M veel project of our modern Mathematicians, to mea- 

ea degree at the equator and polar circle, in order to 
termine the true figure of the earth; of great import - 
ce to aſtronomy and navigation. 
Ver, 22. Correct old Time,] This alludes to Sir Iſaac 
enton's Grecian Chronology, which he reformed on | 
ſe two ſublime conceptions, the difference between the | 't 
ens of kings, and the generations of men ; and the po- 118 

| 
an of the colures of the equinoxes and ſolſtices at the 
e of the Argonautic expedition, 

D 2 



34 ESSAY ON MAN. Ex. H. Le. II 

Go, teach Eternal Wiſdom how to rule Cou 

Then drop into thyſelf, and be a fool ! 70 Deſcri 

Superior beings, when of late they ſaw 

A mortal Man unfold all Nature's law, 
ER, 

Admir'd ſuch wiſdom in an earthly ſhape, , Cc 

And ſhew'd a NEwToON as we ſhew an Ape, De 
W. 

NorEs. * 
Ver. 29, 30. Go, teach Eternal Wiſdom, c.] Thek 

two lines are a concluſion from all that had been ſaid from : 
ver, 18, to this effect: Go now, vain Man, elated with be views 
thy acquirements in real ſcience, and imag inary intimacy reply, B 
with God; go, and run into all the extravagancies [ have © Pan 
exploded in the firſt epiſtle, where thou pretendeſt to tad i © hat 
Providence how to govern ; then drop into the obſcutites lat refer 
of thy own nature, and thereby manifeſt thy ignorac:{]ſſ Erben. 
and folly. 0 the th 

VER. 31. Superior beings, c.] In theſe lines he ſpeak being 
to this effect: But to make you fully ſenſible of the di- frent or 
ficulty of this ſtudy, I ſhall inſtance in the great Nen of th 
himſelf; whom, when ſuperior beings, not long fince v be the 
ſaw capable of unfolding the whole law of Nature, be thoug 
were in doubt whether the owner of ſuch prodigious lagi excellenc 
city ſhould not be reckoned of their own order; jut * WIr 
men, when they ſee the ſurprizing marks of Reaſon in u , ſev 
Ape, are almoſt tempted to rank him with their ow poſſeſſed 
kind. And yet this wondrous Man could go no furth inow of, 
in the knowledge of himſelf than the generality of | dem: of 
ſpecies. In which we ſee it was not Mr. Pope's intent! this Eſſay 
to bring any of the Ape's qualities, but its /agacity, ini the paſſag 
the compariſon. But why the Aten, it may be ſaid, f if the im 
ther than the ſagacity of ſome more decent animal, pat 3 
cularly the Halfreaſoning elephant, as the poet calls f ſie dublit 
which, as well on account of this its ſuperiority, as for i — lu 
having no ridiculous fide, like the Ape, on which it cow 
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teach 

urities 

orance 

re. II. ESSAY ON MAN: 35 

Could he, whoſe rules the rapid Comet bind, 35 

Deſeribe or fix one movement of his mind? 

VARIATIONS 

Ver. 35. Ed. iſt. 

Could he, who taught each Planet where to roll, 
Deſcribe or fix one movement of the Soul ? 
Who mark'd their points to riſe or to deſcend, 
Explain his own beginning or his end ? 

NoTEs. 

be viewed, ſeems better to have deſerved this honour ? I 
reply, Becauſe, as none but a ſhape re/embling human, ac- 
tompanied with great ſagacity, could occaſion the doubt 
o that animal's relation to Man, the Ape only having 
tit reſemblance, no other animal was fitted for the com- 
zzriſon, And on this ground of relation the whole beauty 
of the thought depends; Newton and thoſe ſuperior ſpi- 

ſpeaks nts being equally framed for immortality, though of dif- 
e d ent orders. And here let me take notice of a new ſpe- 
ew 5 of the Sublime, of which our poet may be juſtly ſaid 

ſoce v be the maker; fo new, that we have yet no name for 
i, though of a nature diſtin from every other poetical 
excellence. The two great perfections of works of genius 
we Wir and SuBLIMITY. Many writers have been 
vitty, ſeveral have been ſublime, and ſome few have even 
poſſeſſed both theſe qualities ſeparately ; but none that I 
know of, beſides our Poet, hath had the art to incorporate 
tem; of which he hath given many examples, both in 
ths Eſſay and his other poems, one of the nobleſt being 
tte paſſage in queſtion. This ſeems to be the laſt effort 
of the imagination, to poetical perfection; and in this 
Ompounded excellence the Wit receives a dignity from 
tte Sublime, and the Sublime a ſplendor from the Wit; 
#dich, in their Rate of ſeparate exiſtence, they both 
wanted. 
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36 ESSAY ON MAN. Pe. 1. 
Who ſaw its fires here riſe, and there deſcend, Or trick 

Explain his own beginning, or his end ? Mere cu 

Alas what wonder ! Man's ſuperior part [:xpung 

Uncheck'd may riſe, and climb from art to art; of all o 

But when his own great work is but begun, Then ſe 

What Reaſon weaves, by Paſſion is undone. Which! 

Trace Science then, with Modeſty thy guide; I. T 

Firſt ſtrip off all her equipage of pride; Celf-love 

Deduct what is but Vanity, or Dreſs, Vor this 

Or learning's Luxury, or Idleneſs ; Each we 

NorTEs. 
mints, as 

VER. 37. Who ſaw its fires here riſe, c.] Sir lu ¶ ion this 
ewton, in Calculating the velocity of a comet's mot The Flat 

and the courſe it deſcribes, when it becomes viſible in ¶ che mo 
deſcent to, and aſcent from, the Sun, conjectured, with H words. 
higheſt appearance of truth, that comets revolve pete ſee't th 
tually round the Sun, in ellipſes vaſtly eccentrical, a Vr. 
very nearly approaching to parabolas. In which he way of Le 
greatly confirmed, in obſerving, between two comes, Wnotions ir 
coincidence in their perihelions, and a perfect agree nd pala 
in their velocities, their trat 

VER. 45.—Vanity, or Dre/5,] Theſe are the firſt parts 08s called 
what the Poet, in the preceding line, calls the ſcholars dour, it 

equipage of pride, By Vanity is meant that luxuriancy 08 Veg. 
thought and expreſſion in which a writer indulges hin dach as i 
ſelf, to ſhew the fruitfulneſs of his fancy or invention. ſmall gug 
By are/s is to be underſtood a lower degree of that pra VR. 
tice, in amplification of thought and ornamental e, when 
reſſion, to give force to what the writer would convey; 
a: even this, the Poet, in a ſevere ſearch after truth, cou all on 
demns ; and with great judgment. Conciſeneſs of thougi uri Phi 
and ſimplicity of expreſſion, being as well the beſt i niniſter 



. He. l. ESSAY ON MAN. 37 
nd, Nor tricks to ſhew the ſtretch of human brain, 

Mere curious pleaſure, or ingenious pain 

[?xpunge the whole, or lop th' excreſcent parts 

t; Mf all our Vices have created Arts; 50 

| Then ſee how little the remaining ſum, 
Which ſerv'd the paſt, and muſt the times to come 

ice; II. Two principles in human nature reign z 

dell love, to urge, and Reaſon, to reſtrain ; 

Vor this a good, nor that a bad we call, 55 

Each works its end, to move or govern all: 

NoTEs. 

x:nts, as the beſt vehicles of Truth. Shakz/pear touches 
L upon this latter advantage with great force and humour. 
10100888 The Flatterer ſays to Timon in diſtreſs, © I cannot cover 
: 11 128 the monſtrous bulk of their ingratitude with any ie of 
ith g $1075.” The other replies, © Let it go naked, men may 
perpe ; ſee't the better.” 
|, A Ve . 46. Or Learning's Luxury, or Jalenęſi;] The Lux- 
ic v8 Learning conſiſts in dreſſing up and diſguiſing old 
e's, WF notions in a new way, ſo as to make them more faſhionable 
emen and palateable ; inſtead of examining and ſcrutinizing 

their trath. As this is often done for pomp and ſhew, it 
arts 0088's called Juxury ; as it is often done to fave pains and la- 
10lars bour, it is called idlene/+. 
icy es. 47, Or tricks to ſbew the ftretch of human brain.] 
bin I boch as the mathematical demonitrations concerning the 
tion ſmall quantity of matter; the endleſs diwiſibility of it, &c. 
prac Ver. 48. Mere curious pleaſure, or ingenious pain;] That 
, when Aumiration ſets the mind on the rack. 
nve) ll Vers, 49. Expunge the whole, or lop th excreſcent parts—= 
, COR Of all our vices have created Arts ;] z. e. Thoſe parts of na- 
oa art Philoſophy, Logic, Rhetoric, Poetry, &c. that ad- 
n/ir1 ninifter to luxury, deceit, ambition, effeminacy, &c. 
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38 ESSAY ON MAN. Ex. I. 

And to their proper operation ſtill, 

Aſcribe all Good, to their improper, III. 

Self- love, the ſpring of motion, acts the ſou], 

Reaſon's comparing balance rules the whole, 69 

Man, but for that, no action could attend, 

And, but for this, were active to no end: 

 Fix'd like a plant on his peculiar ſpot, 

To draw nutrition, propagate, and rot ; 

Or, meteor-like, flame lawleſs thro? the void, 6; 

Deſtroying others, by himſelf deftroy'd. 

Moſt ſtrength the moving principle requires; 

Active its taſk, it prompts, impels, inſpires : 

Sedate and quiet, the comparing lies, 
Form'd but to check, delib'rate, and adviſe. 70 

Self-love {till ſtronger, as its objects nigh z 

Reaſon's at diſtance, and in proſpect lie: 

That ſees immediate good by preſent ſenſe; 

Reaſon, the future and the conſequence, 

Thicker than arguments, temptations throng, 75 
At beſt more watchful this, but that more ſtrong, 

The action of the ſtronger to ſuſpend 
Reaſon ſtill uſe, to Reaſon ſtill attend. 

NoTESs. 

Ven. 74. Reaſon, the future and the conſequence.) i. e. BY 
experienc, Reaion collects the future 3 and by argumer: 
igtion, tigc "ſequence, | 1 
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If Fr. II. ESSAY ON MAN. 39 
Attention, habit and experience gains; 

Each ſtrengthens Reaſon, and Self- love reſtrains. 80 

Let ſubtle ſchoolmen teach theſe friends to fight, 

More ſtudious to divide than to unite 

A And Grace and Virtue, Senſe and Reaſon ſplit, 
With all the raſh dexterity of wit. 

Wits, juſt like fools, at war about a name, 85 

Have full as oft no meaning, or the ſame. 

65 Self- love and Reaſon to one end aſpire, 

Pain their averſion, Pleaſure their deſire; 

But greedy That, its object would devour, 

This taſte the honey, and not wound the flow'r: 90 
2s; 

VARIATIONS. 

Affer ver, 86. in the MS, 

Of good and evil Gods what frighted Fools, 
Of good and evil Reaſon puzzled Schools, 
Deceiv'd, deceiving, taught 

70 

NoTES. 

VrR. 81. Let ſubtle ſchoolmen, &c.)] This obſervation 
pa the folly of the ſchoolmen, who conſider rea/on and 
the paſſions as two oppoſite principles, the one goodand the 
other evil, is ſeaſonable and judicious; for this folly gives 
great ſupport to the Manichzan or Zoroaſtrian error, the 
confutation of which was one of the author's chief ends 
in writing. For if there be txo principles in man, a good 
and bad, it is natural to think him the joint product of 

| the two Manichzan deities (the firſt of which contributed 
. Ves bis Reaſon, the other to his Paſſions) rather than the 
Saas creature of one Individual Cauſe. This was Plutarch's 

notion, and, as we may ſee in him, of the more ancient 

5 75 
ong. 



40 ESSAY ON MAN. Fr. Il. 
Pleaſure, or wrong or rightly underſtood, 
Our greateſt evil, or our greateſt good. 

III. Modes of Self- love the Paſſions we may call: 

*Tis real good, or ſeeming, moves them all: 
But fince not ev'ry good we can divide, 95 

And Reaſon bids us for our own provide; 

Paſſions, tho” ſelfiſh, if their means be fair, 

Liſt under Reaſon, and deſerve her care; 

Thoſe, that imparted, court a nobler aim, 

Exalt their kind, and take ſome Virtue's name. 100 

In lazy Apathy let Stoics boaſt 

Their Virtue fix'd ; *tis fix'd as in a froſt ; 

Contracted all, retiring to the breaſt ; 

But ſtrength of mind is Exerciſe, not Reſt: 

The riſing tempeſt puts in act the ſoul, 105 

Parts it may ravage, but preſerves the whole. 
On life's vaſt ocean diverſely we fail, 

Reaſon the card, but Paſſion is the gale; 

VARIATIONS, 

Aſter ver. 108. in the MS. 

A tedious voyage! where how uſeleſs lies 
The compaſs, if no pow'riul guſts ariſe ? 

NoTES 

Manichzans. It was of importance, therefore, to repro- 

bate and ſubvert a notion that ſerved to the ſupport of © 

dangerous an error. 
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I Er. II. ESSAY ON MAN, 41 

Nor God alone in the till calm we find, 

He mounts the ſtorm, and walks upon the wind. 110 

Paſſions, like elements, tho' born to fight, 

Yet, mix'd and ſoften'd, in his work unite : 

Theſe, tis enough to temper and employ ; 

5 But what compoſes Man, can Man deſtroy ? 

Suffice that Reaſon keep to Nature's road, 115 

Subject, compound them, follow her and God. 

VARIATIONS. 
00 

Affer ver. 112. in the MS. 

The ſoft reward the virtuous, or invite: 

The fierce, the vicious puniſh or affright. 

NoTEs. 

Ves. 109. Nor God alene, &c.] Theſe words are only 
a ſimple affirmation in the poetic dreſs of a ſimilitude, to 
this purpoſe : Good is not only produced by the ſubdual 
of the paſſions, but by the turbulent exerciſe of them, A 
truth conveyed under the moſt ſublime imagery that po- 
etry could conceive or paint. For the author is here only 
ſewing the providential iſſue of the Paſſions, and how, 
by God's gracious diſpoſition, they are turned away from 
their natural biaſs, to promote the happineſs of Mankind. 
As to the method in which they are to be treated by Man 
in whom they are found, all that he contends for, in fa- 
Four of them, is only this, that they ſhould not be quite 
rooted up and deſtroyed, as the Stoics, and their follow- 
ers in all religions, fooliſhly attempted. For the reſt, he 
conſtantly repeats this advice, 

0- | 
_ © The action of the ſtronger to ſuſpend, 

Reaſon {till uſe, to Reaſon ſlill attend. 



42 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. II. W pp. 
Love, Hope, and Joy, fair Pleaſure's ſmiling, train, Hen 
Hate, Fear, and Grief, the family of Pain, As f 

Theſe mix'd with art, and to due bounds confin'd, WM And 

Make and maintain the balance of the Mind: 120 Like 

The lights and ſhades, whoſe well- accorded ſtrife 

Gives all the ſtrength and colour of our life. 

Pleaſures are ever in our hands or eyes; 

And when, in act, they ceaſe, in proſpect, riſe: 

Preſent to graſp, and future {till to find, 125 

The whole employ of body and of mind. 

All ſpread their charms, but charm not all alike; 

On diff” rent ſenſes diff” rent objects ſtrike z 

NoTEs, 

VES. 127. All pread their charms, c.] Though all the 
Paſſions have their turn in ſwaying the determinations of | 
the mind, yet every Man hath one Mas TER Pass10x that 
at length ſlifles or abſorbs all the reſt. The fact he illo- 
ſtrates at large in his epiſtle to Lord Cobham, Here 
(from ver. 126 to 149.) he giveth us the cauſe of it. Thoſe 
Pleaſures or Goods, which are the objects of the Paſſions, 
affect the mind by ſtriking on the ſenſes ; but, as through 
the formation of the organs of our frame, every man hath 
ſome one ſenſe ſtronger and more acute than others, the 
obje& which ſtrikes that ſtronger and acuter ſenſe, what- 
ever it be, will be the object moſt deſired ; and conſe- 
quently, the purſuit of that will be the ruling paſſion. 
'That the difference of force in this ruling paſſion ſhall, at 
firſt, perhaps, be very ſmall, or even imperceptible ; but 

Nature, Habit, Imagination, Wit, nay, even Reaſon itſelf 

ſhall aſſiſt its growth, till it hath at length drawn and 

converted every other into itſelf, All which is delivered 



& 

Er. II. ESSAY ON MAN. 43 
Hence diff rent paſſions more or leſs inflame, 

As ſtrong or weak the organs of the frame; 130 

And hence one MASTER Pass10N in the breaſt, 

Like Aaron's ſerpent, ſwallows up the reſt. 

As Man, perhaps, the moment of his breath, 

Receives the lurking principle of death ; 

The young diſeaſe, that muſt ſubdue at length, 135 

Grows with his growth, and ſtrengthens with his 

ſtrength : 
So, caſt and mingled with his very frame, 

The Mind's diſeaſe, its RULING PAss10N came; 

Each vital humour which ſhould feed the whole, 

Soon flows to this, in body and in ſoul : 140 
Whatever warms the heart, or fills the head, 

As the mind opens, and its functions ſpread, 
Imagination plies her dang'rous art, 

And pours it all upon the peccant part. 

NorkEs. 
in a ſtrain of Poetry ſo wonderfully ſublime, as ſuſpends, 
for a while, the ruling paſſion, in every Reader, and en- 
groſſes his whole Admiration. 
This naturally leads the Poet to lament the weakneſs 

and inſufficiency of human reaſon ; and the purpoſe he 
had in ſo doing, was plainly to intimate the neceſlity of a 
more perfect diſpenſation to Mankind. 
Vea. 133. 4s Man, perhaps, &c.] “ Antipater Sidonius 

* Poeta omnibus annis uno die natali tantum corripiebatur 
© febre, et eo conſumptus eſt, ſatis longa ſeneQa.” Plin. 
N. H. l. vii. This Antipater was in the times of Craſſus, 
and is celebrated for the quickneſs of his parts by Cicero. 
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Nature its mother, Habit is its nurſe 145 

Wit, Spirit, Faculties but make it worſe ; 

Reaſon itſelf but gives it edge and pow'r ; 

As Heav'n's bleft beam turns vinegar more ſour, 

We, wretched ſubjects though to Jawful ſway, 

In this weak queen, ſome fav'rite ſtill obey: 159 

Ah! if ſhe lend not arms, as well as rules, 

What can ſhe more than tell us we are fools ? 

Teach us to mourn our Nature, not to mend, 

A ſharp accuſer, but a helpleſs friend ! 

Or from a judge turn pleader, to perſuade 155 

The choice we make, or juſtify it made; 

NoTEs. 

Ver. 147. Reaſon itſelſ, &c.] The Poet, in ſome other 
of his epiſiles, gives examples of the doctrine and precepts 
here delivered. Thus, in that Of the w/e of Riches, he 
has illuſtrated this truth in the character of Cotta: 

Old Cotta ſham'd his fortune and his birth, 
Vet was not Cotta void of wit or worth. 
What tho' (the uſe of barb'rous ſpits forgot) 
His kitchen vy'd in coolneſs with his grot ? 
If Cotta liv'd on pulſe, it was no more 
Than bramins, ſaints, and ſages did before. 

Ver. 149. Ve, wretched ſuljecis, &c.] St. Paul himſelf 
did not chuſe to employ other arguments, when diſpoſed 

to give us the higheſt idea of the uſefulneſs of Chriſtianity 
(Rom. vii.) But, it may be, the Poet finds a remedy in Na- 
tural Religion. Far from it. He here leaves reaſon un- 

relieved. What is this then, but an intimation that we 

ought to ſeek for a cure in that religion, which only dares 
proſeſs to give it? 
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proud of an eaſy conqueſt all along, 

She but removes weak paſſions for the ſtrong: 

So, when ſmall humours gather to a gout, 

The doctor fancies he has driv'n them out. 160 

Yes, Nature's road muſt ever be preferr'd ; 

Reaſon is here no guide, but ſtill a guard; 

'Tis hers to rectify, not overthrow, 

And treat this paſſion more as friend than foe : 

A mightier Pow'r the ſtrong direction fends, 165 

And ſev'ral Men impels to ſev'ral ends: 

NorkEs. 

Ver. 163. Tit her's to refify, Sc.] The meaning of 
this precept is, That as the ruling Paſſion is implanted by 
Nature; it is Reaſon's office to regulate, direct, and re- 
rain, but not to overthrow it. To regulate the paſion 
of Avarice, for inſtance, into a parſimon:ous diſpeaſation 
of the public revenues; to direct the paſſion of Love, 

whoſe obje& is worth and beauty, 

To the firſt good, firſt perfect, and firſt fair, 

7: 22041 Ap, as his maſter Plato adviſes ; and to re- 
train Spleen to a contempt and hatred of Vice. This is 
what the poet meant, and what every unprejudic'd man 
could not but ſee he muſt needs mean by KEY 
THE MASTER PASSION, though he had not confined us 
to = ſenſe in the reaſon he gives of his precept in chele 
Words : 

A mightier Pow'r the ſtrong direction ſends, 

And ſev'ral men impels to ſev'ral ends: 

For what ends are they which God impels to, but the 
ends of Virtue? 
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Like varying winds, by other paſſions toſt, 

This drives them conſtant to a certain coaſt. 
Let pow'r or knowledge, gold or glory, pleaſe, 
Or (oft more ſtrong than all) the love of eaſe; 170 
Thro' life *tis follow'd, ev'n at life's expence; 

The merchant's toil, the ſage's indolence, 

The monk's humility, the hero's pride, 

All, all alike, find reaſon on their fide. 

TH' Eternal Art educing good from ill, 11g 

Grafts on this Paſſion our beſt Principle : 

"Tis thus the Mercury of Man is fix'd, 

Strong grows the Virtue with his Nature mix'd; 

The droſs cements what elſe were too refin'd, 

And in one int'reſt body acts with mind. 180 

As fruits, ungrateful to the planter's care, 

On ſavage ſtocks inſerted, learn to bear 

NOTES. 

Ver. 175. Th Eternal Art, c.] The author, through- 
out theſe epiſtles, has explained his meaning to be, that 
vice is, in its own nature, the greateſt of evils ; and pro- 
duced by the abuſe of man's free-will, 

What makes all phyſical and moral ill ? 
'There deviates Nature, and here wanders will : 

but that God, in his infinite goodneſs, deviouſly turns the 
natural bias of its malignity to the advancement of hu- 

man happineſs : a doctrine very different from the Fable of 
the Bees, which impiouſly and fooliſhly ſuppoſes it to have 
that natural tendency, 
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he ſureſt Virtues thus from paſſions ſhoot, | 

Wild Nature's vigor working at the root, [ | 

What crops of wit and honeſty appear 18g 

— 

CS 

— 

_ Wa dkco <= ca  , «== A 

— — 

| | 

5 ; 141 
From ſpleen, from obſtinacy, hate, or fear! 110 

70 8 5 

de anger, zeal and fortitude ſupply; 11 
| : 1 
Eyn ay'rice, prudence ; ſloth, philoſophy 110 

i 14 
Lu, thro' ſome certain ſtrainers well refin'd, 11 

|: gentle love, and charms ail womankind; 190 | 1 
Eny, to which th' ignoble mind's a ſlave, g | 

75 b emulation in the learn'd or brave; 145 

Nor Virtue, male or female, can we name, 

but what will grow on Pride, or grow on Shame. 

: Thus Nature gives us (let it check our pride) 195 

The virtue neareſt to our vice ally'd : 
80 

VARIATIONS 

Aker ver. 194. in the MS, | 

How oft, with Paſſion, Virtue points her Charms! 
Then ſhines the Hero, then the Patriot warms. 

h- peleus' great Son, or Brutus, who had known, 
ak Had Lucrece been a whore, or Helen none? 

* But Virtues oppoſite to make agree, 
That, Reaſon ! is thy taſk ; and worthy Thee. 
Hard taſk, cries Bibulus, and reaſon weak. 

—Make it a point, dear Marquis! or a pique, 
he Once, for a whim, perſuade yourſe!* to pay 
if A debt to reaſon, like a debt at plav. 
S For right or wrong have mortals ſuffer'd more ? 

2 for his Prince, or ** for his Whore ? 

E 
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Ep. 

Reaſon the byas turns to good from ill, 
g 8 Ex 

And Nero reigns a Titus, if he will. 11 1 

The fiery ſoul abhorr'd in Catiline, | - 

In Decius charms, in Curtius is divine: 20 a 

The ſame ambition can deſtroy or ſave, As, 11 

And makes a patriot as it makes a knave. o 
er This light and darkneſs in our chaos join'd, 

What ſhall divide? The God within the mini. Foc 
That 

If whi: 

A thot 

VARIATIONS 

Whoſe ſelf-denials nature moſt controul ? 

His, who would fave a Six-pence, or his Soul? 
Web for his health, a Chartreux for his ſin, 

Contend they not which ſooneſt ſhall grow thin? 
avery i What we reſolve, we can : but here's the fault, 

We ne'er reſolve to do the thing we ought, prattica, 
| (receive, 

our actic NoTEs. tr the 1 

VER. 197. Reaſon the byar, c.] Leſt it ſnould bed light 
jected, that this account favours the doctrine of Necelit Ver. 
and would inſinuate that men are only acted upon, int Poet her 
production of Good out of Evil; the Poet here teachei ad Virt 
that Man is a free agent, and hath it in his own po can f 
to turn the natural paſſions into Virtue or into Vices, pM" great 

+ perly ſo called: | king tl 
3. Which ru 

Reaſon the byas turns to good from ill, make the 
And Nero reigns a Titus, if he will. bis acco1 

Vers. 204. The God awithin the mind.] A Platonic pin has 
for Conſcience; and here employed with great judgmi 18 
and propriety. For Conſcience either ſigniſies, ſpecul ns, o 
tively, the judgment we paſs of things upon whatert Aſk 

principles we chance to have; and then it is only Opinio fis 

2 

” 4. 
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Extremes in Nature equal ends produce, 205 

In Man they join to ſome myſterious uſe; 

Tho! each by turns the other's bounds invade, 

As, in ſome well-wrought picture, light and ſhade, 
And oft ſo mix, the diffrence is too nice 

Where ends the Virtue, or begins the Vice. 210 

Fools! who from hence into the notion fall, 

That Vice or Virtue there is none at all. 
If white and black blend, ſoften, and unite 

[A thouſand ways, is there no black or white ? 

NoTEs*s. 

avery unable judge and divider. Or elſe it ſigniſies, 
prattically, the application of the eternal rule of right 
(received by us as the law of God) to the regulation of 
ur actions; and then it is properly Conſcience, the God 
(or the law of God) ævithin the mind, of power to divide 

d bech de light from the darkneſs in this chaos of the paſſions, 
leceſe Ver. 205. Extremes in Nature equal ends produce.) The 

n, in oet here reaſons to this effett, That though indeed Vice 
ad Virtue ſo invade each other's bounds, that ſometimes 
ve can ſcarce tell where one ends, and the other begins, 
ſet great purpoſes are ſerved thereby, no leſs than the per- 
king the conſtitution of the whole, as lights and ſhades, 
Which run into one another in a well-wrought picture, 
Mike the harmony and ſpirit of the compoſition. But, on 
ls account, to ſay there is neither Vice nor Virtue, the 
vet ſhews would be juſt as wiſe as to ſay, there is neither 
ack nor white; becauſe the ſhade of that, and the light 
| this, often run into one another: 

Aſk your own heart, and nothing is ſo plain; 
Tis to miſtake them, coſts the time and pa in. 

E 2 

whatert 
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ME : Er. I 

Aſk your own heart, and nothing is ſo plain; 2 1: BE 

Tis to miſtake them, coſts the time and pain, | 0 

Vice is a monſter of ſo frightful mien, 5 1 
r 

As, to be hated, needs but to be ſeen ; | 2 

Yet ſeen too oft, familiar with her face, - 4 
: $ by 

We firſt endure, then pity, then embrace, 229 L V 

But where th' Extreme of Vice, was ne'er agreed: | 
Aik where's the North? at York, tis on the Tweed; ag 

In Scotland, at the Orcades ; and there, 4 1 

At Greenland, Zembla, or the Lord knows where, ou 
| 3 That di 
No creature owns it in the firſt degree, 225 Rupp 

But thinks his neighbour further gone than he; 5 b 

Ev'n thoſe who dwell beneath its very zone, ah 
fear to 

Or never feel the rage, or never own ; un 

What happier natures ſhrink at with affright, _ 
The hard inhabitant contends is right, 23 

VARIATIONS. yy 
wal T, 

After ver. 220. in the firſt Edition, followed theſe, I bet, wit 

A Cheat! a Whore! who ſtarts not at the name, I ing 
In all the Inns of eourt or Drury-lane ? For 

After ver, 226. in the MS. f 

The CoPnel ſwears the Agent is a dog, "yp 
The Scriv'ner vows th? Attorney is a rogue. ter Vice 
Againſt the Thief th' Attorney loud inveighs, ly 2 go 
For whoſe ten pound the County twenty pays- txplanatic 
The Thief damns Judges, and the Knaves of State; e neceſſ 
And dying, mourns {mall Villains hang'd by great ne Preſer 
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ke Virtuous and vicious ev'ry Man muſt be, 

Few in th' extreme, but all in the degree: 

The rogue and fool, by fits is fair and wiſe 

And ev'n the beſt, by fits, what they deſpiſe, 

'Tis but by parts we follow good or ill; 235 
For, Vice or Virtue, Self directs it ſtill ; 

Fach individual ſeeks a ſev'ral goal; 

ut HE Av 's great view isOne,and that the Whole. 
That counter-works each folly and caprice; 

That diſappoints th* effect of ev'ry vice; 249 

That, happy frailties to all ranks apply'd ; 

dame to the virgin, to the matron pride, 

fear to the ſtateſman, raſhneſs to the chief, 

Io kings preſumption, and to crowds belief: 

NoTES. 

Ver, 231. Virtuous and vicious ev'ry Man muſt be. 
ry in th extreme, but ail in the degree ;] Of this the 
vet, with admirable ſagacity, aſſigns the cauſe, in the 
Wowing line: 

ſe, 

For, Vice or Virtue, Sg diredcts it ſtill, 

an adherence or regard to what is, in the ſenſe of the 
bold, a man's own intereſt, @haking an extreme in ei- 
ber Vice or Virtue almoſt impoſſible. Its eflect in keep= 
2 2 good Man from the extreme of Virtue, needs no 
explanation ; and in an ill Man, <-'f-intereft ſhewing him 
a? neceſſity of ſome kind of reputation, the procuring, 
* preſerving that, will keep him from the extreme as 

a = 

State; 
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That Virtue's ends from Vanity can raiſe, 243 

Which ſeeks no int'reſt, no reward but praiſe; 

And build on wants, and on defects of mind, 

The joy, the peace, the glory of Mankind, 

Heav'n forming each on other to depend, 
A maſter, or a ſervant, or a friend, 260 

Bids each on other for aſſiſtance call, 

*Till one Man's weakneſs grows the ſtrength of all 
Wants, frailties, paſſions, cloſer ſtill ally 

The common int'reſt, or endear the tie. 
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NoTEs. 

VIX. 249. Hearn forming each on other to depend,] Hi 
therto the Poet hath been employed in diſcourſing of the 
uſe of the Paſſions, with regard to Society at large; and 
wo——_ his doctrine from objections: This is the fr 
general diviſion of the ſubject of this epiſtle. 

He comes now to ſhew the uſe of theſe Paſſions, with 
regard to the more confined circle of our Friends, Re- 
lations, and Acquaintanee ; and this is the /econd generil div The 
iviſion. oy "il 
Ver, 253. Wants, frailties, paſtiont, cloſer fill a 

The common int'reft, Efc.] As K have 525 m! And 
underſtood, I ſhall give the reader their plain and obriouſPhick n 
meaning. To theſe frailties (ſays he) we owe all the en, whe 
dearments of private life; yet when we come to that ageWance o 
which generally diſpoſes Men to think more ſeriouſly ofen, in 
the true value of things, and conſequently of their pie dere fo | 
viſion for a future ſtate, the confideration, that the ground maginar) 
of thoſe joys, loves, and friendſhips, are wants, frailte ne ui 
and paſſions, proves the beſt expedient to wean us from ii beet s gr 
world; a diſengagement ſo friendly to that proviſion v new an 
are now making for another,” The obſervation is nen lons are 
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245 ro theſe we owe true friendſhip, love ſincere, 255 

lach home- felt joy that life inherits here; 

Yet from the ſame we learn, in its decline, 

Thoſe joys, thoſe loves, thoſe int'reſts to reſign; 

Taught half by Reaſon, half by mere decay, 

To welcome death, and calmly paſs away. 260 

Whate'er the Paſſion, knowledge, fame, or pelf, 

Not one will change his neighbour with himſelf. 

NoTESs. 
md would in any place be extremely beautiful, but has 
lee an infinite grace and propriety, as it ſo well confirms, 
an inſtance of great moment, the general theſis, at 
Gut makes Ill, at every ftef,, productiue of Gcod. 
Ver. 261. hate er the Paſſion, c.] The Poet having 

tus ſhewn the uſe of the Paſſions in Society, and in Domeſtic 
iſe, he comes, in the laſt place, to ſhew their uſe to the 
luvidual, even in their illuſions ; the imaginary happineſs 
bey preſent, helping to make the real miſeries of lite leſs 
wopportable, And this is his fd general diviſion : 

— Opinion gilds with varying rays 
Thoſe painted clouds that beautify our days, &c. 
One proſpect loſt, another ſtil we gain; 
And not a vanity is giv'n in vain, 

dich muſt needs vaſtly raiſe our idea of God's good- 
tel, who hath not only provided more than a counter- 
lance of real happineſs to human miſeries, but hath 
den, in his infinite compaſſion, beſtowed on thoſe, who 
dere fo fooliſh as not to have made this proviſion, an 
maginary happineſs ; that they may not be quite over- 
Wrne with the load of human miſeries. This is the 
toet's great and noble thought; as firong and ſolid as it 
a new and ingenious 3 which teaches, ** That theſe illu- 
lots are the follies of Men, which they wilfully fall 

E 4 
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The learn'd is happy nature to explore, 

The fool is happy that he knows no more; 
The 1ich is happy in the plenty giv'n, 26; 

The poor contents him with the care of Heay'q, 

See the blind beggar dance, the cripple ling, 

The fot a hero, lunatic a king; 

The ſtarving chemiſt in bis golden views 

Supremely bleſt, the poet in his Muſe. 270 

Sec ſome ſtrange comfort ev'ry ſtate attend, 

And pride beſtow'd on all, a common friend: 

See ſome fit paſſion ev'ry ave ſupply, 

Hope travels thro', nor quits us when we die, 

NoTEs. 

into, and through their own fault; thereby depriving 
theinſelves of much happineſs, and expoſing themſelves 

to equal miſery: But that ſtill God (according to his vat 
verſal way of working) graciouſly turns theſe follies fo far 
to the advantage of his miſerable creatures, as to be ti! 
preſeat ſolace and ſupport of their diſtreſſes:“ 

—'Tho' man's a fool, yet God is wiſe. 
VER. 250. -e poet ia his Muſe, ] The author having 

faid, that no one would change his profeſſion or views tor 
thoſe of another, intended to carry his obſervation full 
further, and ſhew that Men were unwilling to exchange 
their own acquirements even for thoſe of the ſame kind, 
confeſſedly larger. and infinitely more eminent, in another, 
To this end he w:ote, 

Pl 

What partly pleaſes, totally will ſhock : 
I queſtion much, if 70/..n4 would be Locke : 

but wanting another proper inſtance of this truth when be 
publiſhed his laſt Edition of the Eſſay, he reſerved Ut! 
lines above for ſome following one. 
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Behold the child, by nature's kindly law, 275 

pleas'd with a rattle, tickled with a ftraw : 

26; Some livelicr play-thing gives his youth delight, 

”n, A little louder, but as empty quite: 

Scarfs, garters, gold, amuſe his riper ſtage, 

And beads and pray'r-books are the toys of age: 280 

Pleas'd with this bauble ſtill, as that before; 

2% Tul tir'd he ſleeps, and Life's poor play is o'er. 

Mean- while Opinion gilds with varying rays 

Thoſe painted clouds that beautify our days; 

Each want of happineſs by Hope ſupply'd, 285 

And each vacuity of ſenſe by Pride: 

Ing ; NoTEs. 
elves 
is Ul Ver. 280. And beads and pray*r-books are the toys of age:] 
s ſo rA Satire on what is called in Popery the Opus operatum. 
be de 45 this is a deſcription of the circle of human life return- 

ing into itſelf by a ſecond childhood, the Poet has, with 
great elegance, concluded his deſcription with the ſame 
mage with which he ſet out, 

having Ver. 286. And each wacuity of ſenſe by Pride :] An emi- 
1 11 nent Caſuiſt, Father Francis Garaf/e, in his Somme Theo- 

change logique, has drawn a very charitable concluſion from this 
Lind praciple, 8 Selon la juſtice (ſays this equitable Divine) 

notder tout travail honnete doit ètre recompenſe de louange ou 
2 de atisfaQtion, Quand les bons eſprits font un ouvrage 
: _—_ ils ſont juſtement recompenſcꝝ par les ſuifrages 
12 Public. Quand un pauvre eſprit travaille beau- 
coup, pour faire un mauvais ouvrage, il n'clt pas juſte, 

hen he ni raiſonable, qu'il attende des louanges publiques, car 
red we elles ne lui font pas ducs. Mais afin que ſes travaux ne 
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Theſe build as faft as knowledge can deſtroy ; 

In folly's cup till laughs the bubble, joy; 

One proſpect loſt, another ſtill we gain; 
And not a vanity is giv'n in vain; 290 

Ev'n mean Self-love becomes, by force divine, 

The ſcale to meaſure others wants by thine. 

See! and confeſs, one comfort ſtill muſt riſe ; 

*Tis this, Tho' Man's a fool, yet Gop 1s wist, 

NoTEs. 

« demeurent pas ſans recompenſe, Dieu lui donne une ſa- 
te tisfaction perſonelle, que perſonne ne lui peut envier 
& fans un injuſtice plus que barbare; tout ainſi que Dieu, 
« qui eſt juſte, donne de ſa ſatisfaction aux Grenouilles de 
« leur chant. Autrement la blame public, joint a leur 
* mecontentement, ſeroit ſuffiſant pour les reduire au de | 
40 ſeſpoir.“ 
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ERE then we reſt: The Univerſal Cauſe 
Acts to one end, but acts by various laws.“ 

VARIATIONS. 

Ven. 1, in ſevexal Edit. in 4to, 

Learn, Dulneſs, learn! The Univerſal Cauſe, & 

NOTES, 

Er. III. We are now come to the third Epiſtle of the 
Eſay on Man. It having been ſhewn, in explaining the 
origin, uſe, and end of the Paſſions, in the ſecond epiſtle, 
that Man hath ſocial as well as ſelſiſn paſũons, that doctrine 
naturally introduces the third, which treats of Man as a 
SOCIAL animal; and connects it with the ſecond, which 
conſidered him as an Invividuat, And as the conclu- 
fon from the ſubject of the firſt epiſtle made the intro- 
duction to the ſecond, ſo here again, the concluſion of 
the ſecond, 

(Ev'n mean Self-love becomes, by force divine, 
The ſcale to meaſure others wants by thine,) 

naketh the introduction to the third. 

Ver. 1. Here then ue reſt: © The Univerſal Cauſe 
% 42s to one end, but acts by various laws.” ] The reaſon 
of variety in thoſe laws, which tend to one and the ſame 
ind, the good of the Whole generally, is, becauſe the good 
of the individual is likewiſe to be provided for; both 
hich together make up the good of the Whcie ani verſally. 
And this is the cauſe, as the Poet ſays elſewhere, that 

Each Individual ſeeks a ſev ral goal. 
But to prevent our reſting there, God hath made ear” 
ned the aſſiſtance of another; and ſo 



46 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. I. 
Theſe build as faſt as knowledge can deſtroy ; 

In folly's cup till laughs the bubble, joy; 

One proſpect loſt, another ſtill we gain; 

And not a vanity is giv'n in vain; 290 
Ev'n mean Self-love becomes, by force divine, 

The ſcale to meaſure others wants by thine, 

See! and confeſs, one comfort ſtill muſt riſe ; 

*Tis this, Tho' Man's a fool, yet Gop 1s WISE. 

NoTESs. 

« demeurent pas ſans recompenſe, Dieu lui donne une ſa- 
te tisfaction perſonelle, que perſonne ne lui peut enyier 
« {ans un injuſtice plus que barbare; tout ainſi que Dien, 
« qui eſt juſte, donne de ſa ſatisfaQion aux Grenouilles de 
« leur chant. Autrement la blame public, joint a leur 
* mecontentement, ſeroit ſuffiſant pour les reduire au de. 
40 ſeſpoir.“ 
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EPISTLE III. 

E RE then we reſt: © The Univerſal Cauſe 
Acts to one end, but acts by various laws.“ 

VARIATIONS. 

Ve, 1, in ſevexal Edit. in 4to, 

Learn, Dulneſs, learn! -The Univerſal Cauſe, & 

NOTES, 

Er. III. We are now come to the third Epiſtle of the 
Eſay on Man. It having been ſhewn, in explaining the 
origin, uſe, and end of the Paſſions, in the ſecond epiſtle, 
that Man hath ſocial as well as ſelfiſh paſſions, that doctrine 
naturally introduces the third, which treats of Man as a 
$OCIAL animal; and connects it with the ſecond, which 
conſidered him as an Invividuat, And as the conclu- 
lon from the ſubje& of the firſt epiſtle made the intro- 
duction to the ſecond, ſo here again, the concluſion of 
the ſecond, 

(Ev'n mean Self-love becomes, by force divine, 
The ſcale to meaſure others wants by thine,) 

naketh the introduction to the third. 

Ve. 1. Here then ue reſt: © The Univerſal Cauſe 
Adds to one end, but acts by various laws.” The reaſon 
of variety in thoſe laws, which tend to one and the ſame 
ira, the good of the Whole generally, is, becauſe the good 
of the individual is likewiſe to be provided for; both 
which together make up the good of the Whole univerſally, 
And this is the cauſe, as the Poet ſays elſewhere, that 

Each Individual ſeeks a ſev'ral goal. 
But to prevent our reſting there, God hath made each 
need the aſſiſtance of another; and ſo 



58 ESSAY ON MAN. Ex. Ill 
In all the madneſs of ſuperfluous health, c L 

The trim of pride, the impudence of wealth, | 5 
Let this great truth be preſent night and day; 5 wy, 

But moſt be preſent, if we preach or pray, 
Attra 

NorEs. * 
b 8 dee N 

On mutual wants built mutual happineſs. 

* Tt was neceſſary to explain the two firſt lines, the trels 
better to ſee the pertinency and force of what followeth, ¶ Lee d. 
where the Poet warns ſuch to take notice of this truth, 
whoſe circumſtances placing them in an imaginary ſtation Ke li 
of independence, and a real one of inſenſi bility to mutual All fo 
Wants (from whence general Happineſs reſults) make Wl 
them but too apt to overlook the true ſyſtem of things; | (by tt 
viz. Men in full health and opulence, This caution was Like | 
neceſſary with regard to Society; but ſtill more neceſ- 
ſary with regard to Religion. Therefore he eſpecially te- They 
commends the memory of it both to Clergy and Laity, Nothi: 
when they preach or pray ; becauſe the preacher, who 
doth not conſider the firſt Cauſe under this view, as 2 One a 
Being conſulting the good of the whole, mutt needs give 
a very unworthy idea of him; and the ſupplicant, who 
prayeth as one not related to a whole, or as diſregarding You 
the happineſs of it, v ill not only pray in vain, but offend WM 6 cohe; 
his Maker by an impious attempt to counterwork his dif oper 
penſation. 2: that « 

Ve. 3. —/uperfuous Health,] Immoderate labour and WM; calie 
ſtudy are the great impairers ot health: They, whoſe ſta- ought 
tion ſets them above both, muſt needs have an abundance Wt, 175 
of health, which, not being employed in the cor aon Ver 

ſervice, but waſted in luxury, the Poet properly <-:154 Mi the 1; 
luper fuity, « eaſe 

Ver. 4. —impudence of wealth.] Becauſe <.ealth pre · ¶ ( ſubſta: 
tends to be wiſdom, wit, learning, honeſty, and, in ſnort, “ poteſt 
all the virtues in their turns, 



Fe, II. ESSAY ON MAN. 55 
* Look round our world; behold the chain of Love 

Combining all below and all above. 

| See plaſtic Nature working to this end, 
3 Wl The ſingle atoms each to other tend, 10 

Attract, attracted to, the next in place 

Form'd and impell'd its neighbour to embrace, 

dee Matter next, with various life endu'd, 

Preſs to one centre ſtill, the gen'ral Good. 
the a 
veth, Le dying vegetables life ſuſtain, 15 
= dee life diffolving vegetate again: 

utual All forms that periſh other forms ſupply, 

= y turns we catch the vital breath, and die) 

1 was Like bubbles on the ſea of Matter borne, 

= They riſe, they break, and to that fea return. 20 

aity, WI Nothing is foreign; Parts relate to whole 
who : 1 "ON as a One all-extending, ali-preſerving Soul 
give 

who NOTE s. 
ding Ver. 12. Form'd and imprlPd, c.] To make Matter 
fend o cohere as to fit it for the uſes intended by its Creator, a 
5 Cl proper configuration of its inſenſible parts, is as neceſſary 

# that quality ſo equally and univerſally conferred upon 
and 5 called Attraction. To expreſs the firit part of this 
ſta- I thought, our Author ſays far rid, and to expreſs the lat- 
ance Wl ter, impell 2, 
_—_ | VES. 22. One allexterding, all pręſervirgſoul.] Which, 
4 i the language of Sir Iſaac Newton, is, Deus omni- 

præſens eſt, non per virtutem ſolam, ſed etiam per 
pre- : lubſtantiam : nam virtus fine ſubſtantia ſubſiſtere non 
fort, BY" poteſt,” Next. Princ. ſchol. gen, ſub fin, 

4 



60 ESSAY ON MAN. Ex. III. 

ConneQs each being, greateſt with the leaſt ; 

Made Beaſt in aid of Man, and Man of Beaſt; 

All ſerv'd, all ſerving: Nothing ſtands alone; 25 
The chain holds on, and where it ends, unknown, 

Has God, thou fool ! work'd ſolely for thy good, 

Thy joy, thy paſtime, thy attire, thy food ? 

Who for thy table feeds the wanton fawn, 

For him as kindly ſpread the flow'ry lawn: 39 

Ts it for thee the lark aſcends and ſings ? 

Toy tunes his voice, joy elevates his wings, 

Is it for thee the linnet pours his throat ? 

Loves of his own and raptures ſwell the note. 
The bounding ſteed you pompouſly beſtride, 35 

Shares with his lord the pleaſure and the pride, 

Is thine alone the ſeed that ſtrews the plain? 

The birds of Heav'n ſhall vindicate their grain, 

Thine the full harveſt of the golden year? 

Part pays, and juſtly, the deſerving ſteer: 40 

The hog, that plows not nor obeys thy call, 

Lives on the labours of this Lord of all. 

NoTESs. 

Ven. 23. Greateſt wwith the leaſt; ] As acting more 
ſtrongiy and immediately in beaſts, whoſe inſtinct is plainly 

an ex:erval reaſon 3 which made an old ſchool-man ſay, 
with great elegance, ** Deus eſt anima brutorum,” 

In this tis God direct 
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| Ep, III. ESSAY ON MAN; bx 

Know, Nature's children all divide her care; 

The fur that warms a monarch, warm'd a bear. 

While Man exclaims, Seeall things for my uſe?” 45 
« See man for mine !” replies a pamper'd gooſe : 

And juſt as ſhort of Reaſon He muſt fall, 

Who thinks all made for one, not one for all. 

Grant that the pow'rful ſtill the weak controul 

Be Man the Wit and Tyrant of the whole: 50 

Nature that Tyrant checks; He only knows, 
And helps, another creature's wants and woes. 

VARIATIONS 

Affter ver. 46. in the former Editions. 
What care to tend, to lodge, to cram, to treat him, 
All this he knew ; but not that *twas to eat him. 

As far as gooſe could judge, he reaſon'd right ; 
But as to man, miſtook the matter quite, 

NorkEs. 

Ver. 45. See all things for my uſe.) On the contrary 
the wiſe man hath ſaid, The Lord hath made all things for 
timſelf, Prov. xvi. 4. 
VER. 50. Be Man the Wit and Tyrant of the whole :] 

Alluding to the witty ſyſtem of that Philoſopher, which 
made Animals mere Machines, inſenſible of pain or plea- 
ſure; and ſo encouraged Men in the excerciſe of that Ty- 
ramy over their fellow-creatures, conſequent on ſuch a 
principle. 
| Ver. 51. Nature that Tyrant checks; I grant, indeed, 
lays the Poet, that Man affects to be the Wit and Tyrant 
of the whole, and would fain ſhake off 



62 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. Ill. 
Say, will the falcon, ſtooping from above, 
omit with her varying plumage, ſpare the dove ? 
Admires the jay the inſect's gilded wings? 55 

Or hears the hawk when Philomela ſings ? 

Man cares for all : to birds he gives his woods, 

To beaſts his paſtures, and to fiſh his floods; 

For ſome his int'reſt prompts him to provide, 

For more his pleaſure, yet for more his pride: 69 

b, III. 

feed 

h' ext 

hat ve 

e faves 

ay, fe: 

nd, til 

Which ſe 

han fan 

ne crea 
NorTEs. | 

that chain of love, 

Combining all below and all above : 

tou toc 

To ea 

But Nature, even by the very gift of Reaſon, checks this = 
Tyrant. For Reaſon endowing Man with the ability of 0 Man 
ſetting together the memory of the paſt, with his conjec- hi!. 
tures about the future; and paſt misfortunes making him . 
apprehenſive of more to come, this diſpoſeth him to pit! MI” hour 
and relieve others in a ſtate of ſuffering. And the pation Mech tj! 
growing habitual, naturally extendeth its effect to all that . a 
have a ſenſe of ſuffering. Now as brutes have neithe- Ra At 
Man's Reaſon, nor his inordinate Self-love, to draw then only tl 
from the ſyſtem of Benevolence: So they wanted not, aud I. Wh 
therefore have not, this human ſympathy of another's mi- 
fery, By which paſſion, we ſee thoſe qualities, in Man, Wow, all 
balance one another; and fo retain him in that genere! 
Order, in which Providence hath placed its whole crca- 
tion. But this is not all; Man's intereſt, amuſemen!, nd find 1 
vanity, and luxury, tie him {ill cloſer to the ſyſtem of be- 
nevolence, by obliging kim to provide for the ſupport 0: 
other animals; and though it be, for the moſt part, only 

0 bliſs a 

7 Ven, 
to devour them with the greater guit, yet this does not BY _=—_ 

abate the proper happineſs cf the animals ſo preſerve, ti Wh * 0 
63 2 8 * 0 5 od 9 were 10 

whom Providence hath not imparted the utcieſs know: fakes 
2 

1 : 

Iedye of their end. 



Il, ESSAY ON MAN. 7 

|| feed on one vain Patron, and enjoy 

\' extenſive bleſſing of his luxury, 

hat very life his learned hunger craves, 

: aves from famine, from the ſavage ſaves z 

ay, feaſts the animal he dooms his feaſt, 65 

id, till he ends the being, makes it bleſt ; 

hich ſees no more the ſtroke, or feels the pain, 

han favour'd Man by touch etherial ſlain. 

ie creature had his feaſt of life before; 

tou too muſt periſh, when thy ico is o'er! 70 

To each unthinking being, Heay'n a friend, 

css not the uſeleſs knowledge of its end: 
$ this x : 8 5 . 

tv of Wo Nan imparts it; but with ſuch a view 

= , while he dreads it, makes him hope it too; 
im 
5 . 

) pity 
aten WiWczth ſtill draws nearer, never ſeeming near. 
| that 

ther 

them only thinking thing this turn of mind. 
, and ; ; .. Whether with Reaſon, or with Inſtinct bleſt, 

Man, Bow, all enjoy that pow'r which ſuits them beſt; 80 
1 era. fp , . . _ obliſs alike by that direction tend, 

men, Id find the means proportion'd to their end, 
of be- 

ort ol Nor Es. a 
only 

8 not Is. 68, Than fawvour'd Man, Sc] Several of the an- 

ed, to , and many of the Orientals ſince, eſteemed thoſe 

WY wh ſtruck by lightning as ſacred perſons, and che 
cular favourites of Heaven. P. 

de hour conceai'd, and fo remote the fear, 75 

rat ſtanding miracle ! that Heav'n aſſign'd 

F 
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54 ESSAY ON MAN. Eo. Hz. u. 
Say, where full Inſtinct is th' unerring guide, Mirho r 

What Pope or Council can they need befide? Mi... as 

Reaſon, however able, cool at beſt, Noob 

Cares not for ſervice, or but ſerves when pref, 

Stays till we call, and then not often near; 
Heay'n 

Who c: 
But honeſt Inſftin&t comes a Volunteer, 

; / : Who fc 
Sure never to o'er-ſhoot, but juſt to hit; II 

While {till too wide or ſhort is human Wit; it. 
1 

Sure by quick Nature happineſs to gain, . 
7 . . . wut 4 

Which heavier Reaſon labours at in vain, 
Un mug 

This too ſerves always, Reaſon never long; S271 
n | rom 

One muſt go right, the other may go wrong. P * 
. | . al, 

See then the acting and comparing pow'rs EO 
; Z f Whate” 

One in their nature, which are two in ours; | 
. Ur br 

And Reaſon raiſe o'er Inſtinct as you can, brea 
FM ; f Or pour 

In this 'tis God directs, in that *tis Man. * 
Who taught the nations of the field and wo. VIC: 

: Hs” | een 
Jo ſhun their poiſon, and to chuſe their food? 1: b 12 8 

; Ir Wit): 
Preſcient, the tides or tempeſts to withſtand, * 

Build on the wave, or arch beneath the ſand? A 4 
Ach ſex 

vr end 
VARIATIONS, ba tie lo 

After ver. 84. in the MS. dus be 

While Man, with op'ning views of various vie mo: 
Confounded, by the aid of knowledge ſtrays : te you 

Too weak to chuſe, yet chuſing ſtiil in haſte, hers f 
here ſte One moment gives the pleaſure and diſtaſte. 



br. II. ESSAY ON MAN. G5 

ho made the ſpider parallels deſign, 

zure as De-moivre, without rule or line? 

Who bid the ſtork, Columbus-like, explore 197 

reſt leav'ns not his own, and worlds unknown before? 

Who calls the council, ſtates the certain day, 

Who forms the phalanx, and who points the way? 

III. God, in the nature of each being, founds 

. proper bliſs, and ſets its proper bounds: 119 

But 35 he fram'd a Whole, the Whole to bleſs, 

- On mutual Waats built mutual Happinels : 

5 0 rom\the firſt, eternal ORDER ran, 

2 ard creature link'd to creature, man to man. 

55 Mate'er of life all- quick'ning æther keeps, 1153 

8 Ur breathes thro? air, or ſnoots beneath the deeps, 

Ur pours proſuſe on earth, one nature feeds 

woa be vital flame, and ſwells the genial feeds, 

42 1 Not man alone, but all that roam the wood, 

1 rwing the ſky; or roll along the flood, 120 

ng? ach loves itſelf, but not itſelf alone, 

ach ſex deſires alike, till two are one, 

or ends the pleaſure with the herce embrace; 

tay love themſelves a third time in their race, 

thus beaſt and bird their common charge attend, 

ways Wile mothers nurſe it, and the fires defend; 126 

= * young diſmiſs'd to wander earth or air, 

* nere ſtops the Inſtinct, and there ends the care; 

F 2 
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66 ESSAY ON MAN. 

The link diſſolves, each ſecks a freſh embrace, 

Another love ſucceeds, another race. 15 

A longer care man's helpleſs kind demands; 

That longer care contracts more laſting bands: 
Reflection, Reaſon, ſtill the ties improve, 

At once extend the int'reſt, and the love; 

With choice we fix, with ſympathy we burn; 3; 

Each virtue in each paſſion takes its turn ; 

And ſtill new needs, new helps, new habits riſe, 

That graft benevolence on charities, 

Still as one brood, and as another roſe, 

Theſe nat'ral love maintain'd, habitual thoſe: 149 

The laſt, ſcarce ripen'd into perfect Man, 

Saw helpleſs him from whom their life began: 
Mem'ry and fore-caſt juſt returns engage, 

T hat pointed back to youth, this on to age; 

While pleaſure, gratitude, and hope, combin'd, 145] 

Still ſpread the int'reſt, and preſerv'd the kind. 

IV. Nor tEiink, in NATuRE's STATE they blincly 
The ſtate of Nature was the reign of God: I trod 

Self. love and ſocial at her birth began, 

Union the bond of all things, and of Man. 153 

Pride then was not; nor Arts, that pride to aid; 

Man walk'd with beaſt, joint tenant of the ſhade; 

NoTESs. 

VER. 152. Man walk'd with beaſt, joint tenant of th 

Aade;] The Poet till takes his imagery from Plaionis 
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Ep. III. ESSAY ON MAN. 67 

The ſame his table, and the ſame his bed ; 1% 
No murder cloath'd him, and no murder fed, 

.. Win the ſame temple, the reſounding wood, 155 

All vocal beings hymn'd their equal God: 

NorTEs. 
E eas for the reaſon given above. Plato had fail from 

1d tradition, that, during the golden age, and under the 
ſe, Nen of Saturn, the primitive language then in uſe was 

ſemmon to man and beaſts, Moral inſtructors took ad- 
anzage of the popular ſenſe of this tradition, to convey 
ber precepts under thoſe fables, which give ſpeech to 
be whole brute creation. The naturaliſts underſtood the 
zition to ſignify, that, in the firſt Ages, Men uſed in- 
tculate ſounds, like beaſts, to expreſs their wants and 
lations ; and that it was by flow degrees they came to 

2 e ule of ſpeech. This opinion was afterwards held by 
retius, Diodorus Sic. and Gregory of Nyfl. 
VI. 156. All vocal beings, Ec. | This may be well ex- 

\ ie by a ſublime paſſage of the pſalmiſt, who, calling 
1, 145 mind the age of innocence, and full of the great ideas 
d. 1 

lind Chains of Love, 

(trol; hg Combining all below, and all above, 
; Which to one point and to one center bring 

Beaſt, Man, or Angel, Servant, Lord, or King ; 

: * 2ks out into this rapturous and divine apoſtrophe, to 
aid; ¶ back the devious creation to its priſtine rectitude (that 
1ade; MF" kate our author deſcribes above): Praiſe the Lord, 

al his angels; praiſe him, all ye hoſts. Praiſe ye him, 
un and moon; praiſe him, ail ye ſtars of light. Let 
em praiſe the name of the Lord, for he commanded, 

Tn they were created. Praiſe the Lord, from the 
lane earth, ye dragons, and all deeps ; fire and hail, ſnow 

ud vapour, ſtormy wind fulfilling his word: Moun- 

3 



Ee. III. 

The ſhrine with gore unſtain'd, with gold undref 

68 ESSAY ON MAN. 

Unbrib'd, unbloody, ſtood the blameleſs prieſt: 

Heav'n's attribute was Univerſal Care, 

And man's prerogative to rule, but ſpare, 16 

NoTEs. 

5 tains and all hills, fruitful trees a 1d all cedars: 2 
„ and all catile, creeping things and flying fowl: He 
the earth, and all people; princes, and all judges « 
* the earth. Let them praiſe the name of the Ly. 
for his name alone is excellent, his glory is above th 
earth and heaven,” P/alnm cxlviii. 

VER. 158. Unbrild, unbloody, Qc.] i. e. The Mates 
ſcribed, from ver. 261 to 269, was not yet arrived. F 
then when ſuperſtition was become ſo extreme as to un, 
the Gods with human ſacrifices (fee ver. 207.) Tyrant 
became neceſſitated to woo the prieſt for a favourall 
anſwer : 

And play'd the God an engine on his foe. 
VER. 159. Heav'n's attribute, c] The Poet ſuppo 

the truth of the Scripture account, that Man was creat 
Lord of this inferior world (Ep, i. ver. 230.) 

Subjected theſe to thoſe, and all to thee. 
What hath miſled ſome to imagine him here fallen int 
contradiction, was, I ſuppoſe, ſuch paſſages as thele, 

Aſk for what end the heav'nly bodies ſhine, &c. 

And again, 
Has God, thou fool ! work'd ſolely for thy good, & 

Put, in truth, this is ſo far from contradicting what is he 
ſaid of man's prerogative, that it greatly confirms 
and the Scripture account concerning it. And beca 
this matter has been miſtaken, to the diſcredit of the oe 
religious ſentiments, by readers, whom the conduct orc 
tain licen:10us writers, treating this ſubject in an abel 
way, hath endered jealous and miſtruſtfol. I ſhall encg 
Your to explain it, Scripture ſays, that Man was Di 
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TT Ep. III. ESSAY ON MAN. C9 

"nl Ak | how unlike the man of times to come! 
ndref : 
oſt» Of half that live the butcher and the tomb 

Tho, foe to Nature, hears the gen'ral groan, 

Morders their ſpecies, and betrays his own, 

But juſt diſeaſe to luxury ſucceeds, 165 

And ev'ry death its own avenger breeds; 

2 The Fury-paſſions from that blood began, 

does 6 And turn'd on Man a hercer ſavage, Man. 

e Lo. See him from Nature riſing flow to Art! 

e To copy Inſtinct then was Reaſon's part; 170 
"ate Thus then to Man the Voice of Nature ſpake— 

=y „Go, from the Creatures thy inſtructions take: 

2 NoTEs. 

lord of All. But this Lord, become intoxicated with 
de, the common effect of ſovereignty, erected himſelf, 
ike more partial monarchs, into a tyrant, And as T'y- 
nanny conſiſts in ſuppoſing a made for the uſe of one; he 
took thoſe freedoms with all, that are conſequent on ſuch 
principle. He ſoon began to conſider the whole animal 
creation as his ſlaves rather than as his ſubjects; as being. 
created for no uſe of their own, but for this only and 

heſe, tixrefore treated them with the utmoſt barbarity : And 

Ec. ot ſo content, to add inſult to this cruelty, he endea- 
'vured to philoſophize himſelf iato an opinion that ani- 

00, nals were mere machines, inſenſible of pain or pleaſure, 
be bus Man affected to be the Mit as well as Tyrant of the 
«ms WM Vbole: and it became one who adhered to the Scripture 
decal count of Man's dominion, to reprove thi, abuſe of it, 

«Poli and to ſhew, that 
Heav'n's attribute was Univerſal Care, 

 abvlt And Man's prerogative to rule, but ſpare, 

1 VER. 171. Thus then to Man, c.] The Port repreſenes 
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ESSAY ON MAN, 

Learn from the birds what food the thickets yield; 

70 Ep. III. 

& Learn from the beaits the phyſic of the field; 

© Thy arts of building from che bee receive; 17; 

« Learn of the mole to plow, the worm to weaye; 

66 Learn of the little Nautilus to fail, 

5 Spread the thin oar, and catch the driving gale, 

NorTEs. 

the invention of Arts as only leſſons learnt of trite 2. 
mal, guided by inſtinct, in order to humble human ae. 
gance, and raiſe our idea of inſinte wiſdom. Tais he 
does in a proſcpchæ a, the molt ſublime that ever entereif 
to the human imagination: 

Thus then to man the Voice of Nature ſpake: 
Go, from the creatures thy inſtructions take, &c. 
And ſor thoſe Arts mere Inſtinct could afford, 

Pe crown'd as Monarchs, or as Gods ador'd.” 

VR. 173. Learn frem the lirds, Sc.] It is a caution 
commonly practiſed among Navigators, when thrown 
upon a deſert coaſt, and in want of refreikments, to ob- 
ſerve what fruits have been touched by the Birds, aud to 
venture on thele without further heſitation, 

VER. 174. Learn from: the beaſts, Ee. ] Sce Pliny's\at 
Hi, l. vin. c. 27. where ſeveral inflances are given e 
Animals diicovering the medicinal efficacy of herbs, ©; 

their own ule of them, and pointing out to ſome open- 
tions in the art of healing by their own practice. 

VER. 177 Learn of ihe little Nautilus} Oppian Halieut 
lib, i. deſcribes this ſiſh in the following manner: Ihe 
% ſwim on the ſurface. of the ica, ou the back of theit 

* ſhells, w.:ich exacily reſemble the hulk of a ſhip; the) 
© rate two fret like malts, and extend a membrane be 

&« tween, which ſerves as a fail; the other two feet the 
« employ as oars at the fide, They are uſually ſeen! 
ki the Mediterrancan.“ P. 

6041 
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Er. Il. ESSAY ON MAN. 77 
« Here too all forms of ſocial union find, 

« And hence let Reaſon, late, inſtruct mankind: 180 

« Here ſubterranean works and cities ſee; 

« There towns aerial on the waving tree. 

& Learn each ſmall People's genius, policies, 

« The Ant's republic, and the realm of Bees: 

« How thoſe in common all their wealth beſtow, 185 

« And Anarchy without confuſion know z 

« And theſe for ever, tho* a Monarch reign, 

« Their ſep'rate cells and properties maintain. 

« Mark what unvary'd laws preſerve each ſtate, 

© Laws wiſe as Nature, and as fix'd as Fate. 199 

« In vain thy Reaſon finer webs {hall draw, 

« Entangle Juſtice in her net of Law, 

“And right, too rigid, harden into wrong; 

Still for the ſtrong too weak, the weak too ſtrong, 

Vet go! and thus o'er all the creatures ſway, 195 

Thus let the wiſer make the reſt obey; 

© And for thoſe Arts mere Inſtinct could afford, 

te Be crown'd as Monarchs, or as Gods ador'd.” 

V. Great Nature ſpoke ; obſervant Men obey'd; 

Cities were built, Societies were made : 200 

VARIATIONS 

Vex, 197. In the firſt Editions, 

Who for thoſe Arts they learnt of Brutes before, 
As Kings {hall crown them, or as Gods adore. 



72 ESSAY ON MAN. 
Here roſe one little ſtate ; another near 

Grew by like means, and join'd, thro? love or fear, 
Did here the trees with 1uddier burdens bend, 

And there the ſtreams in purer rills deſcend ? 

What War could raviſh, Commerce could beſtoyy, 

And he return'd a friend, who came a foe, 206 

Converſe and Love mankind might ſtrongly dray, 

When Love was Liberty, and Nature Law, 

Ep. III. 

VARIATIONS. 

Ver. 201. Here reſe onelitile fate, &c,) In the MS, thus 

The Neighbours leagu'd to guard their common ſpot: 
And Love was Nature's dictate, Murder, not. 

For want alone each animal contends ; 

Tigers with Tigers, that remov'd, are friend-:. 
Plain Nature's wants, the common mother crown'c, 

She pour'd her acorns, herbs, ard fircams around, 

No Treaſuie then for rapine to invade, 
What need to fight for ſun-ſhine or for ſhade ? 
And half the cauſe of conteſt was remov'd, 

When beauty could be kind to all who lov'd. 

NoTrs 

VER. 196. Ob/ervant Min obe d;] Theepithet is beau- 
tiful, as ſignifying both obedience to the voice of Nature, 
and attention to the leſſons of the animal creation. 

VER. 208. When Lowe wwas Liberty, ] i. e. When men 
had no need to guard their native liberty from their gover- 
nor by civil pactions; the love which each maſter of a fami- 
ly had for thoſe under his care being their beſt ſecurity. 
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Fe. Il. ESSAY ON MAN. 93 
Thus States were form'd ; the name of King un- 

known, 

Till common int'reſt plac'd the ſway in one. 210 

'Twas VIRTUE ONLY (or in arts or arms, 

Diffuſing bleſſings, or averting harms) 

The ſame which in a Sire the Sons obey'd, 

A Prince the Father of a People made. 

VI. *Till then, by Nature crown'd, each Pa- 

triarch ſate, 215 

King, prieſt, and parent of his growing ſtate 

NorkEs. 

Ver. 2cg. Thus Rates auer: form'd;] This is ſaid in con- 
ſatation of that idle hypotheſis which pretends, that God 
conferred the regal title on the fathers of families; from 

whence men, when they had inſtituted Society, were to 
fetch their Governors On the contrary, our author ſhews, 
that a King was unknown, *til: common intereſt, which 
led men to inſtitute civil government, led them at the 
lame time to inſtitute a governor However, that it is 
true that the ſame wiſdom or valour, which gained regal 
obedience from ſons to the ſire, procured kings a paternal 
authority, and made them conſidered as fathers of their 
people. Which probably was the original (and, while 
miſtaken, continues to be the chief ſupport) of that 
laviſh error: antiquity repreſenting its earlieſt monarchs 
under the idea of a common father. 771g avdzwv. After- 
wards indeed they became a kind of foſter-fathers, maya 
zu, as Homer calls one of them: Till at length they 
began to devour that flock they had been ſo long accuſtom- 
ed to ſhear: and, as Plutarch ſays of Cecrops, ix xen5s 
Sachs &yorov 2 dea xoſſudn yerouevor TYPANNON, 

Ver. 211, Twas Virtue only, Ce. ] Our author hath good 
authority for this account of the origin of kingſhip, Ari- 



74 ESSAY ON MAN, 

Their lay his eye, their oracle his tongue, 
He from the wond'ring furrow call'd the food, 
Taught to command the fire, controul the flood, 220 

Draw forth the monſters of th' abyſs profound, 

Or fetch th' aerial eagle to the ground. 

Till drooping, ſick' ning, dying they began 

Whom they rever'd as God to mourn as Man: 

Then, looking up from fire to fire, explor'd 223 

One great Firſt Father, and that firſt ador'd, 

Or plain tradition that this All begun, 

Convey'd unbroken faith from fire to ſon ; 

The Worker from the work diſtinct was known, 

And ſimple Reaſon never ſought but one: 230 

NoTESs, 

Notle aſſures us, that it was Virtue only, or in arts or arms: 
Kali Pacers ex TW mer xa y ego @ge7r | 

Wat: 4% T Ard 17 59 cage Ig, 5 * vb o YC 

VER, 219. He from the wond"ring furrow, &c. ] i. e. He 
ſubdued the intractability of all the four elements, and made 
them ſubſervient to the uſe of Man. 

VER. 225. Then, locking up, Sc.] The Poet here maketh 
their more ſerious attention to Religion to have ariſen, not 
from their gratitude amidit abundance, but from their 
Helpleſſneſs in diſtreſs; by ſhewing that, during the former 
ſtate, they reſted in /ecand cauſes, the immediate authors 
of their bleſſings, whom they rever'd as God; but that, in 

| the other, they reaſon'd up to the Firft: 

Then, looking up from firg to fire, & c. 

Ep. III. 

On him, their ſecond Providence, they hung, 
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7, III. ESSAY ON MAN: 75 
Fre Wit oblique had broke that ſteddy light, 

Nan, like his Maker, ſaw that all was right; 

To Virtue, in the paths of Pleaſure trod, 

And own'd a Father when he own'd a God. 

LOYE all the faith, and all th' allegiance then; 235 

For Nature knew no right divine in Men, 
No ill could fear in God ; and underſtood 

A ſov'reign being but a ſov'reign good, 

True faith, true policy, united ran, 

That was but love of God, and this of Man. 240 

Who firſt taught ſouls enſlav' d, and realms undone, 

Th' enormous faith of many made for one; 

Nor EVS. 

This, J am afraid, is but too true a repreſentation of hu- 
man nature. 
VER. 231. Ere Wit oblique, c.] A beautiful alluſion 

o the effects of the priſmatic glaſs on the rays of light. 
Ver. 241. Who firſt taught ſouls, enſia vd, Sc.] The Poet 

informs us, agreeably to his exact knowledge of Antiqui- 
ty, that it was the Politician, and not the Prieſt (as our il- 
lIterate tribe of Free-thinkers would make us believe) who 
lit corrupted Religion. Secondly, That the Superſtition 
be brought in was not invented by him, as an engine to 
play upon others (as the dreaming Atheiſt feigns, who 
would thus miſerably account for the origin of Religion) 
but was a trap he firſt fell into himſelf. 
VeR. 242. 7% enormous faith, c.] In this Ariſtotle 

placeth the difference between a King and a Tyrant, that 
the firſt ſoppoſeth himſelf made for the People; the other 
that the People are made for him: BGN. 3 6 BAEIAEYE 
1% OVALE, rg 66 AU REH TH; Boas unden ao t 
mucu, & c. un UE nd, 1 44 TYPANNIE wees 
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76 ESSAY ON MAN. 
T hat proud exception to all Nature's laws, 

T' invert the world, and counterwork its Cauſe? 

Force firſt made Conqueſt, and that Conqueſt, Law; 
Till Superſtition taught the tyrant awe, 246 

Then ſhar'd the tyranny, then lent it aid, 

And Gods of Conqu'rors, Slaves of Subjects made: 

Ep. III. 

She *midft the lightning's blaze, and thunder's ſound, | 

When rock'd the mountains, and when groan'c 

the ground, 259 

She taught the weak to bend, the proud to pray, 

To Pow'r unſeen, and mightier far than they: 
She, from the rending earth and burſting ſkies, 

Saw Gods deſcend, and fiends infernal riſe : 

NoTESs. 

SND 27TH xm £5 An Th i9icts Q Eg xai. Pol. lib. v. 
cap 10. 

VER. 245. Force firſt made Conqueſt, c.] All this is 
agreeable to fact, and ſheweth our author's exact knov- 
ledge of human nature. For that zmpotency of mind la. 
the Latin writers call it) which giveth birth to the enor- 
mous crime neceſſary to ſupport a Tyranny, naturally 
ſabjeQeth its owner to all the vain, as well as real, ter- 
rors of Conſcience: Hence the whole machinery of du- 
perſtition. 

It is tree, he Poet obſerves, that afterwards, when the 
Tyrant's fright was over, he had cunning enough, from 

the experience of the efie& of Superſtition upon himſelt, 
to turn it by the aſſiſtance of the Prieſt (who for his te- 
ward went ſharer with him in the Tyranny) as his bel: 
defence againſt his Subjects. For a Tyrant naturally an 
reaſonably deemeth all his Slaves to be his enemies. 
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Fe. III. ESSAY ON MAN. 77 
Here fix d the dreadfu], there the bleſt, abodes; 255 

Fear made her Devils, and weak Hope her Gods; 

Gods partial, changeful, paſſionate, unjuſt, 

Whoſe attributes were Rage, Revenge, or Luſt ; 

Such as the fouls of cowards might conceive, 

And, form'd like tyrants, tyrants would believe. 260 

Zeal then, not charity, became the guide ; 

And hell was built on ſpite, and heav'n on pride. 

Then ſacred ſeem'd th' etherial vault no more; 

| Altars grew marble then, and reek'd with gore: 

Then firſt the Flamen taſted living food; 265 

Next his grim idol ſmear'd with human blood ; 

With heav'n's own thunders ſhook the world below, 

And play'd the God an engine on his foe. 

NorkEs. 

Ven. 257. Gods partial, cbangeful, &c.] The ancient 
Pagan Gods are here very exactly deſcribed. This fact is 
2 convincing evidence of the truth of thit original, which 
the Poet giveth to Superſtition ; for if theſe phantaſms 
were firſt raiſed in the imagination of Tyrants, they muſt 
needs have the qualities here aſligned to them, For Force 
deing the Tyrant's Virtue, and Luxury his Happineſs, the 
attributes of his God would of courte be Revenge and 
Luſt; in a word, the anti-type of himſelf. But there was 
another, and more ſubſtantial cauſe, of the reſemblance 
between a Tyrant and a Pagan God; and that was the 
making Gods of Conguerors, as the Poet ſays, and fo ca- 
nonizing a tyrant's vices with his perſon. 

Ver. 262.—Aaxd heav'n on pride. | This might be very 
well faid of thoſe times, when no one was content to go 
to __ without being received there on the footing of 
a God, 



78 ESSAY ON MAN. Ex. III. 

So drives Self-love, thro” juſt, and thro? unjuſt, 

To one Man's-pow'r, ambition, lucre, luſt: 270 

The ſame Self-love, in all, becomes the cauſe 

Of what reſtrains him, Government and Lays, 

For, what one likes if others like as well, 

What ſerves one will, when many wills rebel ? 

How in-Il he keep, what, ſleeping or awake, 275 

A weaker may ſurprize, a ſtronger take? 

His fafety muſt his liberty reſtrain : 

All join to guard what each defires to gain. 

Forc'd into virtue thus by Self-defence, 

Ev'n Kings learnt juſtice and benevolence: 286 

Self- love forſook the path it firſt purſu'd, 

And found the private in the public good. 

T was then, the ſtudious head or gen'rous mind, 

Follow'r of God or friend of human-kind, 

Poet or Patriot, roſe but to reſtore 285 

The Faith and Moral, Nature gave before; 

Relum'd her ancient light, not kindled new; 

If not God's image, yet his ſhadow drew : 

NoTESs. 

Ver. 283. Tapas then, Sc] The Poet ſeemeth here to 
mean the polite and flouriſhing age of Greece; and thoſe 
benefactors to mankind, which he had principally in views 
were SOCRATES and ARISTOTLE ; who, of all the pagan 
world, ſpoke beſt of God, and wrote beſt of Govern- 
ment, 
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8. f. ESSAY ON MAN. 55 
Tiught Pbw'r's due uſe to People and to Kings; 

Taught nor to ſlack, nor ſtrain its tender ſtrings, 290 

The les, or greater, ſet fo juſtly true, 

/ That touching one muſt ſtrike the other too; 

Till jarring int'reſts of themſelves create 

Th according muſic of a well-mix'd State. 

duch is the World's great harmony, that ſ prings 29 

From Order, Union, full Confent of things: 

NorEsSV. 

Vi. 295. Sach is the World's great Barmony; c.] A 
harmony very different from the pre etab l ſped harmon v0 
de celebrated Leibnitz, which fixeth us in a Fatality de- 
ive of all Religion and Morality. Yet hath the Poe 
teen accuſed of eſpouſing that impious whimfey. The pre- 
Ilablifhed harmony was built upon, and is an oùtrageous 
eitenſron of, a conception of Plato, who, combating the 
atheiſtical objections about the origin of Evil, employs this 
ugument in the defence of Providence: That amongſt 
n infinite number of poſhble worlds in God's idea, 
*this, which he hath created and brought into being, and 
" which admits of a mixture of Evil, is the beſt. Hut if 
"the beſt, then Evil conſequently is partial, compara- 
* tively ſmall, and tendeth to the greater perfection of the 
* whole.” This Principle is eſpouſed and ſupported by 
Mr, Pope with all the power of reaſon and poetry. But 
either was Plato a Fataliſt, nor is there any fataliſm in the 

= gument; As to the truth of the notion, that is another 
= tion; and how far it cleareth up the very difficult 

= ntroverſy abont the origin of Evil, is fill another. Thar 
is a full ſolution of all diflicalties, | cannot think, for” 
'raſons too long to be given in this place. Perhaps we 
ball never have a full ſolution in this world; and it may 
dena great matter though we have not, as we are demon- 

GG 



80 ESSAY ON MAN. Ex. III. 
Where ſmall and great, where weak and mighty, 

made = 

To ſerve, not ſuffer, ſtrengthen, not invade; 

More-pow'rful each as needful to the reſt, 
And, in proportion as it bleſſes, bleſt ; 200 

Draw to one point, and to one centre bring 

Beaſt, Man, or Angel, Servant, Lord, or King. 

For Forms of Government let fools conteſt ; 
Whate'er is beſt admingſter'd is beſt : 

NoTEs. 

ſtrably certain of the moral attributes of the Deity, 
However, Mr. Pope may be juſtified in receiving and in- 
forcing this Platonic notion, as it hath been adopted by 
the moſt celebrated and orthodox divines both of the 
ancient and modern church. | 
VI. 303. For Forms of Government /et Fools conteſt ;] 

The ine of this reproof will appear evident 
enough to thoſe who know, that mad diſputes about Li- 
berty and Prerogative had once well-nigh overturned our 
Conſtitution ; and that others about Myſtery and Church- 
Authority had almoſt deſtroyed the very ſpirit of our Re- 
ligion. 
_ ib. For Formi of Government, &c.] Theſe fine 

lines have been ſtrangely miſunderſtood: the author, againſt 
his own expreſs words, againſt the plain ſenſe of his ſy- 
ſtem, has n conceived to mean, That all Govern- 
ments and all Religions were, as to their forms and ob- 
jects, indifferent, But as this wrong judgment proceeded 
from ignorance of the reaſon of the reproof, as explained 
above, that explanation is alone ſufficient to rectify the 
miſtake, But the reader will not be diſpleaſed to ſee the 
Poet's own apology, as I find it written in the year 1740 
in his own hand, in the margin of a book, where he foun 
theſe two celebrated lines miſapplied ; © The author of 
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Er, III. ESSAY ON MAN. Sf 

For Modes of Faith let graceleſs zealots fight z 30g 

His can't be wrong whoſe life is in the right: 

NoTEs. 

« theſe lines was far from meaning, that no one form of 
« Government 1s, in itſelf, better than another (as, that 
mixed or limited Monarchy, for example, is not pre- 
« ferable to abſolute) but that no form of Government, 
« h»wever excellent or preferable, in itſelf, can be ſuffi- 
" cient to make a people hap unleſs it be adminiſtered 
with integrity. On the contrary, the belt ſort of Go- 
" vernment, when the erm of it is preſerved, and the 
adminiſtration corrupt, is molt dangerous.“ 
VER. 305. For Modes of Faith, c.] To ſuppoſe the Poet 

to mean, that a// Regions are indifferent, is an equally 
wrong as well as uncharitable ſuſpicion, Mr. Pope, tho” 
his ſubje&, in this E/ay on Man, conſineth him to Natural 
religion (his purpoſe being to vindicate God's natural diſ- 
penſations to Mankind againſt the Atheiſt) yet giveth fre- 
quent intimations of a more ſublime diſpenſation, and 
even of the neceſſity of it; particularly in his ſecond. 
epiſtle (ver, 149, &c.) where he confeſſeth the weakneſs 
and inſufficiency of human Reaſon. 
And in his fourth epiſile, where, ſpeaking of the good 

Man, the favourite of Heaven, he faith, 

For him alone Hope leads from goal to goal, 
And opens ſtill, and opens on bis ſoul ; 

Till lengthen'd on to Faith, and unconfin'd, 
It pours the bliſs that fills up all the mind. 

But Natural Religion never lengthen'd Hope on to Faith; 
nor did any Religion, but the Chriſtian, ever conceive 
that Faith could fill the Mind with Happineſs. 
_ Laſtly, In this very epiltle, and in this very place, ſpeak- 
ing of the great Reſtorers of the Re/igion of Nature, he in- 

(7 3 



82 ESSAY ON MAN, Ep. III. 

In Faith and Hope the world will diſagree, 

But all Mankind's concern is Charity: 

NorEsV. 

timates that they could only draw God's fadeny, not his ; 
image 

Relam'd her ancient light, not kindled new, 
If not God's Image, yet his ſhadow drew : 

as reverencing that truth, which telleth us, this diſcovery 
was reſerved for the glorious Goſpel of Chrift, ⁊ubo is the 

image of God, 2 Cor. iv. 4. 
VIX. 30g. For Modes of Faith let gracelgſi zealots fight; 

Theſe latter Ages have ſeen ſo many ſcandalous conten- 
tions for Modes of Faith, to the violation of Chriſtian Cha- 
rity, and diſhonour of ſacred Scripture, that it is not at 
all ſtrange they ſhould become the object of fo benevo- 
lent and wiſe an Author's reſentment. 

But that which he here ſeemed to have more particularly 
in his eye, was the long and miſchievous ſquabble between 
W yo and JAcksox, on a point confeſſedly above Rea- 
ſon, and amongſt thoſe adorable myſteries, which it is the 
honour of our Religion to find unfathomable. In this 
by the weight of anſwers and replies, redoubled upon one 
another without mercy, they made ſo profound a progreſs, 
that the One proved, nothing hindered in Nature, but 
that the Sen might have been the Father ; and the Other, 

that nothing hindered in Grace, but that /e Son may be a 
meer Creature. But if, inſtead of throwing ſo many Greek 
Fathers at one another's heads, they had but chanced to 
refle& on the ſenſe of one Greek uord, AINEIPIA, that it 

ſignißes both ix ix ir x and io,, this ſingle equi- 

vocation might have ſaved them ten thouſand, which they 

expended in carrying on the controverſy. However thoſe 

Mi/lts that magnified the Scene, enlarged the Character of te 
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Fr. III. ESSAY ON MAN. 83 
All muſt be falſe that thwart this One great End; 

and all of God, that bleſs Mankind or mend. 310 
= 

NorESVs. 

Combatants : and no body expecting common ſenſe on a 
ſabject where we have no ideas, the deſects of dulneſs 
diſappeared, and its advantages (for, advantages it has) 
were all provided for. | 
The worſt is, ſach kind of Writers ſeldom know when 

to have done. For writing themſclves up into the ſame 
deluſion with their Readers, they are apt to venture out 
into the more open paths of Literature, where their re- 
putation, made out of that ſtuff, which Lucian calls 
drr g. e, preſently falls from them, and their na- 
kedneſs appears. And thus it fared with our two Worthies. 
The World, which muft have always ſomething to amuſe 
K, was now in good time grown weary of its play-things, 
and catched at a new obje& that promiſed them more 
igreeable entertainment. Tindal, a kind of Baſtard- So- 
rates, had brought our ſpeculations from Heaven to Earth; 
ud, under the pretence of advancing the Antiquity of 
C:riſtianity, laboured to undermine its original, This was 
2 controverſy that required another management. Clear 
enſe, ſevere reaſoning, a thorough knowledge of pro- 
phane and facred Antiquity, and an intima'e acquaintance 
with human Nature, were the qualities proper tor {..ch as 
engaged in this Subject. A very unpromiting adventure 
for theſe metaphyſical nurſlings, bred up under the ſhade 
of chimeras, Yet they would needs venture out, What 

they got by it was only to be once well laughed at, and 
then forgotten. But one odd circumſtance deſerves to be 
I membered ; though they wrote not, we may be ſure, in 
concert, yet each atracked his Adverſary at the ſame time, 
altened upon him in the ſame place, and mumbled him 
wich jull the fame toothleſs rage. But the ill ſucceſs gf 

G 3 



8 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. II. 
Man, like the gen'rous vine, ſupported lives; 

The ſtrength he gains is from th' embrace he gives. 

On their own Axis as the Planets run, 

Yet make at once their circle round the Sun; 

So two conſiſtent motions act the Soul; 315 | 

And one regards Itſelf, and one the Whole. 

NorkEs. 

this eſcape ſoon brought them to themſelves. The one 
made a fruitleſs effort to revive the old game, in a diſ- 
courſe on The imprriance of the d drin of the Trinity ; and | 

the Other has been ever ſince, till very lately, rambling } 
in SPACE. 

This ſhort hiſtory, as inſignificant as the ſubjects of it 
zre, may not be altogether unuſeful to poſterity. Divines 
may learn, by theſe examples, to avoid the miſchiefs 
done to Religion and Literature, through the affectation 
of being wiſe above what is written, and knowing be. 
yond what can be underſtood. 

VER. 307. In faith and hope, c.] And now abideth | 
faith, hope, and charity, th:ſe three; but the greateſt if | 
thi/e is charity, 1 Cor. xiii. 13. | 

VES. 311. Ms, like the gen rous wine, Sc.] Having 
thus largely confidered Man in his ſocial capacity, the 
Poet, in order to fix a mementous truth in the mind of his 
reader, concludes the epiſtle in recapitulating the 28 
Principles, which concur to the ſupport of this part of his 
character, namely, SELF-Love and $OCIAL ; and ſhewing, 
that they are only two different motions of the appetite to 
Gocd; by which the Author of Nature hath-enabled Man 
to find his own happineſs in the happineſs of the Whole. 
This he illuſtrates with a thought as ſublime as that ge- 
neral harmony he deſcribes : For he hath the art of con- 
verting poetical ornaments into philoſophic reaſoning ; 
and of improving a ſimile into an analogical argument: 



Fe, II. ESSAY ON MAN. 85 
Thus God and Nature link'd the gen'ral frame, 

And bade Self-love and Social be the ſame, 

NoTEs. 

On their own Axis as the Planets run, 

Yet make at once their circle round the Sun; 

So two conſiſtent motions act the Soul; 

And one regards Itſelf, and one the Whole. 
Thus God and Nature link'd the gen'ral ſrame, 

And bade Self-love and Social be the ſame. 
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EPISTLE lv. 
x OH HaPPINEsS our being's end and aim! 

Good, Pleaſure, Eaſe, Content! whate er thy 
name: 4 

That ſomething ſtill which prompts th? eternal ſigh, 

For which we bear to live, or dare to die, 

VARIATIONS. 

Ver. 1. Oh Happineſs, &c.) In the MS. thus: 

Oh Happine$! to which we all aſpire, 
Wing'd with ſtrong hope, and born by full defire ; 

That eaſe, for which in want, in wealth we ſigh ; 

That eaſe, for which we labour and we die. 

NorEs. 

Ep. IV. The two foregoing epiſtles having conſidered 
Man with regard to the Means (that is. in all his relations, 
whether as an Individual, or a Member of Society) this 
Jaſt comes to conſider him with regard to the End, that is, 
Happineſs, 

It opens with an Invocation to Happineſs, in the man- 
ner of the ancient poets, who, when deftitute of a patron- 
god, applied to the Mouſe, and, if ſhe was engaged, took 
up with any ſimple Virtue next at hand, to inſpire and 
proſper their undertakings, This was the ancient Invo- 
cation, which few modern poets have had the art to imi- 
tate with any degree either of ſpirit or decorum ; but our 
author hath contrived to make it ſubſervient to the me- 
thod and reaſoning of his philoſophic compoſition. I 
wilt endeavour elan ſo uncommon a beauty. 
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, IV. ESSAY ON MAN. 75 
Which ſtill ſo near us, yet beyond us lies, 5 
O'erlook' d, ſeen double, by the fool, and wile. 

NoTES. 

It is to be obſerved, that the Pagan deities had each 
their ſeveral names and places of abode, with ſome of 
which they were ſuppoſed to be more delighted than 
gchers, and conſequently to be then molt propitious when 
invoked by the favourite name and place: Hence we 
ind, the Hymns of Homer, Orpheus, and Callimachus 
to be chiefly employed in reckoning up the ſeveral names 
and places of abode by which the patron God was diſ- 
tnguiſhed. Our Poet hath made theſe two circumſtances 
ſerve to introduce his ſubject. His purpoſe is to write of 
Happineſs ; method therefore requires that he firſt de- 
ine what men mean by Happineſs, and this he does in 
the ornament of a poetic Invocation; in which the ſeve- 
nal names, that happineſs goes by, are enumerated, 

Oh Happineſs! our being's end and aim, 
Good, Pleaſure, Eaſe, Content! whate'er thy Name. 

After the Definition, that which follows next, is the 
popolition, which is, that human Happineſs conſiſts not in 
external Advantages, but in Virtue. For the ſubje& of 

this epiſtle is the detecting the /a// notions of Happineſs, 
and ſettling and explaining the rue; and this the Poet 
lays down in the next fixteen lines. Now the enumera- 
non of the ſeveral fitzations in which Happineſs is ſuppo- 
ſed to refide, is a ſummary of fa//e Happineſs, placed in 
Lxternals ; | 

Plant of celeſtial ſeed ! if dropt below, 
Say in what mortal ſoil thou deign'ſt to grow. 
Fair op'ning to ſome Court's propitious ſhine, 
Or deep with Di'monds in the flaming mine ? 

Twin'd with the wreaths Parnaſſian laurely yield, 
Or reap'd in iron harvelts of the field? 



88 ESSAY ON MAN. 

Plant of celeftial ſeed ! if dropt below, 

Say, in what mortal ſoil thou deign'ſt to grow? 
Fair op'ning to ſome Court's propitious ſhine, 

Ep. IV, 

Or deep with Di'monds in the flaming mine? 10 
Twin'd with the wreaths Parnaſſian laurels yield, 

Or reap'd in iron harveſts of the field? 
Where grows? here grows it not? If vain our toil, 

We ought to blame the culture, not the ſoil ; 

Fix'd to no ſpot is happineſs ſincere, 15 

"Tis nowhere to be found, or ev'ry where: 

*T'is never to be bought, but always free, 
And fled from monarchs, St. John ! dwells with thee. 

Aſk of the Learn'd the way? The Learn'd are 
blind ; | 

This bids to ſerve, and that to ſhun mankind ; 20 

NorEsV. 

The fix remaining lines deliver the true notion of Happi- 
neſs to be in Virtue, Which is ſumm'd up in theſe two: 

Fix'd to no ſpot is Happineſs ſincere, 
'Tis no where to be found, or ev'ry where. 

The Poet having thus defined his terms, and laid down 
kis p:opoſition, proceeds to the ſupport of his Theſis; 
the various arguments of which make up the body of 
the Epiſtle. | 

Ver. 6. O*erlcok'd, ſeem double, | O'erlootd by thoſe who 
place Happineſs in any thing excluſive of Virtue ; Ven 
double by thoſe who admit any thing elſe to have a ſhare 
with Virtue in procuring Happineſs ; theſe being the two 
general miſtakes that this Epiſtle is employed in con- 
tut.ng. 
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Fe. IV. ESSAY ON MAN. 89 
dame place the bliſs in action, ſome in eaſe, 

Thoſe call it pleaſure, and contentment theſe ; 

dome ſunk to Beaſts, find pleaſure end in pain 

dome ſwell'd to Gods, confeſs ev'n Virtue vain 

Or indolent, to each extreme they fall, 25 

To truſt in ev'ry thing, or doubt of all, 

Who thus define it, ſay they more or leſs 

Than this, that Happineſs is Happineſs ? 

NoOTES®s. | 

Ver, 21, 23. Some place the blif: in after, —Some fark 
'o beaſts, Ic. ] 1, Thoſe who place Happineſs, or the ſun- 
num bonum, in Pleaſure, Hdon, ſuch as the Cyrenaic ſect, 
called, on that account, the Hedonic. 2, Thoſe who 
place it in a certain tranquillity or calmneſs of mind, 
which they call Evubruiz, ſuch as the Democratic ſect, 
3. The Epicurean, 4. The Stoic. 5. The Protaporean, 
which held that Man was aavrwy entia TW uro, the mea - 

ſare of all things ; for that all things which appear to him 
are, and thoſe things which appear not to any Man are 
2 ; ſo that every imagination or opinion of every Man 
was true. 6. The Sceptic ; whoſe abſolute Doubt is, with 
great judgment. ſaid to be the effect of Indolence, as well 
a the abſolute Truſt of the Protagorean: For the ſame 
dread of labour attending the ſearch of truth, which 
makes the Protagorean preſume it to be always at hand, 
makes the Sceptic conclude it is never to be found. The 
only difference is, that the lazineſs of the one is deſpond- 
ing, and the lazineſs of the other ſanguine ; yet both can 
give it a good name, and call it Happin/c. 
Vr. 23. Some ſunk to Beaſts, oc.) Theſe four lines 

added in the laſt Edition, as neceſſary to complete the 
lunmary of the falſe purſuits after Happineſs among: 
he Greek philoſophers, | 

— — — -—— ——_———_ 



90 ESSAY ON MAN. Ep. IV. 
Take Nature's path, and mad Opinion's leave; 

All ſtates can reach it, and all heads conceive ; 30 | 

Obvious her goods, in no extreme they dwell ; 

There needs but thinking right, and meaning well; 
And mourn our various portions as we pleaſe, 

Equal is Common Senſe, and Common Eaſe, 
Remember, Man, “ the Univerſal Cauſe 35 

4 Acts not by partial, but by gen'ral laws ;” 

And makes what Happineſs we juſtly call 

Subſiſt, not in the good of one, but all. 
There's not a bleſſing Individuals find, 

But ſome way leans and hearkens to the kind, 40 

No Bandit fierce, no Tyrant mad with pride, 
No cavern'd Hermit reſts ſelf-ſatisfy'd : 

Who moſt to ſhun or hate mankind pretend, 

Seek an admirer, or would fix a friend : 

Abſtract what others feel, what others think, 43 

All pleaſures ſicken, and all glories fink : 
Each has his ſhare; and who would more obtain, 

Shall find, the pleaſure pays not half the pain, 

OKDER is Heav'n's firſt law; and this confeſt, 

Some are, and muſt be, greater than the reſt, 59 

NoTEs. 

VER. 49. Order is Heav'n't firſt law ;] i. e. The firſt 
law made by God relates to Order; which is a beautiful 
alluſion to the Scripture-hiſtory of the Creation, when 
God firſt appeaſed the diſorders of Chaos, and ſeparated 
te light from tac darincels, 
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pr. IV. ESSAY ON MAN. 97 
More rich, more wiſe; but who infers from hence 
That ſuch are happier, ſhocks all common ſenſe, . 

Heav'n to Mankind impartial we confeſs, ; 

| all are equal in their Happineſs : 

But mutual wants this happineſs increaſe ; 55 

All Nature's diff' rence keeps all Nature's peace. 

Condition, circumſtance is not the thing; 
Bliſs is the ſame in ſubject or in king, 

in who obtain defence, or who defend, 

In him who is, or him who finds a friend: be 

Heav'n breathes thro' ev'ry member of the whole 

One common bleſſing, as one common ſoul. | 

But fortune's gifts if each alike poſſeſt, 

And each were equa], muſt not all conteſt ? 

if then to all Men Happineſs was meant, th 

God in externals could not place Content, 

VARIATIONS 
After ver. 52. in the M8. 
Say not, Heav'n's here profuſe, there poorly ſaves, 
« And for one Monarch makes a thouſand ſlaves.” 
You'll find, when Cauſes and their Ends are known, . 
Twas for the thouſand Heay'n has made that one. 

After ver. 66. in the MS. 

'Tis peace of mind alone is at a ſtay : 
The reſt mad fortune gives or takes away. 
All other bliſs by accident's debarr'd; 
But Virtue's, in the inſtant, a reward ; 

In hardeſt trials operates the beſt, _ 
And more is reliſh'd as the more diſtreſt. 
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92 ESSAY ON MAN. 

Fortune her gifts may variouſly diſpoſe, 

And theſe be happy call'd, unhappy thoſe ; 

But Heav'n's juſt balance equal will appear, 

Whilethoſeareplac'd in Hope, and theſein Fear: 70 
Not preſent good or ill, the joy or curſe, 

But future views of better, or of worſe. 

Oh ſons of earth] attempt ye till to riſe, 
By mountains pil'd on mountains, to the ſkies ? 
Heav'n ſtill with laughter the vain toil ſurveys, 75 

And buries madmen in the heaps they raiſe, 

Know, all the good that individuals find, 
Or God and Nature meant to mere Mankind, 

Reaſon's whole pleaſure, all the joys of Senſe, 
I; in three words, Health, Peace, and Competence. 

But Health conſiſts with Temperance alone; 81 

And Peace, oh Virtue ! Peace is all thy own. 

NorTEs. 

Ver. 79. Reaſon's whole pleaſure, fc.) This is a beau- 
tiful periphraſis for Happineſs ; for all we feel of good is 
by ſenſation and reſſerion. 

VER. 82. And Peace, c.] Conſcious Innocence (ſays the 
Poet) is the only ſource of internal Peace; and 4nown In- 
nocence, of external; therefore Peace is the ſole iſſue of 
Virtue; or, in his own emphatic words, Peace is all thy 
on ; a concluũ ve obſervation in his argument, which 
ſtands thus: Is Happineſs rightly placed in External: ? 
No; for it conſiſts in Health, Peace, and Competence. 
Health and Competence are the product of Temperance, 
and Peace of perfect Innocence, 
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Fe. IV. ESSAY ON MAN. 94 

The good or bad the gifts of Fortune gain 

But theſe leſs taſte them, as they worſe obtain. 

Say, in purſuit of profit or delight, 8 

Who riſk the moſt, that take wrong means or right? 

Of Vice or Virtue, whether bleſt or curſt, 

Which meets contempt, or which compaſſion firſt ? 

Count all th* advantage proſp'rous Vice attains, 

Tis but what Virtue flies from and difdains: go 

And grant the bad what happineſs they wou'd, 

One they muſt want, which is to paſs for good. 

Oh blind to truth, and God's whole ſcheme below, 
Who fancy Bliſs to Vice, to Virtue Woe ! 

VARIATIONS 

After ver. 92. in the MS. 

Let ſober Moraliſts correct their ſpeech, 
No bad man's happy : he is great, or rich. 

NoTEs. 
Ver, 93. Oh Sind to truth, & c.] Our Author having 

thus largely confuted the miſtake of Happineſs's conſiſting 
in externals, proceeds to expoſe the terrible conſequences 
of ſuch an opinion on the ſentiments and practice of all 
forts of men, making the Diſſolute impious and atheiſti- 
cal; the Religious uncharitable and intolerant; and the 
Good reſtleſs and diſcontent. For when it is once taken 
for granted, that Happineſs conſiſts in externals, it is im- 
mediately feen, that ill men are often more happy than 
good; which ſets all conditions on objedting to the ways 
of Providence: and fome even on raſſily attempting to 
zectify its diſpenſations, though by the violation of all 
Law, divine and human. | 

8 
* 



$4 ESSAY ON MAN. Fx. iv. 
Who ſees and follows that great ſcheme the beſt, 9 
Beſt knows the blefling, and will moſt be bleſt. 
But fools the Good alone, unhappy call, 

For ills or accidents that chance to all. 

See FALKLAND dies, the virtuous and the juſt ! 

See god-like 'TURENNE proſtrate on the duſt ! 100 
See SIDNEY bleeds amid the martial ftrife ! 

Was this their Virtue, or Contempt of Life? 

Say, was it Virtue, more tho Heav'n ne'er gave, 

Lamented DicBy ! ſunk thee to the grave? 

Tell me, if Virtue made the Son expire, 105 

Why, full of days and honour, lives the Sire ? 
Why drew Marlſcilles' good Biſhop purer breath, 

When Nature ſicken'd, and each gale was death! 

Or why ſo long (in life if long can be) 

Lent Heav'n a parent to the poor and me? 110 

Nor Es. 

Ves. 100. See god-like Turenne.] This epithet has 
peculiar juſtneſs; the great man to whom it is applied, 

not being diſtinguiſhed, from other generals, for any ot 
his ſuperior qualities, ſo much as for his providential care 
of thoſe whom he led to war ; which was fo uncommon, 
that his chief purpoſe, in taking on himſelf the command 
of armies, ſeems to have been the preſervation of man- 
kind. In this g- Ae care he was more diſtinguiſhably 
employed throughout the whole courſe of that famous 
campaign in which be loſt his life. 

VIS. 110. Le:t Heaw'n a parent, Ic. ] This laſt inſtance 
of the Poet's illuſtratioh of the ways of Providence, ht 
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ks. v. ESSAY ON MAN. 95 
* What makes all phyſical or moral ill? 

a There deviates Nature, and here wanders Will. 

God ſends not ill; if rightly underſtood, 

Or partial Ill is univerſal Good, 
or change admits, or Nature lets it fall; 115 

100 Short, and but rare, till Man improv'd it all. 

We juſt as wiſely might of Heav'n complain 

That righteous Abel was deftroy'd by Cain, 
As that the virtuous ſon is ill at eaſe 
When his lewd father gave the dire diſeaſe. 120 

. 5 Think we, like ſome weak Prince, th'Eternal Cauſe, 

3 Prone for his fav'rites to reverſe his laws? 
th, | 

th! VARIATIONS. 
Affer ver. 116. in the MS, 

110 Of ev'ry evil, ſince the world began, 
The real ſource is not in God, but man. 

| NoTEs. 

das 2 teader ſees, has a peculiar elegance ; where a tribute of 
lied, piety to a parent 1s paid in a return of thanks to, and 
1y o made ſubſervient of his vindication of, the Great Giver 
Caf ¶ and Father of all things. The Mother of the Author, a 
mon, ¶ perſon of great piety and charity, died the year this poem 

nand I was finiſhed, uz. 1733. 
man- VR. 121. Think we, like/ome weak Prince, Ec. ] Agree- 
ably able hereunto, holy Scripture, in its account of things un- 
mous i der the common Providence of heaven, never repreſents 
** miracles as wrought for the ſake of him who is the ob- 

ject of them, but in order to give credit to ſome of God's 
extraordinary diſpenſations to Mankind. 
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96 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. IV. 
Shall burning Etna, if a ſage requires, - The 

Forget to thunder, and recall her fires ? And 

On air or ſea new motions be impreſt, 125 Wa 

Oh blameleſs Bethel ! to relieve thy breaſt ? WWW; 

When the looſe mountain trembles from on high, And 

Shall gravitation ceaſe, if you go by ? Or h 

Or ſome old temple, nodding to its fall, « E 

For Chartres' head reſerve the hanging wall? 130 UVꝗ Wha 

But ſtill this world (ſo fitted for the knave) That 

Contents us not. A better ſhall we have? The! 

A kingdom of the Juſt then let it be: The! 
But fuſt confider how thoſe Juſt agree. Wher 

The good muſt merit God's peculiar care; 135 M The 2 

But who, but God, can tell us who they are ! Nor i: 

One thinks on Calvin Heav'n's own Spirit fell; But g1 

Another deems him inſtrument of hell; « No- 

If Calvin feel Heay'n's bleſſing, or its rod, 

This cries there is, and that, there is no God. 149 MW Add H 

What ſhocks one part will edify the reſt, «Wh 

Nor with one ſyſtem can they all be bleſt, © Nay. 

VARIATIONS. * Wh) 
After ver, 142. in ſome Editions, Who a 

Give each a ſyſtem, all muſt be at ftrife ; God gl 
What diff*rent ſyſtems for a Man and Wife? | 

The joke, though lively, was ill-placed ; and there- 
fore ſtruck out of the text. 

Who bot 

NorTEs. l eſuriue 
ruplons 

VI. 123. Hall burning tna, c.] Alluding tothe 
fate of thoſe two great Naturaliſts, Empedocles and Plioy, 
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Ep. IV. ESSAY ON MAN. 97 
The very beſt will variouſly incline, 

And what rewards your Virtue, puniſh mine. 
WHATEVER IS, ISRIGHT,-—This world, tis true, 
Was made for Cxſar—but for Titus too: 146 
And which more bleſt ? who chain'd his country, ſay, 
Or he whoſe Virtue ſigh'd to loſe a day? 

“Rut ſometimes Virtue ſtarves, while Vice is fed.“ 

What then? Is the reward of Virtue bread ? 150 

That, Vice may merit, *tis the price of toil ; 
The knave deſerves it, when he tills the ſoil, 

The knave deſerves it, when he tempts the main, 

Where folly fights for kings, or dives for gain. 

The good man may be weak, be indolent; 15 5 

Nor is his claim to plenty, but content, 
But grant'him Riches, your demand is o'er ? 

« No—ſhall the good want Health, the good want 

power ?” 
Add Health, and Pow'r, and ev'ry earthly thing, 
Why bounded Pow'r? why private? why no king ? 

© Nay, why external for internal giv'n ? 161 

« Why is not Man a God, and Earth a Heav'n?“ 
Who aſk and reaſon thus, will ſcarce conceive 

God gives enough, while he has more to give : 

NoTESs. 

who both periſhed by too near an approach to Ætna and 
Veſuvius, while they were exploring the cauſe of their 
eruptions. | 

H 2 



98 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. Iv. 
Immenſe the pow'r, immenſe were the demand; 16 5 

Say, at what part of nature will they ſtand ? 

What nothing earthly gives, or can deſtroy, 

The ſoul's calm ſun-ſhine, and the heart-felt joy, 

Is Virtue's prize: A better would you fix, 

Then give Humility a coach and fix, 170 

Juſtice a Conqu'ror's ſword, or Truth a gown, 
Or public Spirit its great cure, a Crown. 
Weak, fooliſh Man! will Heav'n reward us there 

With the ſame traſh mad mortals wiſh for here ? 

The Boy and Man an individual makes, I75 
Yet ſigh'ſt thou now for apples and for cakes ? 

Go, like the Indian, in another life 

Expect thy dog, thy bottle, and thy wife: 
As well as dream ſuch trifles are aſſign'd, 

As toys and empires, for a god-like mind, 189 

VARIATIONS 

After ver. 172. in the MS. 

Say, what rewards this idle world imparts 
Or fit for ſearching heads or honeſt hearts. 

NoTESs. 

VrR. 177. Go, lile the Indian, &c.} Alluding to the ex- 

ample of the Indian, in Epiſt. i. ver. 99. which thews, that 

that example was not given to diſcredit any rational hopes 

of future happineſs, but only to reprove the folly of ſepa» 
rating them from charity : as when 

—Zeal, not charity, became the guide, 
And hell was built on ſpite, and heav'n on pride. 
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Pr. V. ESSAY ON MAN. 99 
Rewards, that either would to virtue bring 

No joy, or be deſtructive of the thing: 

How oft by theſe at ſixty are undone 

The Virtues of a ſaint at twenty-one ! 

To whom can Riches give Repute or Truſt, 185 

Content,. or Pleaſure, but the Good and Juſt ? 

Judges and Senates have been bought for gold, 

Eſteem and Love were never to be ſold. 

Oh foe]! to think God hates the worthy mind, 

The lover and the love of human kind, 190 

Whoſe life is healthful, and whoſe conſcience clear, 

Becauſe he wants a thouſand pounds a year, 
Honour and ſhame from no condition rifle ; 

Act well your part, there all the honour lies, 

Fortune in Men has ſome ſmall diff rence made, 195 

One flaunts in rags, one flutters in brocade ; 

NorES³s. 

Ves. 193. Honour and ſhame from no condition riſe, c.] 
What power then has fortune over the Man? None at all. 
For as her favours can Confer neither worth nor wiſdom ; 
ſo neither can her diſpleaſure cure him of any of his follies. 
On his Garb indeed ſhe hath ſome little influence ; but 
his Heart ſtill remains the fame. 

Fortune in Men has ſome ſmall diff'rence made, 
One flaunts in rags, one flutters in brocade. 

But this i gerence extends no further than to the habit; 
the pride of heart is the ſame, both in the fauntrr and 
the Hutterer, as it is the Poet's intention to inſinuate by 
the uſe of thoſe terms. 

H 3 



10 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. Iv. Er 

The cobler apron'd, and the parſon gown'd, of 

The frier hooded, and the monarch crown'd. yo 

What differ more you cry) than crown and cowl?” 

I'II tell you, friend; a wiſe man and a fool. 200 

You'll find, if once the monarch acts the monk, 

Or, cobler-like, the parſon will be drunk, 

Worth makes the man, and want of it, the fellow; 

The reſt is all but leather or prunella. 204 

Stuck o'er with titles, and hung round with ſtrings, 

That thou may'ſt be by kings, or whores of kings, 

Boaſt the pure blood of an illuſtrious race, 

In quiet low from Lucrece to Lucrece : 

But by your fathers worth if your's you rate, 

Count me thoſe only who were good and great. 219 
Go ! if your ancient, but ignoble blood 

Has crept thro* ſcoundrels ever ſince the flood, 

Go! and pretend your family is young ; 

Nor own, your fathers have been fools ſo long. 

VARIATIONS, 

Ver. 207. Poaſt the pure Blood, Ec] In the MS. thus: 

The richeſt blood, right-honourably old, 
Down from Lucretia to Lucretia roll'd, 

May ſwell thy heart, and gallop in thy breaſt, 
Without one daſh of uſher or of prieſt : 

Thy pride as much defpiſe all other pride 
As Chriſt-Church once all colleges beſide. 
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Er. V. ESSAY ON MAN. IOT 

What can ennoble ſots, or ſlaves, or cowards? 215 

Alas! not all the blood of all the HowarDs. 

Look next on Greatneſs; ſay where Greatneſs lies, 
Where, but among the Herocs and the Wiſe 7? 

Heroes are much the ſame, the point's agreed, 

From Macedonia's madman to the Swede; 220 

The whole ſtrange purpoſe of their lives, to find 

Or make, an enemy of all mankind ! 

Not one looks backward, onward ſtill he goes, 

Yet ne'er looks forward further than his noſe. 

No leſs alike the Politic and Wiſe ; 225 

All fly flow things, with circumſpeQive eyes: 

Men in their looſe unguarded hours they take, 

Not that themſelves are wiſe, but others weak. 

But grant that thoſe can conquer, theſe can cheat 2 

'Tis phraſe abſurd to call a Villain Great: 230 

Who wickedly is wiſe, or madly brave, 

Is but the more a fool, the more a knave. 

Who noble ends by noble means obtains, 

Or failing, ſmiles in exile or in chains, 

Like good Aurelius let him reign, or bleed 235 

Like Socrates, that Man is great indeed. 

\ What's Fame ? a fancy'd life in others breath, 

A thing beyond us, ev'n before our death. 

Juſt what you hear, you have, and what's unknown 

The ſame (my Lord) if Tully's, or your own. 240 
H 4 "A 
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1202 ESSAY ON MAN. 

All that we feel of it begins and ends 

In the ſmall circle of our foes or friends; 

Er. IV, 

To all beſide as much an empty ſhade 

An Eugene living, as a Cæſar dead; 

Alike or when, or where, they ſhone, or ſhine, 245 

Or on the Rubicon, or on the Rhine. 

A Wit's a feather, and a Chief a rod ; 

An honeſt Man's the nobleſt work of God. 

Fame but from death a villain's name can ſave, 

As Juſtice tears his body from the grave; 250 

When what t' obliyion better were reſign'd, 

Is hung on high, to poiſon half mankind. 

All fame is foreign, but of true deſert ; 

Plays round the head, but comes not to the heart: 

One ſelf. approving hour whole years outweighs 255 

Of ſtupid ſtarers, and of loud huzzas ; 

And more true joy Marcellus exil'd feels, 
Than Cæſar with a Senate at hs heels. 

In Parts ſuperjor what advantage lies ? 

Tell (for You can) what is it to be wiſe? 260 

Tis but to know how little can be known; 

To ſee all others faults, and feel our own : 

Condemn'd in bus'neſs or in arts to drudge, 

Without a ſecond, or without a judge : 
Truths would you teach, or ſave a ſinking land? 265 
All fear, none aid you, and few underſtand, : 
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re, IV. ESSAY ON MAN, 103 

Painful Preheminence ! yourſelf to view 

Above life's weakneſs, and its comforts too. 

Bring then theſe bleſſings to a ſtrict account 

Make fair deductions; ſee to what they mount: 270 

low much of other each is ſure to coſt ; 

How each for other oft is wholly loſt ; 

How inconſiſtent greater goods with theſe ; 

low ſometimes life is riſqu'd, and always eaſe : 

Think, and if fill the things thy envy call, 275 

ay, wouldſt thou be the man to whom they fall? 

To ſigh for ribbands if thou art fo filly, 

Mark how they grace Lord Umbra, or Sir Billy. 

NorEs. 

Ver. 267. Painful Prebeminence, e.] The moſt plau- 
dle rival of Virtue is knowledge gained by ſuperior parts: 
jet even this is ſo far from giving any degree of real 
Happineſs, that it deprives man of thoſe common com- 
forts of life, which are a kind of ſupport to us under the 
want of Happineſs. Such as the more innocent of thoſe 
deluſions which he ſpeaks of in the ſecond Epiſtle, 

Thoſe painted clouds that beautify our days, &c. 

New Knowledge deſtroyeth all thoſe comforts by ſetting 
man above Life's weakneſſes : So that he who has diſcard- 
ed Virtue, and thinks to attain Happineſs by Knowledge 
done, reverſes the fable; and in a prepoſterous attempt 
o gain the ſubſtance, loſeth even the ſhadow. This I 
ke to be the ſenſe of this fine ſtroke of ſatire; and the 
uuth conveyed under it the author had ſeen exemplified. 

4 



104 ESSAY ON MAN. 

Is yellow dirt the paſſion of thy life ? 

Ep, IV, 

Look but on Gripus, or on Gripus' wife. 280 

If Parts allure thee, think how Bacon ſhin'd, 

The wiſeſt, brighteſt, meaneſt of mankind : 
Or raviſh'd with the whiſtling of a Name, 

See Cromwell, damn'd to everlaſting fame! 

Nor ESV. 

Ver. 281, 283. V Parts allure thee, — Or racumſb d aui q 
the whi/iling of a Name,] Theſe two inſtances are choſet 
with great judgment: the world, perhaps, doth not afford 
two ſuch other, Bacon diſcovered and laid down thoſe 
principles, by whole aſſiſtance Ne. ton was enabled to 
unfold the whole law of Nature. He was no lefs eminent | 
for the creative power of his imagination, the briphtnels 
of his conceptions, and the force of his expreſſion: Vet 
being legally convicted of bribery and corruption in the 
adminiſtration of Juſtice, while he preſided in the ſupreme 
Court of Equity, he endeavoured to repair his ruined for- 
runes by the molt profligate flattery to the Court: Which, 
from his very firſt entrance into it, he had accuſtomed him- 
ſelf to practiſe, with a proſtitution that diſgraceth the very 
profeſſion of letters, 

Cromwell ſeemeth to be diſtinguiſhed in the moſt emi- 
nent manner, with regard to his abilities, from all other 
great and wicked men, who have overturned the Liberties 
of their Country. The times, in which others have ſuc- 
ceeded in this attempt, were ſuch as ſaw the ſpirit of Li- 
berty ſuppreſſed and flifled by a general luxury and ve- 
nality : But Cromwell ſubdued his country, when this 
ſpirit was at its height, by a ſucceſsful ſtruggle againſt 
Court -· oppreſſion; and while it was conducted and ſup- 
ported by a ſet of the greateſt Geniuſes for Government the 
world ever faw embarked together in one common caule. 

VIX. 283. Or raviſh'd with the whiſthng of a Nane, 
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IV, 

280 

tr. V. ESSAY ON MAN. 
all, united, thy ambition call, 385 

From ancient ſtory learn to ſcorn them all. 

There, in the rich, the honour'd, fam'd, and great, 

dee the falſe ſcale of happineſs complete! 

In hearts of Kings, or arms of Queens who lay, 

How happy thoſe to ruin, theſe betray ! 290 

Mark by what wretched ſteps their glory grows, 

From dirt and ſea-weed as proud Venice roſe, 

In each how guilt and greatneſs equal ran, 

And all that rais'd the Hero, funk the Man : 

Now Europe's laurels on their brows behold, 295 

But ſtain'd with blood, or ill-exchang'd for gold: 

Then ſee them broke with toils, or ſunk in eaſe, 

Or infamous for plunder'd provinces. 

Oh wealth ill-fated ! which no act of fame 

E'er taught to ſhine, or ſanRified from ſhame! 300 

NoTES. 

And even this fantaſtick Glory ſometimes ſuffers a terrible 
reverſe, —Sacheverell, in his Voyage to {columbhkill, deſcribing 
the church there, tells us, that In one corner is a pecu- 
* liar Incloſure, in which were the monnments of the 
kings of many different nations, as Scotland, Ireland, 
Norway, and the Ie of Man. This (ſaid the perſon 
* who ſhewed me the place, pointing to a plain ſtone) 
Was the monument of the Great T'z acve, king of Ire- 
* land, I had never heard of him, and could not but 
reflect of how little value is Greatne/5, that has barely 
left a name ſcandalous to a nation, and a grave, which 
the meaneſt of Mankind would never envy.” 
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What greater bliſs attends their cloſe of life? 

Some greedy minion, or imperious wife, 

The trophy'd arches, ſtory'd halls invade, 

And haunt their ſlumbers in the pompous ſhade, 

Alas! not dazzled with their noon-tide ray, 30s 

Compute the morn and ev'ning to the day; 

The whole amount of that enormous fame, 

A Tale, that blends their glory with their ſhame ! 

Know then this truth (enough for man to know) 

& Virtue alone is Happineſs below.” 310 

The only point where human bliſs ftands (till, 

And taſtes the good without the fall to ill; 

Where only Merit conſtant pay receives, 

Is bleſt in what it takes, and what it gives; 

The joy unequal'd, if its end it gain, 315 

And if it loſe, attended with no pain : 

VARIATIONS. 

Aſter ver. 316. in the MS. 
Ev'n while it feems unequal to diſpoſe, 
And chequers all the good Man's joys with woes, 
*Tis but to teach him to fupport each ſtate, 
With patience this, with moderation that : 

NorTEs. 

Ver. 311. The only point au here human bliſs fia nde fil, 

Sc.] Hitherto the Poet had proved, NeGaT1VELY, that 

Happineſs conſiſts in Virtue, by ſhewing it conſiſted not in 
any other thing, He now proves the ſame PosirIivEL I, 

ESSAY ON MAN. Er. i. 
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fe. V. ESSAY ON MAN. r07 
Without ſatiety, tho” e'er fo bleſs'd, 
And but more reliſh'd as the more diſtreſs'd : 
The broadeſt mirth unfeeling folly wears, 
Leſs pleaſing far than Virtue's very tears: 320 
Good, from each object, from each place acquir'd, 
For ever exercis'd, yet never tir'd ; 

Never elated, while one man's oppreſs'd ; 

Never dejected, while another's bleſs'd; 

And where no wants, no wiſhes can remain, 325 ne! 

»w) © Since but to wiſh more Virtue, is to gain. 
310 See the ſole bliſs Heav'n could on all beſtow! 

Which who but feels can taſte, but thinks can know: 

Yet poor with fortune, and with learning blind, 
The bad muſt miſs; the good, untaught, will 

find; 330 

15 VARIATIONS. 
And raiſe his baſe on that one ſolid joy, 
Which conſcience gives, and nothing can deſtroy, 

Theſe lines are extremely finiſhed. In which there is ſuch 
a ſoothing ſweetneſs in the melancholy harmony of the 
rerſification, as if the Poet was then in that tender office 
in which he was moſt cfficious, and in which all his foul 
came out, the condoling with ſome good man in affliction. 

NoTEs. 
by an enumeration of its Qualities, all naturally adapted 
to give and to increaſe human Happineſs; as its Con- 
Rancy, Capacity, Vigour, Efficacy, Activity, Moderation, 

4 and Self. ſufſiciency. | 
it Ven. 329. Let poor with fortune, Oc] The Poet here 
n obſerveth, with ome indignation, that as obvious and as evi- 
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Slave to no ſect, who takes no private road, 

But looks thro' Nature, up to Nature's God; 

Purſues that Chain which links th* immenſe deſign, 
Joins heav'n and earth, and mortal and divine; 

Sees, that no Being any bliſs can know, 335 

But touches ſome above, and ſome below; 

Learns, from this union of the riſing Whole, 

The firſt, laſt purpoſe of the human ſoul; 

And knows where Faith, Law, Morals, all began, 

All end, in Lovꝝ or Gop, and Love or Max. 340 

For him alone, Hope leads from goal to goal, 

And opens ſtill, and opens on his ſoul; 

NorkEs. 

dent as this truth was, yet Riches and falſe Philoſophy had 
ſo blinded the diſ-ernment even of improved minds, that 
the poſſeſſors of the ſirſt placed Happineſs in External:, 
unſuitable to Man's Nature ; and the followers of the lat- 
ter, in refized V:/ions, unſuitable to his Situation; while the 
ſimple· minded man, with Nature only for his guide, 
found plaioly in what it ſhould be placed. 

Ver. 341. For him alone, Hope leads from goal to goal. 
Bot this is not all; when the ſimple- minded man, on his 
firſt ſetting out in the purſuit of Truth, in order to Hap- 
pineſs, hath had the wiſdom, 

To look thro' Nature up to Nature's God; 

(inſtead of achering to any ſect or party where there w 
ſo great odds of his chuſing wrong) that then the benefit 
of gaining the knc vledge of God's will, wwrirten in the 
mind, is not conined- there; for ſtanding on this ſure 
foundation, he is new no longer in danger of chuſing 
wrong, amidſt ſuch diverſities of Religions; but by pur- 
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Till lengthen'd on to FaiTH, and unconfin'd, 

It pours the bliſs that fills up all the mind, 

NoTESs. 

ſuing this grand ſcheme of UxIVERSAL BzxngvoLExce 
in practice as well as theory, he arrives at length to the 
knowledge of the REVEALED will of God, which is the 
conſummation of the ſyſtem of benevolence ; 

For him alone, Hope leads from goal to goal, 
And opens ſtill, and opens on his ſoul, 
Till lengthen'd on to Faith, and unconfin'd, 
It pours the bliſs that fills up all the mind. 

VER. 341. For him alone Hope leads frem goalto goal, Ge} 
PLaTo, in his firſt book of a Republic, hath a remarkable 
paſſage to this purpoſe: © He whoſe conſcience does not 
* reproach him, has chearful Hope for his companion, 
and the fupport and comfort of his old age, according 
* to Pindar : For this great Poet, O Socrates, very ele- 
« gantly ſays, That he who leads a juſt and holy life has 
* always amiable Hope for his companion, which fills his 
heart with joy, and is the ſupport and comfort of his 
« old age. Hope, the moſt powerful of the Divinities, in 
« governing the ever-changing and inconſtant temper of 
„mortal men.” Tg & unde, txuly ago Eun⁰fi n 
e ol Tae55ly 2 ayaln np. ws 2 IId AEYEhe 

Xagiiiſog ye T, & Ta xpalec, TET ix. le, ri dg a A- 
rag n d Toy gl Hayayn YAureia 6 xai e 

ynęo reo · Guat zug, & MANISH draus Tour poPov VWs 

ua xvorpz, In the ſame manner Euripides ſpeaks in his 
Hercules furens, | 

0979- & 4 ne a5 0, 09K BATIO bv 

Ilirug ai Tod PLOT eg r. ver. 105. 

He is the good man in whole brea/? Hope ſprings eter- 
rally: But to be without Hope in the world is the portion 
* of the wicked,” 
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110 - ESSAY ON MAN. Fr. Iv. 
He ſees, why Nature plants in Man alone 44; 

Hope of known bliſs, and Faith in bliſs unknown: 

(Nature, whoſe dictates to no other kind 

Are giv'n in vain, but what they ſeek they find) 

Wiſe is her preſent; ſhe connects in this 

His greateſt Virtue with his greateſt Bliſs; 350 

At once his own bright proſpect to be bleſt, 

And ſtrongeſt motive to aſſiſt the reſt; 

Self-love thus puſh'd to ſocial, to divine, 

Gives thee to make thy neighbour's bleſſing thine, 

NorTEs. 

Ve. 353. Se!f-love thus puſh'd to foctal, &c. ] The Poet 
here marks out the Progreſs of his good man's Benevo- 
lence, puſhed through natural religion to revealed, till it 
arrives to that height which the ſacred writers deſcribe as 
the very ſummit of Chriſtian perfection; and ſhews how 
the progreſs of human differs from the progreſs of divin- 
benevolence. That the divine deſcends from whole to 
parts; but that the human muſt riſe from individual to 
univerſal, His argument for this extended benevolence 
is, that, as God has made a Whole, whoſe parts have a 
perfect relation to, and an entire dependency on each 
other, Man, by extending his benevolence throughout 
that Whole, acts in conformity to the will of his Creator; 
and therefore this enlargement of his affection becomes a 
duty. But the Poet hath not only ſhewn his piety in this 
obſervation, but the utmoſt art and addreſs likewiſe in the 
diſpoſition of it. The E/ay on Man opens with expoſing 
the murmurs and impious concluſions of fooliſh men 
againſt the preſent conſtitution of things; as it proceeds, 
it occaſionally detects all thoſe falſe principles and opt- 
nions which led them to conclude thus perverſcly. Having 
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345 1 this too fitle for the boundleſs heart? 335 
vn: Extend it, let thy enemies have part - 

Graſp the whole worlds of Reaſon, Life; and Senſe, 

d) la one cloſe ſyſtem of Benevolence: 

355 Nor Es. | 
how dotie all that was neceſſary in Speculation, the au- 
thor turas to Practice; and ends his Eſſay with the recom- 
mendation of an acknowledged virtue, CnariTyY; which, 
if exerciſed in the Extent that conformity to the will of 
God requireth, would effectually prevent all complaints 

ine, WI 2gainſt the preſent order of things; ſuch complaints being 
made with a total diſregard to eyety thing but their own 
private ſyſtem, and feng remedy in the diſorder, aud 
at the expence of all the reſt, This obſervation, 

Self.love but ſerves the virtuous mind to wake, 

ill it Wl is important) Rochefaucault, Eſprit, and their wordy 
xe as WM ciſciple 3 had obſerved, that Self love was the 
how W Origin of all thoſe virtues Mankind moſt admire; and 
wine Wl therefore fooliſhly ſuppoſed it was the End likewiſe ; and 
ie to WI fo taught, that the higheſt pretences to diſintereſtedneſs 
/ to WI were only the more artful difguiſes of Self-love. But our 
ence W author, who ſays ſomewhere or other, 

Of human Nature, Wit its worſt may write, 
We all revere it in our own deſpite, MS. 

ſaw, as well as they and eyery body elſe, that the Paſſions 
began in Self-lovg ; yet he underſtood human Nature 
better than to imagine they terminated there, He knew, 
that Reaſon and Religion could convert Selfiſnineſs into its 
very oppoſite ; and therefore teacheth, that 

Sell. love but ſerves the virtuous mind to wake: 
And thus hath vindicated the dignity of human Nature, 
nu the philofophic truth of the Chriſtian doctrine. 

I 
— 

— — — = 



112 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. Iv. fl 
Happier as kinder, in whate'er degree, 
And height of Bliſs but height of Charity. 360 

God loves from Whole to Parts: but human ſoul 
Muſt riſe from Individual to the Whole. 

Self- love but ſerves the virtuous mind to _ 

As the ſmall pebble ſtirs the peaceful lake; 

The centre mov'd, a circle ſtraight ſucceeds, 365 

Another ſtill, and ſtill another ſpreads ; 

Friend, parent, neighbour, firſt it will embrace; 

His country next; and next all human race; 

Wide and more wide, th' o'erflowings of the mind 2. 

Take ev'ry creature in, of ey'ry kind; 370 

Earth ſmiles around, with boundleſs bounty bleſt, 

And Heay'n beholds its image in his breaſt. F 
Come then, my Friend] myGenius! come along; : 

Oh maſter of the poet, and the ſong | > Ms 

* 
VARIATIONS. 4 

VeR. 373. Come then, my Friend! c.] In the Ms. 0 
thus, 8 E 

And now tranſported o'er ſo vaſt a plain, 85 
While the wing'd courſer flies with all her rein, pu 
While heav'n- ward now her mounting wing ſhe feels, CA 
Now ſcatter'd fools fly trembling from her heels, w. 
Wilt thou, my St. John! keep her courſe in ſight, WI 
Conkae her fury, and aſſiſt her flight ? 3 

NorkEs. 3 

Ven. 373. Come then, my Friend! &c. ] This noble Apo- 4. H ,,.,. 
Rrophe, by which the Poet concludes the Eſſay in an 2. + wel te 



Ee. IV. 

And while the Muſe now ſtoops, or now aſcends, 37 5 

To man's low paſhons, or their glorious ends, 

NorTESs. 
dreſs to his friend, will furniſh a Critic with examples of 
every one of thoſe five Species of Elocution, from which, 
as from its Sources, Longinus deduceth the SUBLIME®. 
1. The firſt and chief is a Grandeur and Sublimity of 

Conception. 

Come then, my Friend ! my Genius! come along; 
O Maſter of the Poet, and the Song ! 
And while the Muſe now ſtoops, or now aſcends, 
To man's low paſſions, or their glorious ends. 

2. The ſecond, that pathetic Enthuſiaſm, which, at the 
ame time, melts and inflames : 

Teach me, like thee, in various nature wiſe, 

To fall with dignity, with temper riſe ; 
Form'd by thy converſe, happily to ſteer 
From grave to gay, from lively to ſevere 

Correct with ſpirit, eloquent with eaſe, 
Intent to reaſon, or polite to pleaſe. 

z. A certain elegant Formation and Ordonance of Fi- 
gures: 

Oh! while along the ſtream of Time thy name 
Expanded flies, and gathers all its fame, 
Say, ſhall my little bark attendant fail, 

| Purſue the triumph, and partake the gale ? 
4. A ſplendid Diction: 
When ſtateſmen, heroes, kings, in duſt repoſe, 

Whoſe ſons ſhall bluſh their fathers were thy foes, 
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114 ESSAY ON MAN. Er. IV. 

Teach me, like thee, in various nature wiſe, 
To fall with dignity, with temper riſe; 

Form'd by thy converſe, happily to ſteer 
From grave to gay, from lively to ſevere; 980 
Correct with ſpirit, eloquent with eaſe, 

Intent to reaſon, or polite to pleaſe. 

Oh! while along the ſtream of Time thy Name 
Expanded flies, and gathers all its fame 

Say, ſhall my little bark attendant fail, 385 v 
Purſue the triumph, and partake the gale? 
When ſtateſmen, heroes, kings, in duſt repoſe, 

Whoſe ſons ſhall bluſh their fathers were thy foes, 

Shall then this verſe to future age pretend 
Thou wert my guide, philofopher, and friend? 39e = 

That urg'd by thee, I turn'd the tuneful art Epiſſ 

From ſounds to things, from fancy to the heart; Ty 

great 
NorTEs. Poet, 

Shall then this verſe to future age pretend ber of 
Thou wert my guide, philoſopher, and friend? T 0 

of the That, urg'd by thee, I turn'd the tuneful art 
From ſounds to things, from fancy to the heart; - y 
For Wit's falſe mirror held up Nature's light; Wao: 

And, f/thly, which includes in itſelf all the reſt, 2 l advan; 
. 8555 an Dignity in the Compoſition : facts, 

Shew'd erring Pride, whatever 7s, is Rionr; Natur 
That Reason, Pass10N, anſwer one great AIM; 
That true-SEeLF-Love and SOCIAL are the Sas; 
That Viz Tux only makes our BLISS below; 
And all our Knowledge is, OuxsgTVIES TO KNOW 

” 
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Er. V. ESSAY ON MAN. 173 
For Wit's falſe mirror held up Nature's light; 

Shew'd erring Pride, WHATEVER Is, 18 RIGHT; 

That RE Aso, PASSION, anſwer one great aim; 395 

That true SELT-LOVE and SoCIAL are the ſame; 

That VIRTUE only makes our Bliſs below; 

And all our Knowledge is, oURSELVES To KNOW. 

VARIATIONG® 

Vrr. 397. That Virtue enly, Sc.] In the MS. thus, 

That juſt to find a God is all we can, 

And all the ſtudy of Mankind is Man, 

NOTES. 
VER. 304. Shew'd erring Pride, Whatever is, ts Right; | 

* 

The Poet's addreſs to his Friend, which concludeth this 
Epiſtle ſo nobly, and endeth with a recapitulation of the 
general argument, affords me the following obſervation, 
with which I ſhall conclude theſe remarks. There is one 
great beauty that ſhines through the whole Eye The 
Poet, whether he ſpeaks of Man as an Individual, a Mem- 
ber of Society, or the Subject of Happineſs, never miſſeth 
an opportunity, while he js explaining his ſtate under any 
of theſe capacities, to illuſtrate it in the moſt artful man- 
ner by the inforcement of his grand Principle: THAT 
EVERY THING TENDETH TO THE GOOD OF THE 
WHoLte; from whence his ſyſtem receives the reciprocal 
advantage of having hat grand Theorem realized by 

fats, and his facts julihed on a principle of Right or 
Nature, 
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Univerſal Prayer, 
PEO OPT, MAX. 
ATHER of All! in ev'ry Age, 

In ev'ry Clime ador'd, 

By Saint, by Savage, and by Sage, 

Jehovah, Jove, or Lord 

Thou Great Firſt Cauſe, leaſt underſtoogn 

Who all my Senſe confin'd 

To know but this, that Thou art Good, 

And that myſelf am blind: 

COMMENTAR V. 

Univerſal Prayer. ] It may be proper to obſerve, that 
me paſſages, in the preceding Ear, having been unjuſt. 
ly ſuſpeted of a tendency towards Fate and Na/uraliſm. 
he Author compoſed this Prayer, as the ſum of all, tc. 
hew that this ſyſtem was founded in f-e-204/), and termi- 
nated in piety: That the firſt Cauſe was as well the Lord 
and Goyernor of the Univerfe, as the Creator of it; and 
bat, ay \ubmifion to his will (the great principle inſorced 
\roughout the E/ay ) was not meant the ſuffering ourſelves 
o be carried along by a blind determination; hut the reſt- | 



120 UNIVERSAL PRAYER, 
Let gave me, in this dark Eſtate, 

To ſee the Good from III; 

And binding Nature faſt in Fate, 

Left fee the human Will. 

What Conſcience dictates to be done, 

Or warns me not to do, 

| This, teach me more than hell to ſhun, 
ö That, more than heav'n purſue. 

rr 

What Bleſſings thy free Bounty gives, 

= Let me not caſt away; 

| For God is paid when Man receives, 

T' enjoy is to obey, 

Yet not to Earth's contracted Span 
Thy Goodneſs let me bound, 

Or think Thee Lord alone of Man, 
When thouſand Worlds are round : 

Let not this weak, unknowing hand 
Preſume thy bolts to throw, 

And deal damnation round the land, 10 

On each I judge thy Foe, exer 

of th 
chan 

ing in a religious acquieſcence, and confidence full of Hof! WM the 7 
and Immortality. Io give all this the greater weight, the purp 
Poet choſe for his model the Lon p's Prayer, which, of cou]; 
all others, beſt deferves the title prefixed to his Paraphraſe. WM fecu, 



UNIVERSAL PRAYER, zar 
If I am right, thy grace impart, 

Still in the right to ſtay; 

If I am wrong, oh teach my heart 
To find that better way, 

Save me alike from fooliſh Pride, 
Or impious Diſcontent, 

At aught thy Wiſdom has deny'd, | 

Or aught thy Goodneſs lent, 

| Teach me to feel another's Woe, 

To hide the Fault I ſee; 

That Mercy I to others ſhow, 
That Mercy ſhow to me, 

Mean tho' I am, not wholly ſo, 

Since quick'ned by thy breath : 

Oh lead me whereſoe'er I go, 

Thro' this day's Life or Death. 

—— — a at Es 

NorEs. 
VJ am right, thy grace impart,— 
If an wrong, Oh teach my heart | 

As the imparting grace, on the chriſtian ſyſtem, is a ſtronger | 
exertion of the divine power, than the natural illumination | 
of the heart, one would expect that right and wrong ſhould 
change places; more aid being required to reſtore men to 

f Hope WW the right, than to keep them in it. But as it was the Poet's 
it, the purpoſe to infinuate, that Revelation was the right, nothing 
ch, of could better expreſs his purpoſe, than the making the right 
phraſe. W ſecured by the guards of grace. | 

2 

— — 

| 



122 UNIVERSAL PRAYER. 

This day, be Bread and Peace my Lot; 
All elſe beneath the Sun, T. 
Thou know'ſt if beſt beſtow'd or not, 

And let Thy Will be done, 

To Thee, whoſe Temple is all Space, 
Whoſe Altar, Earth, Sea, Skies ! 

One Chorus let all Being raiſe ! 

All Nature's Incenſe rils ! 



{ 123 ] 

The DYING CHRISTIAN 

To his Sov t; 

ODE! 

I. 
ITAL ſpark of heav'nly flame, 
Quit, oh quit this mortal frame : 

Trembling, hoping, ling'ring, flying, 

Oh the pain, the bliſs of dying ! 
Ceaſe, fond Nature, ceaſe thy ſtrife, 

And let me languiſh into life. 

IT. 
Hark ! they whiſper ; Angels ſays 

Siſter Spirit, come away. 
What is this abſorbs me quite ? ' 

Steals my ſenſes, ſhuts my fight, 

Drowns my ſpirits, draws my breath? 

Tell me, my Soul, can this be Death ? 

NorTEes. 

d This Ode was written in imitation of the famous ſon« 
net of Hadrian to his departing ſoul; but as much ſupertor 
to his original, in ſenſe and ſublimity, as the Chri/tian 
Religion is to the Pogen, | 

7 



III. 
The world recedes; it diſappears ! 
Heaven opens on my eyes ! my ears 
With ſounds ſeraphic ring: 

Lend, lend your wings! I mount! I fly! 

O Grave! where is thy Victory? 
O Death! where is thy Sting? 

il 
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